INTRODUCTION

This bibliography is a work in progress. It attempts to update Ronald B. de Waal’s comprehensive bibliography, *The Universal Sherlock Holmes*, but does not claim to be exhaustive in content. New works are continually discovered and added to this bibliography. Readers and researchers are invited to suggest additional content.

This volume contains an alphabetical listing of audio-visual materials. Coverage of this material begins around 1994, the final year covered by De Waal's bibliography, but may not yet be totally up-to-date (given the ongoing nature of this bibliography). It is hoped that other titles will be added at a later date.

The first volume in this supplement focuses on monographic and serial titles, arranged alphabetically by author or main entry. The second volume presents the exact same information arranged by subject. The third volume focuses on the periodical literature of Doyle and Holmes, listing individual articles alphabetically. The fourth volume includes "core" or "primary" citations from the periodical literature. The fifth volume includes "passing" or "secondary" references to Doyle or Holmes in the periodical literature. The sixth volume organizes the periodical literature according to De Waal's original categories. As the bibliography expands, additional annotations will be provided in order to give the researcher a better idea on the exact Holmesian or Doylean reference contained in each article.

The compiler wishes to thank Peter E. Blau, Don Hobbs, Leslie S. Klinger, and Fred Levin for their assistance in providing additional entries for this bibliography.
   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. 25 movie classics collectors edition; Best of the best collectors edition; DVD. 2 double-sided DVD.“ //

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 12 cm. 1 Bulldog Drummond's Revenge ; 2 Bulldog Drummond Escapes ; 3 Bulldog Drummond in Africa ; 4 Bulldog Drummonds Secret Police ; 5 Bulldog Drummond Comes Back ; 6 Bulldog Drummond's Peril ; 7 Dick Tracy, Detective ; 8 Dick Tracy Meets Gruesome ; 9 Dick Tracy vs Cue Ball ; 10 The Shadow Strikes ; 11 The Shadow: International Crime ; 12 Mr. Moto's Last Waning ; 13 The Mysterious Mr. Wong ; 14 Mr. Wong, Detective ; 15 Sherlock Holmes: The Sign of Four ; 16 The Triumph of Sherlock Holmes ; 17 Sherlock Holmes: Murder at the Baskervilles ; 18 Sherlock Holmes: The Woman in Green ; 19 Sherlock Holmes: A Study in Scarlet ; 20 Sherlock Holmes and the Secret Weapon ; 21 Sherlock Holmes: Terror by Night ; 22 Sherlock Holmes: Dressed to Kill ; 23 Nancy Drew, Reporter ; 24 The Kennel Murder Case ; 25 The Death Kiss ; 26 Suddenly ; 27 Impact ; 28 He Walked by Night ; 29 Quicksand ; 30 Eyes in the Night ; 31 The Man on the Eiffel Tower ; 32 Topper Returns ; 33 The Green Glove ; 34 The Second Woman ; 35 Fog Island ; 36 They Made Me a Criminal ; 37 Jigsaw ; 38 Algiers ; 39 Murder With Pictures ; 40 The Stranger ; 41 Murder at Midnight ; 42 Kansas City Confidential ; 43 Detour ; 44 Too Late For Tears ; 45 Mystery Liner ; 46 Scarlet Street ; 47 Midnight Manhunt ; 48 Murder by Television ; 49 The Moonstone ; 50 Great Guy. //


4. **About a hundred years.** East Barnet, Hertfordshire: Symposium, 1997. Sound Recording (CD) 1 sound disc (79 min., 40 sec.).


   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. DVD video; region 1, full screen presentation; Dolby Digital. Originally released as a motion picture in 1939. Based on the play "Sherlock Holmes" by William Gillette; based on characters created by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Special features: audio commentary with Richard Valley; selected theatrical trailers; production notes by Richard Valley; photo gallery. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, George Zucco, Ida Lupino, Alan Marshall. Audience: MPAA rating: Not rated. Twentieth Century-Fox ; King World Productions, Inc. ; screen play by Edwin Blum and William Drake ; directed by Alfred Werker. // Professor Moriarty has at long last been brought to trial for murder, but is acquitted after the court finds a lack of sufficient evidence. Moriarty wastes no time in plotting his next crime, but he must first divert the attention of the Great Detective.


    NOTE // ABSTRACT --- si., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. DVD. Based on the stories by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Participants: 1st feature: Georges Treville. 2nd-4th features: Eille Norwood, Hubert Willis. 1st feature: no credits given. 2nd-4th features: photography, Germain Burger. // The copper beaches (1912) -- The dying detective / Stoll Picture Productions Ltd. presents ; Maurice Elvey production ; scenario, William J. Elliott (1921) -- The devil's foot (1921) / Stoll Picture Productions Ltd. presents ; Maurice Elvey production ; scenario, William J. Elliott -- The man with the twisted lip (1921) / Stoll Picture Productions Ltd. presents ; Maurice Elvey production ; scenario, William J. Elliott.

women who has a curse on her family and something's trying to do her in. At the same time—and not unrelated—someone (Dr. Moriarty) is attempting to steal the Crown Jewels, including the priceless Star of Delhi.


   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col.; 4 3/4 in. DVD, region 1, full screen presentation; Dolby Digital. Special features: photo gallery; Paget's drawings part I; Sherlock & Brett societies part II. Participants: Jeremy Brett, David Burke. Granada Television series; Granada Media. // Contains 2 episodes from the complete thirteen episode collection. Blue carbuncle—Copper beaches.

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col.; 4 3/4 in. DVD, region 1, full screen presentation; Dolby Digital. Special features: photo gallery; Paget's drawings part II; Sherlock & Brett societies part III. Participants: Jeremy Brett, David Burke. Granada Television series; Granada Media. // Contains 2 episodes from the complete thirteen episode collection. Greek interpreter—Norwood builder.


   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w; 4 3/4 in. All regions, PAL. DVD. PEL125. Participants: Ronald Howard, H. Marion Crawford. // The case of the Eiffel Tower—The case of the shy ballerina—The case of the royal murder.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. DVD. // The case of the impromptu performance -- The case of the split ticket.


   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. "Special features. 6 interactive chapter points"---cover. IPD10678. Based on a story by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Participants: Peter McCauley, Rachel Blakeley, David Orth, William Snow. Director: Richard Franklin. // Travelling through the uncharted Amazon Jungle, professor Edward Challenger and his companions must defend themselves against incredible dangers. Trapped between the present and the past, their attackers are from an age unknown and long forgotten: ape man, immense crocodiles and flesh devouring dinosaurs.

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital, mono. ; 4 3/4 in. Prentice Hall literature library. Originally published: Upper Saddle River, N.J. : Prentice Hall, c2000. Includes bibliographical references. Distribution is restricted to RFB&D members who have a documented print disability such as a visual impairment, learning disability or other physical disability. //

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. Based on characters of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. "TRV-7603"--Container. //

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Universal Pictures Corporation. b&w ; 1/2 in. VHS. Based on characters created by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Originally produced as motion pictures in 1946 (1st work) and 1945 (2nd work). "DF2-036" Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce. Director of photography, Maury Gertsman (1st work), Virgil Miller (2nd work) ; film editor, Saul A. Goodkind (1st work), Edward Curtiss (2nd work) ; music, Milton Rosen (1st work) ; Mark Levant (2nd work). //

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Universal Pictures Corporation. b&w ; 1/2 in. Based on characters created by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Originally produced as motion pictures in 1946 (1st work) and 1943 (2nd work). "DF2-042"--Container. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce. Roy William Neill, director. //

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. PAL ; Region 4. "Y27338". Originally broadcast on Cartoon Network as episodes of the television series in 2009. Copyright DC Comics and Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. Audience: Rated: PG. // "Nothing will stop Batman from cracking a case ... not even history! "Bats" swoops back to 19th century London and partners with the original World's Greatest Detectives Sherlock Holmes to save an innocent man from death. But their victory destroys another arm, creating a ghostly villain.
to join the Dark Knight's Rogue Gallery. Back in the future, Batman meets Equinox, battles the immortal
caveman Kru'll and transits through space to save an alien planet from an oppressive general. Meanwhile,
fellow DC Super Hero Blue Beetle needs guidance on a teenage crush, Aquaman needs a jug and Booster Gold
needs a life lesson, all reminding Batman why he prefers to work alone!" --Container.

36. **Belligerent ghost and, Lady Beryl.** St. Laurent, Quebec: Distributed by Madacy Music, 1998. Visual Material 1 videocassette (ca. 55 min.).

**NOTE // ABSTRACT ---** sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. Sherlock Holmes collection; Videocassette release of 2 episodes of the 1954-55 British television series, based on the stories of Arthur Conan Doyle. Participants: Ronald Howard (Sherlock Holmes), Howard Marion Crawford (Dr. Watson), Archie Duncan (Inspector Lestrade, other roles). produced & written by Sheldon Reynolds ; director, Jack Gage. Music, Paul Durand ; cinematography, Raymond Clunie. // Belligerent ghost: Dr. Watson plays the Good Samaritan to a man
stricken in the street, who later dies in his home. Leaving his pub after a restorative drink, Watson is attacked
by the "dead" man ; Lady Beryl: Holmes & Watson investigate a murder at the home of Lord Beryl.


**NOTE // ABSTRACT ---** Skokie Public Library (Ill.) ; Library Cable Network. color. 1/2 in. VHS format.
Theater company reads and acts script of Arthur Conan Doyle's Adventure of the speckled band. Producer,
Dave Evans. //


**NOTE // ABSTRACT ---** NBC Television Network. ; Best Film & Video Corp. sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. 1997.
Participants: Milton Berle, Dagmar, Carol Channing, Mickey Spillane, the Hilltoppers, Peter Lawford, Maria
Riva. Director, Greg Garrison; producer; Irving Gray; writers Goodman Ace ---[et al.]; music, Jerry Seelen,
Phil Charig. //


**NOTE // ABSTRACT ---** sd., ; 4 3/4 in. DVD. Release date: Jul. 15, 2003. // Includes nine classic films
by Billy Wilder: Avanti!, Kiss Me Stupid, One, Two, Three, The Private Life Of Sherlock Holmes, The
Apartment, Fortune Cookie, Irma La Douce, Witness For The Prosecution and the special edition of Some Like
It Hot.

40. **The Blue carbuncle.** [Oak Forest, IL]: MPI Home Video, 1995. Visual Material 1 videocassette (52 min.).

**NOTE // ABSTRACT ---** sd. (mono.), col. ; 1/2 in. The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes. VHS. Videocassette
release of the 1984 television film. Based on: The blue carbuncle, by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Participants:
Jeremy Brett, David Burke, Brian Miller, Rosalie Williams. Granada Television Ltd. Director, David Carson ;
producer, Michael Cox ; screenplay, Paul Finney ; music, Patrick Gowers ; developed for television by John
Hawkesworth ; dramatised by Paul Finney. // The "blue carbuncle," a precious stone with a sinister history, has
been stolen from the hotel room of its owner, the Countess of Morcar. But when a Christmas goose and a
battered hat fall into Holmes' possession, he and Watson follow a trail that leads them to suspect that the wrong
man has been imprisoned for the crime.


**NOTE // ABSTRACT ---** sd., ; 1/2 in. The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes. VHS videodisc. Videocassette
Date on cassette label and container: 1995. Based on the story by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Participants:
Patrick Graybill, Gilbert C. Eastman. produced by Sign Media, Inc. Directors, Dennis Cokely,
Patrick Graybill ; camera, Verden Ness ; voice-over translation, Dennis Cokely. // Details of each case is given
in sections by Dr. Watson and then each step of the mystery is unraveled by Holmes. Also contains brief
biography of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.

42. **The boldest hoax.** Boston: WGBH Video, 2005. Visual Material 1 videodisc (60 min.).
A Holmes & Doyle Bibliography
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Participants: Narrator: Richard Donal. Original PBS Broadcast Date: January 11, 2005. Audience: MPAA rating: Not rated. produced and directed by Kate Bartlett ; produced for NOVA by Gary Glassman ; a BBC production ; additional production for NOVA by Providence Pictures, Inc. for WGBH/Boston. Editors, Peter Norrey, Rick Widmer. // "Who Created Piltdown Man-Science's Most Notorious Fraud? For 40 years, a fossil skull discovered in Piltdown, England, was hailed as the missing link between apes and humans. Then, in 1953, new scientific tests revealed the shocking truth-"Piltdown Man" was a fake! But who could have perpetrated the hoax? Was it the amateur archaeologist, Charles Dawson, who dug up most of the bones? Or the eminent museum curator, Sir Arthur Smith Woodward of Britain's Natural History Museum, who won fame by presenting the reconstructed skull to an eager public in 1912? Could it even have been Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, the creator of Sherlock Holmes, who lived near Piltdown? With more red herrings and false trails than an Agatha Christie whodunit, The Boldest Hoax digs into intriguing new clues from archives at the Natural History Museum, and delves into the skullduggery and national pride that led a handful of faked bones to hoodwink a generation of leading scientists. Go deep into the archives of Britain's Natural History Museum, where intriguing documents shed new light on this notorious case."--Container.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 1/2 in. Return of Sherlock Holmes. VHS format. Videocassette release of the 1984 television program. Dramatized from the story by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. "MP 1791." Described for the visually handicapped. DVS version. Participants: Jeremy Brett, Edward Hardwicke. Granada Television in association with WGBH Boston ; executive producer, Michael Cox ; producer, June Wyndham Davies ; director, John Gorrie ; music, Patrick Gowers. Developed for television and dramatized by John Hawkesworth; Ray Freeman, graphics; Barry Bowmer, film editor. // Who is the young man that is found murdered and savagely beaten on a railway line leading from the underground? Why does he have plans for a secret submarine in his pocket? Is he a hero, or a traitor? Aided and abetted by brother Mycroft, Holmes and Watson follow a trail through fog-shrouded London to find the truth and a murderer.


45. The cardboard box. [Orland Park, IL]: MPI Home Video, 1995. Visual Material 1 videocassette (50 min.).

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. DVD, region 1, widescreen presentation; Dolby Digital stereo., NTSC. Based on the comic books created by Gosho Aoyama. Audience: Rating: 13UP; rating on container: TV-PG. Japanese version: produced by TMS Entertainment ; producers, Michihiko Suwa & Masahito Yoshioka ; directed by Kenji Kodama ; English version: FUNimation Productions, Ltd. ; producers, Carly Hunter, Justin Cook. // The game is afoot! Conan Edogawa may look like he's only in elementary school, my dear Watson, but he possesses perhaps the keenest eye for detail of any living detective. His latest case finds him trapped in a virtual recreation of 19th century London and pitted against none other than Jack the Ripper. To save his friends, Conan must follow in the footsteps of his hero, Sherlock Homes, and crack a case that's gone unsolved for over a hundred years.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w; 1/2 in. Sherlock Holmes collection; Videocassette release of 2 episodes of the 1954-55 British television series, based on the stories of Arthur Conan Doyle. Participants: Ronald Howard (Sherlock Holmes), Howard Marion Crawford (Dr. Watson), Archie Duncan (Inspector Lestrade, other roles); introduction by Christopher Lee. produced by Sheldon Reynolds; directed by Steve Previn & Sheldon Reynolds. Music, Paul Durand; cinematography, Raymond Clinic. // Christmas pudding: a condemned man vows to break out of prison and murder Sherlock Holmes; Deadly prophecy: a young boarding school pupil has been sleepwalking to church in the night ... with deadly results for the town's elite citizens!


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. Unabridged. Volume 2, of two volumes. Read by various readers. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- b&w; 4 3/4 in. DVD. "Triple DVD Feature." Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Patricia Morrison, Edmund Breon, Patrica Cameron, Tom Dillon, Alan Murphy, Dennis Hoey, Renee Godfrey, Hilary Brooke, Paul Cavanagh. // Dressed to kill - music boxes made in a penentiary lead to stolen bank plates; Terror by night - the theft of a precious gem and murder aboard a train lead to a complicated scheme; The women in green - investigation of series of murder victims with missing fingers.


William Neill. // Basil Rathbone portrays the deductive genius, Sherlock Holmes and Nigel Bruce his mystified colleague, Dr. Watson in these fourteen classic films.

54. *Corn: a national renewable resource*. St. Louis, MO: National Corn Growers Association, 1994. Visual Material 1 videocassette, 60 Captain Cornelius Magazines, 6 activity sheets, 1 poster, 1 booklet, 4 teacher's guides, 4 golf tees, packaging material, 3 cards; in container 23 x 32 x 6 cm. 
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- VHS format. Videocassette title: Sherlock Holmes & the mystery of the pollution solution. Booklet title: The world of corn. "The Ohio corn marketing program"—Cassette label. // Designed to help students recognize corn as a reservoir of energy and a renewable substitute for anything made from expendable fossil fuels.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. DVD; region 1; Dolby digital 2.0; widescreen. Based on the play by Paul Giovanni. Originally released as a motion picture in 1991. Participants: Charlton Heston, Richard Johnson, Susannah Harker, John Castle, Clive Wood, Simon Callow, Edward Fox. Audience: Not rated. Turner Pictures presents an Agamemnon Films production ; in association with British Lion ; written, produced and directed by Fraser C. Heston. Director of photography, Robin Vidgeon ; editor, Eric Boyd-Perkins ; music, Carl Davis. // A treat for Sherlock Holmes fans: A maharaja's treasure, the British soldiers who stole it and swore a blood oath of secrecy, and 30 years later, the consequences: death. Is the treasure cursed? Or is a very human murderer at work? Only one man can unravel the mystery, Sherlock Holmes.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- kleur, geluid, breedbeeld. Walt Disney Classics ; 29. 4 talen gesproken waaronder Nederlands, 5 talen ondertiteld waaronder Nederlands/ Videoversie van de tekenfilm: Verenigde Staten : The
60. *Delo o kresle fotografa*. [S.I.]: Central Partnership; [Moscow, Russia?]: Poligon Video; St. Petersburg, Fla.: Distributed by Rosexportfilm, 2002. Visual Material 1 videocassette (90 min.).

**NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col.; 1/2 in. VHS.** At head of title on container: Khroniki Konan Doilia. Participants: Ian Richardson, Charles Edwards, Simon Chandler, David Hayman, Clare Holman, Roger Lloyd Pack, Tim Woodward. **BBC**; screenplay, Paul Billing; producer, Alison Jackson; director, Paul Marcus. // Murder rooms: Mysteries of the real Sherlock Holmes.; Photographer's chair; Mysteries of the real Sherlock Holmes; Photographer's chair


**NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col.; 1/2 in. VHS; stereo.** At head of title on container: Khroniki Konan Doilia. Participants: Ian Richardson, Charles Edwards, Crispin Bonham-Carter, Caroline Carver, Warwick Davis, Jan McNeice, John Sessions. **BBC**; screenplay, Stephen Gallagher; producer, Alison Jackson; director, Simon Langton. // Russian; In English with Russian voice-over translation. Murder rooms.; Mysteries of the real Sherlock Holmes.; Kingdom of bones; Mysteries of the real Sherlock Holmes; Kingdom of bones


63. *Detectives Gangbusters; Mr. & Mrs. North; Sherlock Holmes*. Schiller Park, IL: MediaBay, 2000. Visual Material 1 videodisc (ca. 180 min.).

**NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w; 4 3/4 in. TV from yesteryear; DVD.** Videodisc release of episodes of detective television programs from the 1950s along with episodes from the radio programs of the same title from the 1930s and 1940s. Participants: Jay Novello, Frank Readick, Richard Denning, Barbara Britton, Joseph Curtin, Alice Frost, Ronald Howard, Howard Marion Crawford, Carlton Hobbs, Norman Shelley. // Gangbusters: The; case of Willie "the actor" Sutton"; (TV); The; case of the triple treat bandits; (Radio) -- Mr. & Mrs. North; Target; (TV) ;; Who killed Mr. Stefano;?; (Radio) -- Sherlock Holmes: The; case of Lady Beryl; (TV); The; three Garridebs; (Radio).


**NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col.; 1/2 in. Wishbone; VHS.** Inspired by Arthur Conan Doyle's A Scandal in Bohemia. Participants: Larry Brantley as the voice of Wishbone; Jordan Wall as Joe; Christie Abbott as Sam; Adam Springfield as David; Mary Chris Wall as Ellen, Angee Hughes as Wanda. Director of photography, Bert Guthrie; musical director, Tim Cissel; producer, Betty Buckley; supervising producer, Stephanie Simpson; creator and executive producer, Rick Duffield; written by Vincent Brown.; edited by Julie Dunn; directed by Ken Harrison. // An Oakdale "mastermind" puts Samantha in the middle of a tabloid scandal. At
the same time, Wishbone as Arthur Conan Doyle's top detective, Sherlock Holmes, races to foil a mastermind who threatens to cause A Scandal in Bohemia.

Participants: Ian Richardson, Sean Wightman, Robin Laing, Dolly Wells, Charles Dance, Ralph Riach, Aly Bain, Andrew John Tait, Alan Sinclair. BBC ; BBS Films ; The Television Production Company ; WGBH Boston ; producer, Ian Madden ; writer, David Pirie ; director, Paul Seed. Director of photography, John Kenway ; art director, Anna Rackard ; editors, Martin Brinkler, Mark Day ; original music, Jim Parker ; costume designer, Frances Tempest ; production designer, Tom McCullagh. // In 1878, when Mr. Doyle meets the brilliant teacher, Dr. Bell, the young medical student is drawn into a new world of crime investigation. As he assists Bell in solving gruesome police cases, Doyle becomes fascinated with his tutor's uncanny talent for outwitting the most clever criminals. But, one particularly vicious cat-and-mouse game has a different ending. Doyle finds his life completely changed ... and even Dr. Bell's agile mind cannot predict the outcome.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 1/2 in.  VHS. Originally released as a motion picture in 2000.
Participants: Ian Richardson, Sean Wightman, Robin Laing, Dolly Wells, Charles Dance, Ralph Riach, Aly Bain, Andrew John Tait, Alan Sinclair. BBC ; BBS Films ; The Television Production Company ; WGBH Boston ; producer, Ian Madden ; writer, David Pirie ; director, Paul Seed. Director of photography, John Kenway ; art director, Anna Rackard ; editors, Martin Brinkler, Mark Day ; original music, Jim Parker ; costume designer, Frances Tempest ; production designer, Tom McCullagh. // In 1878, when Mr. Doyle meets the brilliant teacher, Dr. Bell, the young medical student is drawn into a new world of crime investigation. As he assists Bell in solving gruesome police cases, Doyle becomes fascinated with his tutor's uncanny talent for outwitting the most clever criminals. But, one particularly vicious cat-and-mouse game has a different ending. Doyle finds his life completely changed ... and even Dr. Bell's agile mind cannot predict the outcome.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in.  DVD. Videodisc release of the 1946 motion picture. Based on characters created by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. "This DVD is formatted for worldwide distribution"--P. [4] of cover. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Patricia Morison, Edmond Breon, Carl Harbord, Tom Dillon. Directed by Roy William Neill ; written by Leonard Lee. // "The master detective (Basil Rathbone) and his companion Dr. Watson (Nigel Bruce) become enmeshed in a case of murder involving a series of music boxes which harbor some strange significance. The twisting and turning trail leads Holmes to the maker of these precious musical objects, a man behind bars. A group of thugs headed by the seductive Hilda Courtney (Patricia Morison) is willing to kill to acquire them. Holmes must resist the devilish femme-fatale in his race to uncover the clues that will solve the mystery and put the underworld mob out of business"--P. [4] of cover.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. VHS format. Videocassette release of the 1946 motion picture. "A Universal picture." Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Patricia Morison. Screenplay by Leonard Lee ; adaptation by Frank Gruber ; adapted from a story by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle ; produced & directed by Roy William Neill. Director of photography, Maury Gerstman; art direction, Jack Otterson, Martin Obzina; film editor, Saul A. Goodkind; musical director, Milton Rosen. // Plates have been stolen from the Bank of England and the fate of Britain's international trade is threatened. Holmes faces a female adversary, having to discover how three identical music boxes hold the key to solving this mystery.

74. **Dressed to kill**. St. Laurent, Quebec: Madacy Entertainment Group, 1996. Visual Material 1 videocassette (ca. 73 min.).

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. A Sherlock Holmes film classic.; VHS format. Videocassette release of the 1946 motion picture. "A Universal picture." Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Patricia Morison. Screenplay by Leonard Lee ; adaptation by Frank Gruber ; adapted from a story by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle ; produced & directed by Roy William Neill. Director of photography, Maury Gerstman; art direction, Jack Otterson, Martin Obzina; film editor, Saul A. Goodkind; musical director, Milton Rosen. // Three music boxes are the only clues that Holmes has to work with to find the location of bank notes stolen from the Bank of England.

Dr. Watson in tow, emerges one last time from the flat at 221-B Baker Street to put his marvelous deductive powers to work and crack the case.

77. *Dressed to kill*. St. Laurent, Quebec: Distributed by Madacy Entertainment Group, 1998. Visual Material 1 videocassette (ca. 73 min.).

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b& w ; 1/2 in. VHS format. Based on the story by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Originally released as a motion picture by Universal Pictures in 1946. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Patricia Morison, Edmond Breon, Carl Harbord, Tom Dillon. produced and directed by Roy William Neill; screenplay by Leonard Lee; adaptation by Frank Gruber. // Three music boxes are the only clues that Holmes has to work with to find the location of bank notes stolen from the Bank of England.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b& w ; 1/2 in. The Sherlock Holmes Trilogy; VHS format. "#33913." Adapted from a story by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Videocassette release of the 1946 motion picture. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Patricia Morison, Edmond Breon. Universal Pictures. Producer-director, Roy William Neill. // A twisted tale of murder, blackmail and revenge revolving around a cache of mysterious music boxes. Sherlock Holmes, with Dr. Watson in tow, emerges one last time from the flat at 221-B Baker Street to put his marvelous deductive powers to work and crack the case.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b& w ; 1/2 in. VHS format. Adapted from a story by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Videocassette release of the 1946 motion picture. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Patricia Morison, Edmond Breon. Universal Pictures. Producer-director, Roy William Neill. // Sherlock Holmes' interest is piqued by the seemingly trivial theft of a music box purchased for a few pounds at auction. When murder ensues, he discovers the box holds the key to a plot which could bankrupt Great Britain.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b& w ; 4 3/4 in. DVD. Videodisc release of the 1946 motion picture. Digitally remastered. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce. produced and directed by Roy William Neill; screenplay by Leonard Lee. // A British prison inmate has incorporated stolen Bank of England engraving plates into several music boxes and Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson must find them before the criminals do.


Neill. // In Dressed to kill the master detective Holmes and his companion Dr. Watson become enmeshed in a case of murder involving a series of music boxes which harbor some strange significance. The twisting and turning trail leads Holmes to the maker of these precious musical objects, a man behind bars. A group of thugs headed by the seductive Hilda Courtney (Patricia Morison) is willing to kill to acquire them. Holmes must resist the devilish femme-fatale in his race to uncover the clues that will solve the mystery and put the underworld mob our of business. In Terror by night, Holmes and Watson find themselves up against a brutal murderer who has just stolen an extremely rare diamond. Their search puts them on a train with a collection of characters, any one of whom could be the killer. They must deduce who is the killer before they reach the station and he can escape.

84. *Dressed to kill*. [s.l.]: s.n., 2002. Visual Material 1 videocassette (72 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. VHS. Videocassette release of the 1946 motion picture by Universal. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Patricia Morison, Edmond Breon, Carl Harbord, Patricia Cameron, Tom Dillon. Producer and director, Roy William Neill ; screenplay, Leonard Lee ; edited by Saul A. Goodkind. // Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson investigate the theft of a friend's music boxes.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. Sherlock Holmes collection; v. 3; DVD, Region 1, full screen presentation; Dolby Digital mono. Videodisc release of the 1946 motion picture. Based on a story by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Patricia Morrison, Edmond Breon, Frederic Worlock, Carl Harbord, Patricia Cameron, Holmes E. Herbert, Harry Cording, Leyland Hodgson, Mary Gordon, Ian Wolfe. Universal Pictures ; produced by Roy William Neill ; screenplay, Leonard Lee ; adapted by Frank Gruber ; directed by Roy William Neill. Director of photography, Maury Oertsman ; film editor, Saul A. Goodkind. // Three music boxes are the only clues that Holmes has to work with to find the location of bank notes stolen from the Bank of England.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. Sherlock Holmes classic mystery; DVD, worldwide use ; Dolby Digital mono ; high quality MPEG 2 compression. Videodisc release of the 1946 motion picture. Based on a story by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Features: Interactive menus ; Scene access ; Biography ; Filmography ; Production notes ; Photo gallery. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Patricia Morrison, Edmond Breon, Frederic Worlock, Carl Harbord, Patricia Cameron, Holmes E. Herbert, Harry Cording, Leyland Hodgson, Mary Gordon, Ian Wolfe. Universal Pictures. Producer, Roy William Neill ; screenplay, Leonard Lee ; adapted by Frank Gruber ; directed by Roy William Neill ; director of photography, Maury Oertsman ; film editor, Saul A. Goodkind. // Three music boxes are the only clues that Holmes has to work with to find the location of bank notes stolen from the Bank of England.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. Sherlock Holmes collection; DVD, Region 1, full screen presentation; Dolby Digital mono. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Patricia Morrison, Edmond Breon, Frederic Worlock, Carl Harbord, Patricia Cameron, Holmes E. Herbert, Harry Cording, Leyland Hodgson, Mary Gordon, Ian Wolfe and Executive Producer: Kenneth R. Bennett. executive producer, Kenneth R. Bennett ; producer, Jake Lamb. Director of photography, Maury Oertsman ; film editor, Saul A. Goodkind. // "Basil Rathbone stars as super sleuth Sherlock Holmes, and Nigel Bruce co-stars as the loveable but slightly bumbling Dr. Watson in this last installment of the extremely popular detective series. In this episode Holmes and Watson face their toughest and most sinister adversary to date, a beautiful woman who is definitely Dressed to Kill! She's after three music boxes and won't stop at anything, including murder, to get a hold of them..."

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. DVD, Region 1, full screen presentation; one English soundtrack with Dolby Digital 5.1 surround, the other with Dolby 2.0 mono. "Digital gold collection." Videodisc release of the 1946 motion picture. Based on a story by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Patricia Morrison, Edmond Breon, Frederic Worlock, Carl Harbord, Patricia Cameron,


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. DVD. Originally produced as motion pictures in 1946 (1st work) and 1945 (2nd work). Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce. A Universal Picture. Dressed to kill: Director of photography, Maury Gertsman; film editor, Saul A. Goodkind; produced and directed by Roy William Neill; screenplay by Frank Gruber; adapted from a story by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Woman in green: Director of photography, Virgil Miller; film editor, Edward Curtiss; produced and directed by Roy William Neill; original screenplay by Bertram Millhauser; based on characters created by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. // Dressed to kill. Music boxes made in a penitentiary lead to stolen bank plates. Woman in green. Sherlock Holmes investigates a series of murder victims with missing fingers.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. DVD (Dual layer). "Sherlock Holmes double feature"--Container. Videodisc release of two 1946 Universal films. Includes special features. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce. // In Dressed to kill, the story revolves around three music boxes that contain printing plates for counterfeiting money and the race between Holmes and the criminals who want these plates. In Terror by night, the story takes place almost entirely on a train. Holmes is hired to protect an extremely valuable diamond but is up against Colonel Moran, a master of disguise who is an ally of Holmes' archenemy Moriarity.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. Mystery and suspense; Hollywood classics; VHS. Videocassette release of the 1946 motion picture Dressed to kill and the 1940 picture Night train to Munich. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Patricia Morison (Dressed to kill); Rex Harrison, Margaret Lockwood, Paul Henreid (Night train to Munich). Roy William Neill, director (1st work); Carol Reed, director (2nd work). // In Dressed to kill Sherlock Holmes is in hot pursuit of stolen counterfeit Bank of England plates. Music boxes made in prison hold the key to their whereabouts. Final entry in Universal's popular Rathbone/Bruce Sherlock Holmes series. In Night train to Munich, a British intelligence agent tries to rescue a Czech scientist who escaped from the Gestapo to London only to be kidnapped back to Berlin. Based on Gordon Wellesley's novel "Report on a fugitive."


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. DVD. Titles reversed on container and disc surface. Originally produced as motion pictures in 1946 (1st work) and 1945 (2nd work). Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce. A Universal Picture. // Dressed to kill. Music boxes made in a penitentiary lead to stolen bank plates; Woman in green. Sherlock Holmes investigates a series of murder victims with missing fingers.
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NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. Sherlock Holmes collection; Videocassette release of 2 episodes of the 1954-55 British television series, based on the stories of Arthur Conan Doyle. Participants: Ronald Howard (Sherlock Holmes), Howard Marion Crawford (Dr. Watson), Archie Duncan (Inspector Lestrade, other roles). produced by Sheldon Reynolds; directed by Steve Previn. Music, Paul Durand; cinematography, Raymond Clunie. // Exhumed client: Holmes investigates the death of an aristocratic client, who had predicted that his demise would be due to foul play; Violent suitor: the young male author of a newspaper "agony column" gives the wrong advice to a young woman with an unbalanced fiance!

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. Sherlock Holmes collection; Videocassette release of 2 episodes of the 1954-55 British television series, based on the stories of Arthur Conan Doyle. Participants: Ronald Howard (Sherlock Holmes), Howard Marion Crawford (Dr. Watson), Archie Duncan (Inspector Lestrade, other roles). produced by Sheldon Reynolds; directed by Steve Previn. Music, Paul Durand; cinematography, Raymond Clunie. // Exhumed client: Holmes investigates the death of an aristocratic client, who had predicted that his demise would be due to foul play; Violent suitor: the young male author of a newspaper "agony column" gives the wrong advice to a young woman with an unbalanced fiance!

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. Widescreen DVD collection; DVD, Region 1 encoding, widescreen version (1.85:1), Dolby digital 5.1 surround. Originally released as a motion picture in 1997. Participants: Florence Hoath, Elizabeth Earl, Paul McGann, Phoebe Nicholls, Peter O'Toole, Harvey Keitel, Bill Nighy, Bob Peck, Anton Lesser. Awards: BAFTA Awards, 1998: BAFTA Children's Award - Best Children's Film (Wendy Finerman, Bruce Davey, Charles Sturridge). Paramount Pictures presents an Icon Productions/Wendy Finerman production; produced by Wendy Finerman and Bruce Davey; screenplay by Ernie Contreras; directed by Charles Sturridge. Director of photography, Michael Coulter; art director, Sam Riley; editor, Peter Coulson; music, Zbignew Preisner; costume designer, Shirley Russell; production designer, Michael Howells. // Young Frances and Elsie believe in fairies. The photographs the girls take of the winged beings put them at the center of a real-life controversy that sweeps through a recovering World War I England during 1917. Everyone is caught up in the excitement, including two of the era's most renowned men: Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and master illusionist Harry Houdini. Are the photographs real or just a clever hoax?

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. The incredible world of Dic; Sherlock Holmes in the 22nd century; DVD. Special features: four complete episodes; interactive game; trailers. Audience: Not rated by the MPAA; ages 6 and up. // In the futuristic world of the 22nd century, anti-social behavior has become a thing of the past until an unprecedented crime wave rocks New London! Inspector Beth Lestrade pins it on evil criminal mastermind James Moriarty. Only
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one problem: he's been dead for two centuries! To fight fire with fire, Beth rejuvenates the greatest crime-fighter of all time - the amazing Sherlock Holmes.

Audience: Not rated by the MPAA; ages 6 & up. Scottish Television Enterprises and Dic Entertainment. // "In the futuristic world of the 22nd century, anti-social behavior has become a thing of the past until an unprecedented crime wave rocks New London! Inspector Beth Lestrade pins it on evil criminal mastermind James Moriarty. Only one problem: he's been dead for two centuries! To fight fire with fire, Beth rejuvenates the greatest crime-fighter of all time - the amazing Sherlock Holmes!"--Container.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd. & si, col.; 4 3/4 in. Variation: 50 movie pack.; Family classics. DVD - NTSC; double sided. The iron mask based on Three Musketeers by Alexandre Dumas. Lost world based on the novel by Arthur Conan Doyle. "50 movie pack DVD collection."--Container of set. Videodisc release of 4 motion pictures released 1925-1933. The iron mask is a silent film. Participants: The iron mask / Douglas Fairbanks, Sr.; The lost world / Wallace Beery; The fatal glass of beer / W.C. Fields; War babies / Shirley Temple. The iron mask / directed by Allan Dwan, Alexandre Dumas novel; The lost world / directed by Harry O. Hoyt, novel by Arthur Conan Doyle; The lost world / directed by Clyde Bruckman; War babies / directed by Charles Lamont. // The iron mask: the true dauphin is kidnapped and imprisoned, but the villains fail to take into account D'Artagnan and the three musketeers. The lost world: Professor Challenger and a team of explorers go deep into South America to verify his theory that prehistoric life still exists there. The fatal glass of beer is a satire on old melodramas set in the Yukon. Field tells the story of the young man who went to the city and naively drank "the fatal glass of beer." War babies is a send-up of the World War I movie "What price glory". Shirley plays Dolores Del Rio playing Charmaine.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w; 4 3/4 in. DVD-R. Silent film with intertitles and musical accompaniment; color tinted. Based on The exploits of Brigadier Gerard by Arthur Conan Doyle. Originally produced as a motion picture in 1927. Also includes the short film The Plumber's helper (1924) with Bobby Dunn. Participants: Rod La Rocque, Phyllis Haver, Sam De Grasse, Max Barwyn, Julia Faye; Sally Rand, Clarence Burton, Alphonse Ether. C. Gardner Sullivan presents a Donald Crisp production; produced by De Mille Pictures Corporation. Director, Donald Crisp; adaptation/continuity, Douglas Z. Doty; titles, John Krafft; photography, Arthur Miller; art direction, Mitchell Leisen; film editor, Barbara Hunter; assistant director, Emile De Ruelle; costumes, Adrian; original distributor was Pathé Exchange. // Adventures of a young man who teams up with a pretty spy for Napoleon to prove that Talleyrand is a traitor.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col.; 4 3/4 in. DVD. Animated //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. DVD; all regions. Based on the novels written by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Participants: Basil Rathbone as Sherlock Holmes, Nigel Bruce as Dr. John H. Watson. // A collection of 10 classic Sherlock Holmes films. disc 1. Kong bu zhi sheng = Sherlock Holmes and the voice of terror ; Mi mi wu qi = Sherlock Holmes and the secret weapon ; Mian dui si wang = Sherlock Holmes face death -- disc 2. Ti dao bian yuan = Sherlock Holmes dressed to kill ; Fu'ermosi zai Huashengdun = Sherlock Holmes in Washington ; Lü yi nü zi = The woman in green -- disc 3. Kong bu wu = The house of fear ; Zhui dao A'erji'er = pursuit to Algiers ; Hong zhua zi = The scarlet claw ; Kong bu zhi ye = Terror by night.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- si., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. Special features include newly mastered version of Fairbanks's 1916 cult comedy The mystery of the leaping fish (26 min.) and excerpts from the original souvenir program. The Gaucho originally released as a motion picture in 1927. The Mystery of the Leaping Fish originally released as a motion picture in 1916. Full-frame format (aspect ratio 1.33:1). Participants: The Gaucho: Douglas Fairbanks (The Gaucho), Lupe Velez (The Mountain Girl), Joan Barclay (The Girl of the Shrine) (as Geraine Greear), Eve Southern (The Girl of the Shrine), Gustav von Seyffertitz (Ruiz, The Usurper), Michael Vavitch (The Usurper's First Lieutenant), Charles Stevens (The Gaucho's First Lieutenant), Nigel De Brulier (The Padre), Albert MacQuarrie (Victim of the Black Doom), Mary Pickford (Virgin Mary). The Mystery of the Leaping Fish: Douglas Fairbanks (Coke Ennyday), Bessie Love (The Little Fish Blower), Alma Rubens (His Female Accomplice), Allan Sears (Gent Rolling in Wealth (as A.D. Sears), Charles Stevens (Japanese Accomplice), Tom Wilson (Police Chief I.M. Keene). The Elton Corporation ; United Artists. The Gaucho: Director, F. Richard Jones ; written by Lotta Woods, based on a story by Elton Thomas [i.e. Douglas Fairbanks] ; photography by Tony Gaudio ; original music, Sydney Jill Lehman. The Mystery of the Leaping Fish: Directed by Christy Cabanne and John Emerson ; written by Tod Browning and D.W. Griffith (as Granville Warwick); titles by Anita Loos ; cinematography by John W. Leezer ; D.W. Griffith, supervisor. // The Gaucho and his men take over the City of the Miracle, carousing and planning to steal from the shrine there. A Mexican mountain girl falls for him and fights every woman who looks his way. The Gaucho tries to seduce the Girl of the Shrine, but her innocence and piety, combined with a miracle cure when he is infected with leprosy, reform him. When an evil gang threatens to execute the priest and the Girl of the Shrine, the Gaucho saves them at the last moment with a diversionary cattle stampede and rides off with his mountain girl. The second title is a strange little comedy featuring Coke Ennyday, a cheerfully addicted cocaine-using "scientific detective" (in a parody of Sherlock Holmes), and his pursuit of a gang of opium smugglers.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital, mono. ; 4 3/4 in. Originally published: Upper Saddle River, N.J. : Globe Fearon, c2001. Audience: Grades 6-10. IL: 6-12. Distribution is restricted to RFB & D members who have a documented print disability such as a visual impairment, learning disability or other physical disability. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. DVD. Cult classic bonus: "Bambi vs. Godzilla," "Godzilla Rap" music video, Featurette: Lost world (1948). // Scenes from the various Godzilla movies and dozens of other favorites including Gorgo, Reptilicus and The Giant Claw. Includes rare and never-before-seen footage showing how the monsters are created.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 1/2 in. The memoirs of Sherlock Holmes / by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. VHS. Hi-fi stereo. Participants: Jeremy Brett, Frank Finlay, Charles Gray, Rosalie Williams, Anna Carteret, Patricia Kerrigan, Nigel Planer. screenplay by Gary Hopkins ; produced by June Wyndham Davies ; directed by Peter Hammond ; executive producer, Sally Head ; made by Granada Television in association with WGBH/Boston. //

**NOTE // ABSTRACT** --- sd., col.; 1/2 in. The memoirs of Sherlock Holmes.; VHS. Hi-fi stereo.

Participants: Jeremy Brett, Frank Finlay, Charles Gray, Rosalie Williams. Granada Television in association with WGBH/Boston. //


**NOTE // ABSTRACT** --- digital, mono; 4 3/4 in. Originally published: Austin, TX : Holt, Rinehart and Winston, [2000]. Audience: Grades 9-12. Distribution is restricted to RFB&D members who have a documented print disability such as a visual impairment, learning disability or other physical disability. // A collection of British favorites, these nineteenth- and early twentieth-century tales set the standard for storytelling in the English tradition. Ranging from Hardy's tale of chilling coincidences to Dahl's subtle treatment of war trauma, these stories reflect the vitality of England's literary arts. Youth, colonialism, class structure, and wish fulfillment are among the many themes cleverly teased out by such masters as Saki, Kipling, Woolf, and Maugham. Entertaining and instructive, this collection by some of England's finest writers would make a ... supplement to any study of British literature. -Publisher description.


**NOTE // ABSTRACT** --- sd., col.; 4 3/4 in. DVD. Release date: Oct. 5, 2010. Bonus features: biographies of Agatha Christie and the casts; index of Marple and Poirot stories; Sherlock Holmes: the great detective bonus documentary. Participants: Peter Cushing, Joan Hickson, David Suchet. // There's a murderer on the moors. Terror on the train. Villains in the village! Only the world's greatest deductive minds can save the day. Fortunately, Arthur Conan Doyle's Sherlock Holmes and Agatha Christie's Hercule Poirot and Miss Jane Marple are together, for the first time ever, to confront their most confounding cases.


121. *The Great Mouse Detective.* [s.l.]: Walt Disney Studios Home Entertainment, 2010. Visual Material 1 videodisc (ca. 74 min.).
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NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w; 1/2 in. Sherlock Holmes collection; Videocassette release of 2 episodes of the 1954-55 British television series, based on the stories of Arthur Conan Doyle. Participants: Ronald Howard (Sherlock Holmes), Howard Marion Crawford (Dr. Watson), Archie Duncan (Inspector Lestrade, other roles); introduction by Christopher Lee. produced & written by Sheldon Reynolds; director, Jack Gage. Music, Paul Durand; cinematography, Raymond Clunie. // Haunted Gainsborough: a man's attempts to sell a family portrait (in order to raise money for a mortgage) are continually foiled by the appearance of a ghost; Winthrop legend: two heirs to a large fortune receive unsettling signs that they will be the next victims of a family curse.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w; 1/2 in. Sherlock Holmes collection; Videocassette release of 2 episodes of the 1954-55 British television series, based on the stories of Arthur Conan Doyle. Participants: Ronald Howard (Sherlock Holmes), Howard Marion Crawford (Dr. Watson), Archie Duncan (Inspector Lestrade, other roles); introduction by Christopher Lee. produced & written by Sheldon Reynolds; director, Jack Gage. Music, Paul Durand; cinematography, Raymond Clunie. // Haunted Gainsborough: a man's attempts to sell a family portrait (in order to raise money for a mortgage) are continually foiled by the appearance of a ghost; Winthrop legend: two heirs to a large fortune receive unsettling signs that they will be the next victims of a family curse.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col.; 1/2 in. VHS. produced by the International Health Awareness Center, Inc. and Lawrence Productions, Inc. // Is your home safe? This video provides tips on how to prevent: stairway accidents, hot water and microwave burns, home fires, bathroom falls, poisonings, and more.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. with b&w sequences; 1/2 in. VHS. Closed-captioned for the hearing impaired. produced by the International Health Awareness Center, Inc., and Lawrence Productions, Inc.; the Hope Heart Institute, Seattle, Washington. // Is your home safe? This video provides tips on how to prevent stairway accidents, hot water and microwave burns, home fires, bathroom falls, poisonings, and more.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 1/2 in.  Wishbone; VHS.  Based on Arthur Conan Doyle's The hound of the Baskervilles.  Videorecording of program with copyright of 1995.  Participants: Larry Brantley as the voice of Wishbone; Jordan Wall as Joe; Christie Abbott as Sam; Adam Springfield as David; Mary Chris Wall as Ellen, Angee Hughes as Wanda.  BigFeat! Entertainment ; producer, Betty Buckley ; directed by Fred Holmes ; written by Vincent Brown.  Director of photography, Bert Guthrie ; musical director, Tim Cissel ; supervising producer, Stephanie Simpson ; creator and executive producer, Rick Duffield ; editor, Michael Coleman.  // A big bad dog is on the loose in Oakdale and is tearing the place apart. Wishbone needs to find the corrupt canine as otherwise he is taking the blame. Then young Sir Henry Baskerville is haunted by the family curse, death by hound. As the great detective, Sherlock Holmes, Wishbone tries to save him.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 1/2 in.  The Return of Sherlock Holmes; "This is film is described for people who are blind or have low vision."--Cover.  Includes labels in braille.  "Hi-fi, mono."  Dramatised from the story by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.  Videocassette release of an episode from the 1984 television series.  Participants: Jeremy Brett.  Granada Television Ltd. Director, Brian Mills. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in.  DVD.  Based on the novel by Arthur Conan Doyle.  Videodisc release of the 1983 television motion picture.  Participants: Ian Richardson, Donald Churchill.  Audience: Not rated by the MPAA.  Investors in Industry ; directed by Douglas Hickox ; produced by Otto Plaschkes.  // Sherlock Holmes travels to the wild, fog-bound moors of the English countryside where the legend of a centuries-old curse has been blamed for the horrific death of the heir to the House of Baskerville.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in.  DVD.  Not rated.  For specific features see interactive menu.  Videodisc release of the 1983 television motion picture.  Based on the novel by Arthur Conan Doyle.  Participants: Ian Richardson, Donald Churchill.  Investors in Industry ; directed by Douglas Hickox ; produced by Otto Plaschkes.  // Holmes emerges once again, blaffing follower Dr. Watson with canny insight as the two investigate Baskerville deaths by the legendary hound.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in.  DVD, all regions.  Based on the story by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.  Originally released in 1939.  Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Richard Greene, Wendy Barrie, Lionel Atwill, John Carradine, Barlowe Borland.  Darryl F. Zanuck in charge of production ; directed by Sidney Lanfield ; associate producer Gene Markey ; screenplay by Ernest Pascal.  // When Sir Charles Baskerville is killed outside of Baskerville Hall, Dr. Mortimer fears that the curse of the Baskervilles has struck again. He enlists the help of Sherlock Homes, before another Baskerville can succumb to the evil legend.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in.  DVD.  Based on the novel by Arthur Conan Doyle.  Participants: Ian Richardson.  directed by Douglas Hickox.  // Sherlock Holmes travels to the wild, fog-bound moors of the English countryside where the legend of a centuries-old curse has been blamed for the horrific death of the heir to the House of Baskerville.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in.  DVD ; 4? ; PAL.  Based on the novel by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.  Originally produced for television in 1983.  Participants: Ian Richardson, Martin Shaw, Glynis Barber, Denholm Elliot, Connie Booth.  [written by Charles Edward Pogue ; produced by Otto Plaschkes ; directed by
Douglas Hickox]. // Sherlock Holmes comes to the aid of his friend Henry Baskerville, who is under a family curse and menaced by a demonic dog that prowls the bogs near his estate and murders people.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. DVD, region 1, widescreen presentation; stereo. Originally released as a motion picture in 1959. Based on the novel by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. For specific features see interactive menu. "1003429"--Container. Participants: Peter Cushing, Andre Morell, Christopher Lee. Metro Goldwyn Mayer ; United Artists ; Hammer Film Productions ; screenplay by Peter Bryan ; produced by Anthony Hinds ; directed by Terence Fisher. Director of photography, Jack Asher ; editor, Alfred Cox ; music, James Bernard. // Returning to his family's manor house on the lonely moors after his father dies under mysterious circumstances, Sir Henry Baskerville is confronted with the mystery of the supernatural hound that supposedly takes revenge upon the Baskerville family. The famous detective Sherlock Holmes and his assistant Dr. Watson are brought in to investigate.

Cubitt ; Stills photography: John Rogers ; composer: Rob Lane ; producer: Christopher Hall ; director: David Attwood. // Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson investigate the reappearance of a seemingly supernatural hound, bent on destroying the House of the Baskervilles in accordance with an ancient curse.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col.; 4 3/4 in. DVD PAL.; Produced for region 2 (Eurasia). Originally released as a motion picture in 1978. Based on the novel by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Participants: Cast: Peter Cook, Dudley Moore, Spike Milligan, Keeneth Williams. produced by John Goldstone ; directed by Paul Morrissey ; screenplay by Peter Cook, Dudley Moore & Paul Morrissey. // Watson, on his first solo case, investigates the strange goings-on at Baskerville Hall. Frustrated at every step, he has to call for the great detective, Sherlock Holmes to help him out.


146. The hound of the Baskervilles. [Orland Park, IL]: MPI Home Video, 2003. Visual Material 1 DVD (ca. 120 min.).

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col.; 3 3/4 in. DVD; Dolby digital. Based on the novel by Arthur Conan Doyle. Videodisc release of Season 2, Episode 4 of the Sherlock Holmes television show. Participants: Peter Cushing, Phillip Bond, Gary Raymond, Gabriella Licudi, Gerald Flood, Nigel Stock. [presented by] BBC TV, Hammer Firm Production; produced by William Sterling; directed by Hugh Leonard. Cinematography, John Baker; music, Max Harris; script editors, John Barber, Anthony Read, Donald Tosh. // Returning to his family's manor house on the lonely moors after his father dies under mysterious circumstances, Sir Henry Baskerville is confronted with the mystery of the supernatural hound that supposedly takes revenge upon the Baskerville family. The famous detective Sherlock Holmes and his assistant Dr. Watson are brought in to investigate.

148. The Hound of the Baskervilles: a play in two acts. [Clearwater, FL]: [Clearwater Christian College], 2003. Visual Material 1 videocassette (ca. 120 min.).

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sb., col.; 1/2 in. Title supplied by cataloger from printed program. Participants: Stephanie Auger, Mallory Alexander, Dustin Black, Michael Morgan, Betsy Buchanan, Philip Bowen, Mike Rambo, Jessica Stephens, Tim Bjorgan, Matthew Auger, Shannon Hitchcock. from the classic thriller of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle; adapted and dramatized by Tim Kelly. Robert S. Cundiff, director; Paul Radford, Production designer; Melissa Frame, Costumes; Karin Lovik, Lighting; Phil Dennis, Makeup. // Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson travel to the wild fog-bound moors of the English countryside to investigate the reappearance of a seemingly supernatural hound and the death of the heir of the House of Baskerville.

149. The Hound of the Baskervilles; The Canterville ghost. [Richmond South, Vic.]: Visual Entertainment [distributor], 2010. Visual Material 2 videodiscs (DVD) (ca. 182 min.).

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col.; 4 3/4 in. PAL; All Regions. "VEGD703". The Canterville Ghost is based on the novel by Oscar Wilde. Participants: The Hound of the Baskervilles: Tracey Murphy, Jason London, Kenneth Welsh. The Canterville Ghost: Patrick Stewart, Neve Campbell, Joan Sims. Audience: Censorship classification: PG. // The Hound of the Baservilles: "This is an inspired interpretation of the 1902 Sir Arthur Conan Doyle masterpiece featuring the enigmatic sleuth faithful to the original, and original in its own right. There's plenty of intrigue, droll wordplay airtight plot twists and nail-biting suspense. This is the story of a deadly family curse, a supernatural beast and the very human evil that's behind it all"--Container. The Canterville Ghost: "When Professor Hiram Otis gets a research grant to study in England, his family is thrilled to learn that they will live in a real castle called Canterville Hall. The castle's most notable feature turns out to be the ghost of Sir Simon de Canterville who died 400 years ago, visible only to Virginia Otis, 16, and her two younger brothers"--Container.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w; 4 3/4 in. Sherlock Holmes collection; v. 2; DVD. Videodisc release of the 1943 motion picture. Based on "The Adventure of the Five Orange Pips" by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Special features: Introduction by Robert Gitt, Preservation Officer at the UCLA Film and Television Archive; audio commentary with David Stuart Davies; production notes by Richard Valley; photo gallery/original movie posters. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Aubrey Mather, Dennis Hoey, Paul Cavanagh, Holmes Herbert, Harry Cording, Sally Shepherd. Universal presents; produced by Roy William Neill; screenplay by Roy Chanslor; directed by Roy William Neill. // Sherlock Holmes is called in to solve the mystery of why the members of "The Good Comrades" club are being hideously mutilated and murdered.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w; 1/2 in. Sherlock Holmes Mystery collection; VHS format. "#4603." Videocassette release of the 1945 motion picture. Based on: The Adventure of the five orange pips by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Paul Cavanaugh, Dennis Hoey. Universal Pictures Company Inc.; [presented by] VCI Home Video. Produced and directed by Roy William Neill; screenplay, Roy Chanslor; director of photography, Virgil Miller; film editor, Saul A. Goodkind. // Sherlock Holmes is called in to solve the mystery of why the members of "The Good Comrades" club are being hideously mutilated and murdered.
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. Sherlock Holmes Mystery collection; VHS format. "#4603."
Videocassette release of the 1945 motion picture. Based on: *The Adventure of the five orange pips* by Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Paul Cavanaugh, Dennis Hoey. Universal
Pictures Company Inc.; [presented by] VCI Home Video. Produced and directed by Roy William Neill;
screenplay, Roy Chanslor; director of photography, Virgil Miller; film editor, Saul A. Goodkind. // Sherlock
Holmes is called in to solve the mystery of why the members of "The Good Comrades" club are being
hideously mutilated and murdered.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w. Originally released as a motion picture in 1945. Directed and produced
by Roy William Neill. Based on the story "The adventures of the five orange pips" by Arthur Conan Doyle.
Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. VHS. Based on: *The Adventure of the five orange pips* by Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle. Videocassette release of the 1945 motion picture. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel
Bruce, Paul Cavanaugh, Dennis Hoey. Universal Pictures. Produced and directed by Roy William Neill;
screenplay, Roy Chanslor; director of photography, Virgil Miller; film editor, Saul A. Goodkind. // Sherlock
Holmes is called in to solve the mystery of why the members of "The Good Comrades" club are being
hideously mutilated and murdered.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. Sherlock Holmes collection; v. 2; VHS, full screen presentation;
hi-fi stereo. Originally released as a motion picture in 1945. Based on: *The Adventure of the five orange pips* by Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle. "Digitally restored in 35mm." "Preserved by UCLA Film and Television Archive." Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Aubrey Mather, Dennis Hoey, Paul Cavanagh, Holmes Herbert, Harry Cording, Sally Shepherd. Universal Pictures; produced by Roy William Neill; screenplay by
Roy Chanslor; directed by Roy William Neill. Director of photography, Virgil Miller; editor, Saul A.
Goodkind. // Sherlock Holmes is called in to solve the mystery of why the members of "The Good Comrades"
club are being hideously mutilated and murdered.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Based on the novel written by Arthur Conan Doyle. //

(45 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w & col.; 4 3/4 in. European studies series (Chip Taylor Communications);
England; 3; DVD. produced by Associated Television International. // Actor Patrick Macnee guides us to all
the places Holmes was written to have visited throughout London and unravels some intriguing mysteries
about the fictional detective's life and times.

158. *In the Footsteps of Sherlock Holmes*. Derry, NH: Chip Taylor Communications, 2000. Visual Material 1 videocassette
(45 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col.; 1/2 in. Celebrity journal series; VHS. Narrated by Patrick Macnee,
produced by Associated Television International. // Actor Patrick Macnee guides us to all the places Holmes
was written to have visited throughout London and unravels some intriguing mysteries about the fictional
detective's life and times.

159. *In the footsteps of Sherlock Holmes*. [s.l.]: Front Row Entertainment, 2002. Visual Material 1 videodisc (45 min.).
Associated Television International. Director, David McKenzie; producer/writer, Monica M. Cushman. //
Actor Patrick Macnee guides us to all the places Holmes was written to have visited throughout London and
unravels some intriguing mysteries about the fictional detective's life and times.
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 1/2 in. VHS. Videocassette release of the television special by United Feature Syndicate, Inc. United Feature Syndicate, Inc. Written by Charles M. Schulz; director, Bill Melendez; producer, Lee Mendelson. // The crime: Woodstock's nest is gone, vanished, missing, stolen! The suspects: Charlie Brown, Linus, Lucy, Pig Pen and more. Whoever took the nest will be found by that talented crime dog who wears a Sherlock Holmes-like cap and cape: Snoopy!


Tarzan of the apes / Edgar Rice Burroughs -- This side of paradise / F. Scott Fitzgerald -- Tom Sawyer / Mark Twain -- Treasure Island / Robert Louis Stevenson -- 20,000 leagues under the sea / Jules Verne -- The voyage out / Virginia Woolf -- Walden / Henry David Thoreau -- Winesburg, Ohio / Sherwood Anderson -- The wizard of Oz / L. Frank Baum -- Wuthering Heights / Emily Bronte.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 1/2 in. Northern lights ; 378; VHS format. Participants: Interviewers: David Wiggins and Bruce Southworth. // Interview with Larry Millett, author of Twin Cities then and now, and a mystery, Sherlock Holmes and the red demon.

165. The last vampyre. [Oak Forest, Ill.]: MPI Home Video, 1995. Visual Material 1 videocassette (120 min.).

166. The last vampyre. [Oak Forest, IL]: MPI Home Video, 2003. Visual Material (DVD) 1 videodisc (105 min.).


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. DVD. DAVID0067. All region. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. DVD, Dolby digital. Adapted from the stories by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Special features: interactive menus; scene selection; biographies; selected filmographies; Sherlock Holmes trivia. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce. Audience: MPAA rating: Not rated. Universal Pictures Company, Inc. ; producer, Roy William Neill (Dressed to kill ; The woman in green ; Terror by night) ; screenplay writers, Leonard Lee (Dressed to kill), Bertram Millhauser (The woman in green), Frank Gruber (Terror by night) ; director, Roy William Neill (Dressed to kill ; The woman in green ; Terror by night). Directors of photography, Maury Gertsman (Dressed to kill; Terror by night), Virgil Miller (The woman in green) ; editors, Saul A. Goodkind (Dressed to kill; The woman in green; Terror by night), Edward Curtiss (Dressed to kill) ; music directors, Milton Rosen (Dressed to kill; Terror by night), Mark Levant (The woman in green) ; production designers, Russell A. Gausman (Dressed to kill, The woman in green, Terror by night), Edward R. Robinson (Dressed to kill), Ted von Hemert (The woman in green), Carl Lawrence (Terror by night). // Dressed to kill: When unsuspecting purchasers of music boxes start turning up dead, Holmes and Watson discover an even bigger problem - their prime suspect is already behind bars. The woman in green: A series of bizarre, seemingly unconnected murders leads Holmes and Watson to a society of hypnotists and a...
mysterious, glamorous woman. Terror by night: Holmes thinks he can prevent the theft of an enormous diamond, the Star of Rhodesia ... that is until a gruesome murder derails the case.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 1/2 in. VHS. Adapted from the stories by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce. // When unsuspecting purchasers of music boxes start turning up dead, Holmes and Watson discover an even bigger problem - their prime suspect is already behind bars. The woman in green: A series of bizarre, seemingly unconnected murders leads Holmes and Watson to a society of hypnotists and a mysterious, glamorous woman. Terror by night: Holmes thinks he can prevent the theft of an enormous diamond, the Star of Rhodesia ... that is until a gruesome murder derails the case.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 1/2 in. VHS. Adapted from the stories by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce. // When unsuspecting purchasers of music boxes start turning up dead, Holmes and Watson discover an even bigger problem - their prime suspect is already behind bars. A series of bizarre, seemingly unconnected murders leads Holmes and Watson to a society of hypnotists and a mysterious, glamorous woman.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 1/2 in. VHS. Adapted from the stories by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce. // Holmes thinks he can prevent the theft of an enormous diamond, the Star of Rhodesia ... that is until a gruesome murder derails the case.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 1/2 in. VHS. Adapted from the stories by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce. // A series of bizarre, seemingly unconnected murders leads Holmes and Watson to a society of hypnotists and a mysterious, glamorous woman.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- si., b&w (tinted) ; 4 3/4 in. Blackhawk Films collection; DVD. "Based upon the novel by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle." Originally released as a motion picture in 1925. Silent film with music accompaniment. "Copyright 2000 by Film Preservation Associates, Inc."--Container. Special features include audio commentary by Roy Pilot, author of The Annotated Lost world ; restored and remastered footage ; two alternate orchestral scores ; more than 13 min. of animation outtakes ; reproduction of the original souvenir program. Participants: Wallace Beery, Lewis Stone, Bessie Love, Lloyd Hughes. First National Pictures, Inc. : screenplay and editorial direction, Marion Fairfax ; dramatic direction, Harry O. Hoyt. Research and technical director, Willis H. O'Brien ; photographed by Arthur Edeson ; new music composed and performed by the
Alloy Orchestra; "traditional" music compiled and conducted by Robert Israel. // Professor Challenger, the man of vision, persuades his skeptical colleagues to return with him to a remote South American plateau where he has discovered living dinosaurs. Resisting danger and death, Challenger's party return to London in triumph with a captive Brontosaurus. But the beast escapes, turning the city into a shambles and standing the 20th century on its head.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col.; 4 3/4 in. DVD, region 1, widescreen (2.35:1) presentation; Dolby Digital 4.0 surround, Dolby Digital stereo, Dolby Digital mono, dual layer (disc 1), single layer (disc 2), NTSC. Based on the novel by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Originally released as a motion picture in 1960. Special features: Disc 1: "The lost world: footprints on sands of time" featurette; Fox Movietone news; original theatrical trailer; comic book; still gallery; Disc 2: "The lost world" (1925) black & white silent film. Participants: Michael Rennie, Jill St. John, David Hedison, Claude Rains, Fernando Lamas, Richard Haydn, Ray Stricklyn, Jay Novello, Vitina Marcus, Ian Wolfe. Audience: Not rated. These DVDs are copy protected. Saratoga Productions; Twentieth Century Fox presents a Cinemascope picture; an Irwin Allen production; screenplay by Irwin Allen and Charles Bennett; produced and directed by Irwin Allen. // English zoology professor George Edward Challenger discovers a "lost world" of Jurassic reptiles isolated within the thick, unexplored Amazon. To prove their existence, he organizes a group expedition with playboy Lord Roxton, American socialites Jennifer Holmes, her brother David Holmes, news writer and photographer Ed Malone and Challenger's colleague and rival Professor Walter Summerlee. Local pilot Gomez and travel guide Costa lead the pack on an awesome havoc-wreaking adventure where dinosaurs from long ago still roam free.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- si., b&w; 1/2 in. VHS format. Based on the novel by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Videocassette release of the 1925 motion picture. Participants: Wallace Beery, Bessie Love, Lewis Stone, Lloyd Hughes, Arthur Hoyt, Bull Montana. First National Pictures; directed by Harry Hoyt and Willis O'Brien. // An expedition discovers a forgotten plateau in South America where dinosaurs are still a reality. They finally return to London with the living proof of their discovery, a Brontosaurus that proceeds to run amok in the London streets.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- b&w; 4 3/4 in. DVD. "By arrangement with the International Museum of Photography at George Eastman House" -- Container. DVD release of the 1925 film. Based on the story by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Contains music accompaniment. "DVD0897." Includes original theatrical trailer, promotional film, excerpts from Willis O'Brien's earliest films, still frame library and 2 audio tracks. Participants: Wallace Beery, Lewis Stone, Bessie Love, Lloyd Hughes. Executive producer, Jamie White; producer, Scott MacQueen. // Professor Challenger, the man of vision who persuades his skeptical colleagues to return with him to a remote South American plateau where he has discovered living dinosaurs. Resisting danger and death, Challenger's party return to London in triumph with a captive Brontosaurus. But the beast escapes, turning the city into a shambles and standing the 20th century on its head.
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- col. ; 4 3/4 in. DVD. Title from disc label. DVD release of the 1925 film. Based on the story by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Contains music accompaniment. Includes original theatrical trailer, promotional film, excerpts from Willis O'Brien's earliest films, still frame library and 2 audio tracks.
"DVD9819." Participants: Wallace Beery, Lewis Stone, Bessie Love, Lloyd Hughes. Executive producer, Jamie White; producer, Scott MacQueen. // Professor Challenger, the man of vision who persuades his skeptical colleagues to return with him to a remote South American plateau where he has discovered living dinosaurs. Resisting danger and death, Challenger's party return to London in triumph with a captive Brontosaurus. But the beast escapes, turning the city into a shambles and standing the 20th century on its head.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 1/2 in. Participants: Alien Voices: Roxann Biggs-Dawson; John de Lancie; Richard Doyle; Marnie Mosiman; Leonard Nimoy; Ethan Phillips; Dwight Schultz; Armin Shimerman. // Filmed in front of a live theater audience as a radio broadcast complete with foley artists and live music. A scientific expedition into the Amazon jungle is cut off from the outside world on a primeval plateau where dinosaurs have evolved beside ape-men. The fate of the human race hangs in the balance.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. Hollywood movie greats; "Dinosaurs" series No.2. Based on Arthur Conan Doyle's The Lost world. Participants: Wallace Beery, Bessie Love. // Professor Challenger and a team of explorers go deep into South America to verify his theory that prehistoric life still exists there.

186. The Lost World. [s.l.]: ILC Film, 2000. Visual Material 1 videodisc (videodisc) (ca. 91 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. DVD / (0) PAL. Originally released as motion picture. Participants: Patrick Bergin, David Nerman, Jayne Heitmeyer. Trimark Pictures; directed by Bob Keen. // Deep inside the hills of Northern Mongolia an international scientific expedition, led by a famed zoologist, has come in search of "the lost world", a mythical land where dinosaurs still roam free.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- si., tinted b&w ; 1/2 in. VHS. Based upon the novel by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. "Restoration of the 1925 film"--Container. Special features: restored footage -- presented with new stereo score by The Alloy Orchestra -- over 13 minutes of animation outtakes. New music composed and performed by the Alloy Orchestra. Participants: Bessie Love, Lewis Stone, Wallace Beery, Lloyd Hughes. Audience: Not rated. First National Pictures. Director, Harry O. Hoyt; special effects, Willis O'Brien; screenplay and adaptation by Marion Fairfax; photographed by Arthur Edeson; this edition produced for video by Serge Bromberg and David Shepard; restoration editor, Mathieu Duboscq. // A group of British scientists journey to South America to explore a remote plateau inhabited by dinosaurs and apemen and return to London with a brontosaurus.

Adventurers travel to the Amazon in South America to validate the existence of prehistoric creatures, one of which they bring back to London.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- si., b&w (tinted) ; 4 3/4 in. Blackhawk Films collection; DVD. "Based upon the novel by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle." Originally released as a motion picture in 1925. Silent film with music accompaniment. Copyright 2000 by Film Preservation Associates, Inc. Container. Special features include audio commentary by Roy Pilot, author of *The Annotated Lost world*; restored and remastered footage; two alternate orchestral scores; more than 13 min. of animation outtakes; reproduction of the original souvenir program. "05-81222." Participants: Wallace Beery, Lewis Stone, Bessie Love, Lloyd Hughes. Audience: Not rated by MPAA. First National Pictures, Inc.; screenplay and editorial direction, Marion Fairfax; dramatic direction, Harry O. Hoyt; research and technical director, Willis H. O'Brien; photographed by Arthur Edeson; new music composed and performed by the Alloy Orchestra; "traditional" music compiled and conducted by Robert Israel. // Professor Challenger, the man of vision who persuades his skeptical colleagues to return with him to a remote South American plateau where he has discovered living dinosaurs. Resisting danger and death, Challenger's party return to London in triumph with a captive Brontosaurus. But the beast escapes, turning the city into a shambles and standing the 20th century on its head.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. From the story by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. DVD. VFC 24941. FV662. Participants: Wallace Beery, Bessie Love, Lewis Stone. Audience: Censorship rating: PG. Directed by Harry Hoyt; special effects by Willis O'Brien. // When romance threw down the gauntlet to Edward Malone, not only did he realise another young woman's dreams and open the door to Professor Challenger to take a party deep into the unforgiving Brazilian jungle, he found himself in terrifying danger, in a pre-historic time, with no hope of escape.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. "FV662" From the story by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. First released in 1922. Includes special features. New music composed and performed by The Ally Orchestra. Participants: Wallace Beery, Bessie Love, Lewis Stone. Audience: Censorship classification: PG. Directed by Harry Hoyt; special effects by Willis O'Brien. // Explorer Professor Challenger is taking quite a beating in the London press thanks to his claim that living dinosaurs exist in the far reaches of the Amazon. Newspaper reporter Edward Malone learns that this claim originates from a diary given to him by fellow explorer Maple White's daughter, Paula. Malone's paper funds an expedition to rescue Maple White, who has been marooned at the top of a high plateau. Joined by renowned hunter John Roxton, and others, the group goes to South America, where they do indeed find a plateau inhabited by pre-historic creatures, one of which they even manage to bring back to London with them.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- si., b&w (tinted) ; 4 3/4 in. DVD. "Based upon the novel by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle." Originally released as a motion picture in 1925. Special features: Audio commentary by Roy Pilot, author of *The Annotated Lost world*; restored and remastered footage; two alternate orchestral scores; more than 13 min. of animation outtakes; reproduction of the original souvenir program. Participants: Cast: Wallace Beery, Lewis Stone, Bessie Love, Lloyd Hughes. First National Pictures, Inc.; screenplay and editorial direction, Marion Fairfax; dramatic direction, Harry O. Hoyt; research and technical director, Willis H. O'Brien; photographed by Arthur Edeson; new music composed and performed by the Alloy Orchestra; "traditional" music compiled and conducted by Robert Israel. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 1/2 in. VHS. release date: October 29, 2002. Based on the novel by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Participants: Bob Hoskins, James Fox, Tom Ward, Matthew Rhys, Elaine Cassidy, Peter Falk. Also issued on DVD. a BBC/A & E Network co-production in association with RTL; producer,
Christopher Hall; adapted by Tony Mulholland, Adrian Hodges; director, Stuart Orme. Director of photography, David Odd; editor, David Yardley; music, Rob Lane; costume designer, James Keast; production designer, Rob Harris. // At the turn of the century, an expedition is led by a brilliant, but combative professor, sets out from London. It is bound for the Amazon where dinosaurs are rumored to have survived on a forgotten plateau deep in the jungle. They discover the stories are true, but the thrill of discovery is quickly overshadowed by a desperate struggle for survival.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col.; 4 3/4 in. DVD; Dolby digital stereo. Originally released as a motion picture for television in 2001. Based on the novel by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Includes interactive menus, scene selection and bonus features: The making of the lost world, and: Dinosaur secrets revealed. Participants: Bob Hoskins, James Fox, Tom Ward, Matthew Rhys, Elaine Cassidy, Peter Falk. A BBC/A & E Network co-production in association with RTL; producer, Christopher Hall; adapted by Tony Mulholland, Adrian Hodges; director, Stuart Orme. Director of photography, David Odd; editor, David Yardley; music, Rob Lane; costume designer, James Keast; production designer, Rob Harris. // At the turn of the century, an expedition led by a brilliant but combative professor sets out from London, bound for the Amazon, where dinosaurs are rumored to have survived on a forgotten plateau deep in the jungle.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col.; 1/2 in. BBC Worldwide: B00566. Adapted from the novel by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Participants: Bob Hoskins, Peter Falk, James Fox, Tom Ward, Matthew Rhys, Elaine Cassidy. Directed by Stuart Orme; produced by Christopher Hall. // At the end of the 20th century, an expedition leaves foggy London to explore a secluded plateau in the impenetrable jungles of the Amazon. They find a world where time has stopped, and man battles not only with savage dinosaurs, but also with his own primitive ancestors. In crisis, the carefully nurtured mores of Victorian England - social standing, scientific truth - and love, all break down and fall away, creating a new order in a remote and unknown world.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col.; 4 3/4 in. Region 4, PAL. DVD. BBC Worldwide: B00566-9. Adapted from the novel by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Participants: Bob Hoskins, Peter Falk, James Fox, Tom Ward, Matthew Rhys, Elaine Cassidy. Directed by Stuart Orme; produced by Christopher Hall. // At the end of the 20th century, an expedition leaves foggy London to explore a secluded plateau in the impenetrable jungles of the Amazon. They find a world where time has stopped, and man battles not only with savage dinosaurs, but also with his own primitive ancestors. In crisis, the carefully nurtured mores of Victorian England - social standing, scientific truth - and love, all break down and fall away, creating a new order in a remote and unknown world.

197. The Lost World. [Narberth, PA]: Alpha Video Classics, 2002. Visual Material 1 videodisc (63 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- si., sd., b&w; 4 3/4 in. DVD. "Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's stupendous story of adventure and romance." "The 1925 silent classic"--Container. Participants: Bessie Love, Lewis Stone, Wallace Beery, Lloyd Hughes, Alma Bennett, Arthur Hoyt, Margaret McWade, Bull Montana, Finch Smiles, Jules Cowles, George Bunny, Charles Wellsley, Jocko. First National Pictures, Inc. presents; by arrangement with Watterson R. Rothacker. Directed by Harry O. Hoyt; screenplay, Marion Fairfax; from the novel by Arthur Conan Doyle. // A scientific team journeys to an uncharted plateau, where they encounter people and animals thought to have been extinct for millions of years.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- si., b&w; 4 3/4 in. Silent Classics collection; DVD. Alpha Video: ALP 4064D. "Based upon the novel by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle." Originally released as a motion picture in 1925. Silent film with music accompaniment. Participants: Wallace Beery, Lewis Stone, Bessie Love, Lloyd Hughes. // Professor Challenger, the man of vision who persuades his skeptical colleagues to return with him to a remote South American plateau where he has discovered living dinosaurs. Resisting danger and death, Challenger's
party return to London in triumph with a captive Brontosaurus. But the beast escapes, turning the city into a shambles and standing the 20th century on its head.

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- si., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. DVD. "Based upon the novel by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle."
   Originally released as a motion picture in 1925. Participants: Wallace Beery, Lewis Stone, Bessie Love, Lloyd Hughes. // Professor Challenger, the man of vision who persuades his skeptical colleagues to return with him to a remote South American plateau where he has discovered living dinosaurs. Resisting danger and death, Challenger's party return to London in triumph with a captive Brontosaurus. But the beast escapes, turning the city into a shambles and standing the 20th century on its head.


   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. DVD, region 1, widescreen (1.78:1) presentation; Dolby Digital 5.1 or 2.0 surround. Originally broadcast on television during the 2001-2002 season. Participants: Peter McCauley, Rachel Blakely, David Orth, Jennifer O'Dell, Will Snow, Lara Cox. New Line Television. // Contains episodes 5-8 from the 3rd season of the Lost World.

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. DVD, region 1, widescreen (1.78:1) presentation; Dolby Digital 5.1 or 2.0 surround. Originally broadcast on television during the 2001-2002 season. Participants: Peter McCauley, Rachel Blakely, David Orth, Jennifer O'Dell, Will Snow, Lara Cox. New Line Television. // Contains episodes 9-12 from the 3rd season of the Lost World.


   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. DVD, region 1, widescreen (1.78:1) presentation; Dolby Digital 5.1 or 2.0 surround. Originally broadcast on television during the 2001-2002 season. Participants: Peter McCauley, Rachel Blakely, David Orth, Jennifer O'Dell, Will Snow, Lara Cox. New Line Television. // Contains episodes 17-20 from the 3rd season of the Lost World.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w; 1/2 in. VHS format. "1060." Videocassette release of the 1951 film with the title The man with the twisted lip. Based on a story by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Participants: John Longden, Campbell Singer, Hector Ross, Ninka Dolega, Beryl Baxter, Walter Gotell. Dryer & Weenolsen Productions, Inc. present; directed by Richard M. Grey. // Sherlock Holmes is consulted by a distraught wife whose husband is missing. She is sure she saw him in the window of an opium den, but when the police arrive and search the premises, they find only a beggar and an Indian seaman.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. & b&w; 1/2 in. VHS. Documentary originally broadcast on PBS television. Special features: also included is The Secret Weapon, starring Basil Rathbone, the definitive Sherlock Holmes. Participants: Presenter, Christopher Lee. Avery Productions Inc. ; RPH Productions ; Scott Entertainment, Inc. // Meet the men who gave life to fiction's greatest sleuth, from a rare interview with creator Sir Arthur Conan Doyle to in-depth looks at the screen stars who portrayed Holmes in hundreds of films.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col.; 1/2 in. The memoirs of Sherlock Holmes; MP7087. Stereo. Participants: Jeremy Brett, Edward Hardwicke, Rosalie Williams. Sarah Hellings, director; June Wyndham Davies, producer; Sally Head, executive producer; T.R. Bowen, screenplay; Patrick Gowers, music. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col.: 1/2 in. DVD; Dolby Digital mono; NTSC. "ID5468BFDVD." Participants: Milton Berle, Dagmar, Carol Channing, Mickey Spillaine, the Hilltoppers, Peter Lawford, Maria Riva. Director, Greg Garrison; producer, Irving Gray; writers, Goodman Ace ... [et al.]; music and lyrics, Jerry Seelen, Phil Charig. // Includes 2 episodes of the Buick-Berle variety show on NBC.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col.: 1/2 in. VHS format. Title from container. Participants: Narrators: Tim Johnson and Jamie Hubbs. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col.: 4 3/4 in. DVD, region 1, full screen (1.33:1) presentation; Dolby Digital 2.0 stereo. Based on the books by R. L. Stine. Special features: Goosebumps HorrorLand game for Wii, DS & PS2; Goosebumps HorrorLand: what to expect in HorrorLand; Garfield's fun fest; Garfield pet forces. Participants: Hosted by R. L. Stine ; Episode 1. Kyle Labine (Evan), Sarah Podemski (Andy), Corinne Conley (Aunt Katherine) ; Episode 2. Kyle Labine (Evan), Ashley Dawn Brown (Julia), Charles Boyland (Conan) ; Episode 3. Courtney Hawkrigg (Gretchen), Ricky Mabe (Clark) ; Episode 4. Deborah Scorsone (Lucy), Eugene Lipinski (Mr. Mortman), Christopher Tuah (Aaron). Audience: Not rated. a Protocol Entertainment Production in association with Scholastic Productions, Saban International ; producer, Steve Levitan ; co-producer Patrick Doyle. Director of photography, Brian R. Hebb (episodes 1, 2, & 4), Barry Berghthorson (episode 3) ; editors, Peter Light (episodes 1 & 2), Robert K. Sprogis (episodes 3 & 4) ; music by Jack Lenz. // The girl who cried monster: Lucy is obsessed with monster stories. She tells so many that her family and friends are getting sick of it, especially her brother Randy. So her mom tells her goes to the library to fill up her time during summer with her friend, Aaron. Lucy finds the librarian, Mr. Mortman somewhat eccentric. But she cannot quit put the finger on it.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Mobil masterpiece theatre. From the novel by Wilkie Collins. Copyright notice on videocassette: c1996 by BBC and 1997 by WGBH Educational Fund. Participants: Greg Wise (Franklin Blake); Antony Sher (Sgt. Cuff); Patricia Hodge, Peter Vaughan, Peter Jeffrey, Lesley Sharp, Paul Brooke, Scott Handy, Anton Lesser, Keeley Hawes (Rachel); Terrence Hardiman, Mellan Mitchell, Rachel Lumberg, Nicholas Lane, Surinder Duhra, Kacey Ainsworth, Roger Walker, Janet Henfrey, Elizabeth Berrington, Bobby Bernard, Anthony Cumber, Carl Forgione, Andy Devine. Host: Russell Baker. Produced: United States ; Great

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col.; 4 3/4 in. DVD, region 1, widescreen presentation. DVD release of the 1978 motion picture. Features include: audio commentary with co-producer/director Bob Clark; theatrical trailer; still gallery; talent bios; DVD-ROM with original screenplay. Participants: Christopher Plummer, James Mason, David Hemmings, Susan Clark, Anthony Quayle, John Gielgud, Frank Finlay, Donald Sutherland, Genevieve Bujold. producers, Rene Dupont and Bob Clark; screenplay, John Hopkins; director, Bob Clark. Music, Carl Zittrer and Paul Zaza. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd, col. Released in 1978. director, Bob Clark. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col.; 1/2 in. 103411. Participants: Ian Richardson, Charles Edwards. Directed by Tim Fywell, Paul Marcus; produced by Alison Jackson; written by David Pirie, Paul Billing. // Mysteries of the real Sherlock Holmes. Dr Bell and his young protege Doyle strive to unravel some of the most puzzling and gruesome crimes known to police.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- anamorphic, sd., col. and b&w ; 4 3/4 in. DVD, all regions, widescreen (1.78:1) presentation; Dolby Digital 2.0 stereo. Originally broadcast on television in 2001. Participants: Charles Edwards, Ian Richardson. British Broadcasting Corporation. // The story of the relationship between the young Arthur Conan Doyle and his real-life mentor and noted forensic scientist, Dr. Joseph Bell, as they unite to solve the most baffling murder cases in Victorian Scotland.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col.; 4 3/4 in. DVD (PAL ; area code: 2); Dolby Digital 2.0; aspect ratio 4:3. Originally broadcast on television in September 25, 2001. Participants: Ian Richardson, Charles Edwards, Ian McNeice. Audience: Rating: 12. Produced in association with the Television Production Company plc.; a BBC Films, WGBH Boston Co-production; director, Simon Langton; producer, Alison Jackson; writer, Stephen Gallagher. // Doyle assists his friend Reuben Proctor who has recently acquired an Egyptian mummy. They arrange for a gala evening at the museum where two eminent professors - Doyle's mentor Dr. Bell being one of them - will unveil the embalmed remains of the Egyptian princess and perform an autopsy.
everyone's surprise, they find not a princess but a man who was recently murdered. As they investigate, Doyle and Bell uncover a group of expatriate rebels plotting to create havoc. They work frantically to stop them before they spread terror among the population of London.

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. DVD (PAL ; area code: 2); Dolby Digital 2.0; aspect ratio 4:3.
   Originally broadcast on television in September 18, 2001. Participants: Ian Richardson, Charles Edwards, Henry Goodman. Audience: Rating: 15. Produced in association with the Television Production Company plc.; a BBC Films, WGBH Boston Co-production; director, Paul Marcus; producer, Alison Jackson; writer, Paul Billing. // Drs. Arthur Conan Doyle and Joseph Bell investigate when the police find two bodies floating in the river. Both seemed to have victims of the same killer as they have similar bruising and were similarly strangled. One of the victims is identified by her brother Charles and he is a suspect as they had a recent falling out. When a third body is found, it's identified as Dr. Ibbotson, the local coroner who was a drunk and discredited as a member of the medical profession. Meanwhile Doyle continues to grieve for his murdered fiancée and believes he saw her outside a hypnotist show. When Charles asks Doyle to attend a séance in an attempt to speak to his dead sister, he again sees his fiancée. Doyle is drawn to the world of spiritualism, but it is Bell who discovers a connection with a local photographer.

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. DVD (PAL ; area code: 2); Dolby Digital 2.0; aspect ratio 4:3.
   Originally broadcast on television in October 2, 2001. Participants: Ian Richardson, Charles Edwards, Rik Mayall, Anton Lesser and Annette Crosbie. Audience: Rating: 12. Produced in association with the Television Production Company plc.; a BBC Films; WGBH Boston Co-production; producer, Alison Jackson; writer, Daniel Boyle; director, Paul Marcus. // When Sir John Starr complains that the investigation into his son's murder is not producing results, the Chief Constable asks Dr. Joseph Bell to assist. Bell agrees but there is some animosity with the officer in charge of the case, Lt. Blaney, as they had recently clashed on a different case. Bell enlist the help of Dr. Doyle who is in Edinburgh to visit his father. The younger Starr was a money lender and he had recently foreclosed on an account resulting in a young woman committing suicide. For the first time however, Bell and Doyle do not see eye to eye on the case and Doyle finds himself siding with Lt. Blaney. When a suspect is killed, Bell begins to question his own abilities and feels that his time may have passed.

232. Murder, she wrote. The complete first season. [Universal City, CA]: Universal, 2005. Visual Material 3 videodiscs (1114 min.).

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. DVD, region 1, full frame (1.33:1); Dolby Digital; double-sided. Originally broadcast on television during the 1984 season. Participants: Angela Lansbury, Jerry Orbach, Leslie Nielsen, Joaquin Phoenix, Andy Garcia. // Includes all 21 episodes from the unforgettable first season plus the pilot movie The Murder of Sherlock Holmes. Join super sleuth Jessica Fletcher and investigate every entertaining episode of Murder, She Wrote.

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. DVD, region 1, widescreen presentation; Dolby Digital; double-sided. Originally broadcast on television during the 1984 season. Participants: Angela Lansbury, Jerry
Orbach, Leslie Nielsen, Joaquin Phoenix, Andy Garcia. // Includes 6 episodes from the unforgettable first season plus the pilot movie The Murder of Sherlock Holmes.

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. DVD, widescreen presentation ; Dolby digital stereo. Characters adapted from the novels by Maureen Jennings. Contains all 13 episodes from the second season. Participants: Yannick Bisson, Hélène Joy, Thomas Craig, Jonny Harris. Audience: PG. // In the 1890's, Detective William Murdoch adopts modern techniques like 'finger marks' and forensics to track Toronto's most sinister killers. Though derided by his skeptical boss, Murdoch finds friends and allies in a lovely pathologist and an eager-to-learn constable. Along the way they cross paths with some of the era's most famous figures, including Nikola Tesla, Arthur Conan Doyle, and Prince Alfred.


   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Digital mono. ; 4 3/4 in. Literature & thought. Originally published: Logan, IA : Perfection Learning, c2000. Audience: Grades 6-12. Distribution is restricted to RFB&D members who have a documented print disability such as a visual impairment, learning disability or other physical disability. // [This book] contains literature that challenges the reader, promotes critical thinking, and encourages independent exploration of genres, themes, and issues. -Back cover.

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Analog. Classic author collection. Title from container.

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. DVD; double-sided. // A collection of 50 mystery films with intrigue and suspense. Most seem to be from the 1930s through the 1950s.

Sherlock Holmes: murder at the Baskervilles: Arthur Wontner, Ian Hunter, Lyn Harding, John Trumbull, Robert Horton, Lawrence Grossmith; [Cast for Sherlock Holmes: the woman in green]: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Hillary Brooke, Henry Daniell, Paul Cavanagh, Matthew Boulton, Eve Amber. Directors: Graham Cutts [Sherlock Holmes: the sign of four]; Leslie S. Hiscott [Triumph of Sherlock Holmes]; Thomas Bentley [Sherlock Holmes: murder at the Baskervilles]; Roy William Neill [Sherlock Holmes: the woman in green]. // [Sherlock Holmes: the sign of four]: Holmes and Watson are determined to protect Mary Morstan who is threatened by an escaped murderer. The killer is looking for a stolen fortune and revenge on the man who stole it. [Triumph of Sherlock Holmes]: Holmes, retired to Sussex, is drawn into a last case when his arch enemy Moriarty arranges with an American gang to kill one John Douglas, a country gentleman with a mysterious past. Holmes' methods baffle Watson and Lestrade, but his results astonish them. In a long flashback, the victim's wife tells the story of the sinister Vermissa Valley. [Sherlock Holmes: murder at the Baskervilles]: Sherlock Holmes takes a vacation and visits his old friend Sir Henry Baskerville. His vacation ends when he suddenly finds himself in the middle of a double-murder mystery. Now he's got to find Professor Moriarty and the horse Silver Blaze before the great cup final horse race. [Sherlock Holmes: the woman in green]: Holmes and Watson investigate a series of bizarre and apparently unconnected murders, and the death of a possible suspect. The trail leads to a society of hypnotists and a mysterious, glamorous woman. The fiendish Dr. Moriarty, though reported hanged in Montevideo, is believed to be involved.

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w; 4 3/4 in. DVD, double sided. "50 movie pack DVD collection." -- Container of set. Videodisc release of 4 motion pictures released 1933-1946. Part of a 12-disk set packaged in a single container. Participants: [Cast for Sherlock Holmes: a study in scarlet]: Reginald Owen, Anna May Wong, June Clyde, Alan Dinehart, John Warburton, Alan Mowbray, Warburton Gamble; [Cast for Sherlock Holmes and the secret weapon]: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Lionel Atwill, Kaaren Verne, William Post Jr, Dennis Hoey, Holmes Herbert, Mary Gordon; [Cast for Sherlock Holmes: terror by night]: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Alan Mowbray, Dennis Hoey, Mary Forbes, Renee Godfrey; [Cast for Sherlock Holmes: dressed to kill]: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Patricia Morison, Edmund Breon, Frederick Worlock, Carl Harbord. Directors: Edwin L. Marin [Sherlock Holmes: a study in scarlet]; Roy William Neill [Sherlock Holmes and the secret weapon]; Roy William Neill [Sherlock Holmes: terror by night]; Roy William Neill [Sherlock Holmes: dressed to kill]. // [Sherlock Holmes: a study in scarlet]: Members of an underground crime ring are being murdered. Holmes' investigation leads him to the beautiful Mrs. Pyke and to a stately ancestral home -- complete with screams in the foggy night, cloaked figures moving through secret passages, and a sinister Asian butler. The story bears little resemblance to the original A. Conan Doyle mystery. [Sherlock Holmes and the secret weapon]: Starting in Switzerland, Sherlock Holmes rescues the inventor of a bomb-sight which the allies want to keep from the Nazis. Back in London it seems that the inventor is not all that he seemed. [Sherlock Holmes: terror by night]: Holmes is hired by Roland Carstairs to prevent the theft of the Star of Rhodesia, an enormous diamond owned by Carstairs' mother, Lady Margaret. Believing the diamond will be stolen on a train trip from London to Edinburgh, Holmes deftly switches diamonds with Lady Margaret while in her compartment. Soon after, Roland is murdered and the fake diamond is stolen. Red herrings abound as Holmes, aided by Dr. Watson and Inspector Lestrade, discover the murderer's hiding place and deduce that long-time foe Moriarty's henchman Colonel Sebastian Moran is somehow involved in the crime. [Sherlock Holmes: dressed to kill]: A convicted thief in Dartmoor prison hides the location of the stolen Bank of England printing plates inside three music boxes. When the innocent purchasers of the boxes start to be murdered, Holmes and Watson investigate.

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col.; 1/2 in. Puzzle Place; Program 147; VHS. Hi-fi Dolby stereo on linear tracks. KCET Los Angeles; Lancit Media Productions, Ltd. // "In this program Leon learns that playing Sherlock Holmes isn't enough to solve a mystery. He needs Dr. Watson, his teammate Ben. Everyone learns that being part of a team means respecting your teammates and appreciating their unique contributions."
   (Container.)

244. *Mystery theatre.* Toronto: Scenario Productions, 1999. Sound Recording 4 sound cassettes (ca. 2 hr each).

245. The naval treaty. [Oak Forest, IL]: MPI Home Video, 1995. Visual Material 1 videocassette (52 min.).

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. DVD, region 1, widescreen presentation; Dolby Digital stereo. Based upon the works by Rex Stout. Originally broadcast on A&E television in 2001-2002. Contains all 20 episodes of the A&E series, including the feature-length series pilot "The golden spiders." Special features: Vol. 3: Cast biographies and filmographies ; V. 8: The golden spiders: a Nero Wolfe mystery [series pilot] / produced in association with Pearson Television International by Jaffe/Braunstein Films and A&E Television Networks ; producer, Randi Richmond ; teleplay by Paul Monash ; directed by Bill Duke; "The making of 'Nero Wolfe'"; "The silent speaker" (double episode): special encore presentation in 16:9 letterbox format; cast biographies and filmographies. Participants: Maury Chaykin, Timothy Hutton./ Audience: Not rated. produced in association with Fremantle International Distribution by Jaffe/Braunstein Films and A&E Television Networks ; producers, Susan Murdoch, Randi Richmond. // Like Sherlock Holmes and Watson before them, the brilliant but curmudgeonly Nero Wolfe and his streetwise sidekick Archie Goodwin are crime's greatest nemeses. With Nero preferring to solve crimes at home amid his orchid collection, it is Archie who does the legwork about town to allow Wolfe to unravel the most confounding crimes. Together the duo cracks cases of murder, deception, blackmail, and more, resulting in an unforgettable confection of mystery, suspense, and style.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. with b&w sequences ; 1/2 in. VHS format, SP playback mode. With Christopher Frayling. //

precious Stradivarius violin presented by him to the charming widow Baroness Maria Luiza. The actress suggests he hire her friend, the legendary British detective Sherlock Holmes, to solve the case. Under the heat of the tropical sun, the lives of Holmes and Watson are changed forever, as they find themselves knee-deep in a cultural hodgepodge that includes all the standard Brazilian tourist fare."-- www.imdb.com.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. Sky Light Cinema. ; Columbia TriStar Home Entertainment (Firm). Title from container. Bruno Stroppiana apresenta uma produção Sky Light Cinema ; um filme de Miguel Faria ; baseado no romance de Jô Soares. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. VHS format. Based on "The Six Napoleons", by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Videocassette release of the 1944 motion picture. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Evelyn Ankers, Dennis Hoey. Universal Pictures. Producer/director, Roy William Neill ; screenplay, Bertram Millhauser. // Holmes and Dr. Watson tackle the mystery of a killer nicknamed the "Creeper" and his connection with the "Pearl of Death", a treasure as priceless as it is dangerous to own.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. Sherlock Holmes collection; v. 2; DVD. Videodisc release of the 1944 motion picture. Based on "The Six Napoleons" by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. DVD extras include: Introduction by Robert Gitt, Preservation Officer at the UCLA Film and Television Archive; audio commentary with David Stuart Davies; production notes by Richard Valley; photo gallery/original movie posters. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Dennis Hoey, Evelyn Ankers, Miles Mander, Ian Wolfe, Charles Francis. Universal presents ; produced by Roy William Neill ; screenplay by Roy Chanslor ; directed by Roy William Neill. // Sherlock Holmes is called in to solve a series of murders involving busts of Napoleon and a gem that has caused murder and trouble since the days of the Borgias.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 1/2 in. VHS format. "An irregular look at Sherlock Holmes in Minnesota"--Container. Written and directed by Rolf J. Canton. // "Salutes the 50th anniversary of the Norwegian Explorers of Minnesota ... Interviews of the four living founders [E.W. McDiarmid, Bryce Crawford, E.W. Ziebarth, and Ray Shove] and several other members are intercut with a dramatization of an older Holmes and Watson preparing to visit Minneapolis, Minnesota, for the anniversary conference"--Container.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w; 4 3/4 in. DVD. "6 complete TV shows"--Container. Originally produced as episodes of the television programs Adventures of Sherlock Holmes in 1954 and Racket Squad in 1951-1953. Participants: Sherlock Holmes: Ronald Howard. Racket Squad: Reed Hadley, Sam Hearne, James Gleason, Byron Foulger. presented in association with National Film Museum, Inc. Racket Squad directed by Howard Bretherton, James Tinling, James Flood; teleplays by Marianne Mosner, Francis Rosenwald, Arthur Orloff. // Racket Squad was the first series to portray the gritty reality of criminal investigation and was twice nominated for an Emmy award. disc 1: Sherlock Holmes: The belligerent ghost -- The careless suffragette -- The unlucky gambler. disc 2: Racket Squad: One more dream -- The careless suffragette -- The unlucky gambler.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col.; 12 in. Originally released as motion picture in 1970. "LaserDisc." Supplementary features: (1) digital film transfer in the original 2.35:1 Panavision aspect ratio; (2) Miklos Rozsa's score isolated on right digital and analog tracks; (3) complete video for The dreadful business of the naked honeymooners; (4) complete audio for The curious case of the upside down room; (5) interview with editor Ernest Walter; (6) production stills; (7) the complete script; (8) music cue sheets; (9) pressbook materials; and, (10) theatrical trailer. Based on the characters created by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Participants: Robert Stephens, Colin Blakely. Phalanx Productions, Inc., and Mirisch Productions. Producer and director, Billy Wilder; writers, Billy Wilder and I.A.L. Diamond. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col., letterboxed; 12 in. viewing copy. Originally released by United Artists in 1970. Includes pressbook from the original theatrical release, theatrical trailer, music cue sheets, complete script, production stills, interview with editor Ernest Walter, and two episodes cut from the final release version: audio for The curious case of the upside down room, and subtitled video for The dreadful business of the naked honeymooners. Running time does not include additional material. Videodisc is presented in
original Panavision 2.35:1 aspect ratio. On videodisc jacket: ID7413MG. Two videodiscs in one jacket.
Based on the character created by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Participants: Robert Stephens, Colin Blakely,
Genevieve Page. Produced: U.S. Mirisch Production Comapny ; director, producer, Billy Wilder ; written by
Billy Wilder, I.A.L. Diamond. //

videocassette (125 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 1/2 in. Originally produced as a motion picture in 1970. Based upon the
Productions, inc., and Mirisch Productions. Producer and director, Billy Wilder ; writers, Billy Wilder and
I.A.L. Diamond. // Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson embark on an adventure involving the Loch Ness
Monstor, a secret submarine, and a group of pious monks.

262. Pursuit to Algiers. [s.l.]: [s.n.], 2002. Visual Material 1 videocassette (ca. 65 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. VHS. Based on the characters created by Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle. Videocassette release of the 1945 motion picture by Universal. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel
Bruce, Marjorie Riordan, Rosalind Ivan, Morton Lowry, Leslie Vincent, Martin Kosleck, Rex Evans, John
Abbott, Gerald Hamer, Wee Willie Davis, Frederic Worlock. a Universal picture ; original screenplay by
Leonard Lee ; produced and directed by Roy William Neill. Executive producer, Howard Benedict ; director of
photography, Paul Ivano ; film editor, Saul A. Goodkind ; musical director, Edgar Fairchild. // Who murdered
the King of Rovenia? Can they be stopped before they kill his heir? When Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson
board a ship to protect the young man, they find themselves up against notorious jewel thieves as well as royal
assassins.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. Sherlock Holmes collection.; v. 3; DVD, region 1, full screen
presentation; Dolby Digital. Videodisc release of the 1945 motion picture. Based on characters created by Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle. Restored in 35MM by UCLA Film and Television Archive. Participants: Basil
Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Marjorie Riordan, Rosalind Ivan, Morton Lowry, Leslie Vincent, Martin Kosleck, Rex
Evans, John Abbott, Gerald Hamer, Wee Willie Davis, Frederic Worlock. Universal Picture ; King World
Productions, Inc. ; original screenplay by Leonard Lee ; produced and directed by Roy William Neill. Director
of photography, Paul Ivano ; editor, Saul A. Goodkind ; music, Edgar Fairchild. // Who murdered the King of
Rovenia? Can they be stopped before they kill his heir? When Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson board a ship
to protect the young man, they find themselves up against notorious jewel thieves as well as royal assassins.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. VHS. Videocassette release of the 1945 motion picture. Based on
characters created by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. "Digitally restored in 35mm." Universal presents a King
World Production ; screenplay by Leonard Lee ; produced and directed by Roy William Neill. // Holmes and
Watson learn that the King of Rovenia has been assassinated and his son Nikolas is now a marked man. They
board the SS Friesland in order to safeguard the young heir. The ship makes an unexpected stop in Lisbon and
Holmes is presented with three mysterious passengers.

Sound Recording Sound disc.
2nd ed. Includes Redheaded league from The adventures of Sherlock Holmes / Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. //

266. The red circle. [Oak Forest, IL]: MPI Home Video, 1995. Visual Material 1 videocassette (50 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 1/2 in. The memoirs of Sherlock Holmes / by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.
VHS. Hi-fi stereo. Participants: Jeremy Brett, Edward Hardwicke, Rosalie Williams. screenplay by Jeremy
Paul ; produced by June Wyndham Davies ; directed by Sarah Hellings ; executive producer, Sally Head ;
made by Granada Television in association with WGBH/Boston. //
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 1/2 in. The memoirs of Sherlock Holmes.; VHS. Hi-fi stereo.
Participants: Jeremy Brett, Edward Hardwicke, Rosalie Williams. Granada Television in association with WGBH/Boston. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 43/4 in. DVD collection.; Director's commentary with John Madden.


Margaret Coombes; editor, Andrew Sumner, David Reese; music, Patrick Gowers. // Holmes investigates a murder involving a pretty English governess, a foreign gentleman and a police inspector.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 1/2 in. VHS format. "6094." Rated PG. Based on the original story by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Closed captioned for the hearing impaired. Videocassette release of 1992 motion picture. Participants: John Rhys-Davies, David Warner, Eric McCormack, Nathania Stanford, Darren Peter Mercer, an introducing Tamara Gorski. Republic Entertainment Inc. ; Harmony Gold Pictures, Inc. Produced by Frank Agrama, Norman Siderow, Daniele Lorenzano; directed by Timothy Bond; screenplay by Peter Welbeck. // "A 'Lost World' of majestic dinosaurs and primitive natives is threatened with destruction when a villainous businessman comes looking for oil- and unleashes the wrath of a fiery volcano! Vowing to defend the endangered animals and people, rival scientists Challenger and Summerlee team up with a spirited female photographer, a valiant newspaper reporter and a courageous young boy and set off for deepest Africa. Arriving on the remote, hidden plateau of the Lost World, they begin a heroic quest to save this prehistoric paradise from the evil forces scheming to exploit it."


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. DVD. Based on the original story by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Originally produced as a motion picture in 1992. Participants: John Rhys-Davies, David Warner, Eric McCormack, Nathania Stanford, Darren Peter Mercer, Tamara Gorski. produced by Frank Agrama, Norman Siderow, Daniele Lorenzano ; directed by Timothy Bond ; screenplay by Peter Welbeck. // "A 'Lost World' of majestic dinosaurs and primitive natives is threatened with destruction when a villainous businessman comes looking for oil and unleashes the wrath of a fiery volcano! Vowing to defend the endangered animals and people, rival scientists Challenger and Summerlee team up with a spirited female photographer, a valiant newspaper reporter and a courageous young boy and set off for deepest Africa. Arriving on the remote, hidden plateau of the Lost World, they begin a heroic quest to save this prehistoric paradise from the evil forces scheming to exploit it."


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. DVD. Based on the book *The lost world* by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Originally produced as a motion picture in 1992. 2.0 Dolby stereo. Bonus features: direct scene access ; theatrical trailer ; cast and crew biographies ; Dino facts. Participants: John Rhys-Davies, David Warner, Eric McCormack, Nathania Stanford, Darren Peter Mercer, Tamara Gorski. Harmony Gold Pictures, Inc. in association with Silvio Berlusconi Communications ; screenplay by Peter Welbeck ; produced by Frank Agrama, Norman Siderow, and Daniele Lorenzano ; directed by Timothy Bond. Music, Larry Wolff, Gerard Shadrick, Isaiah Sanders ; director of photography, Paul Beeson ; editor, Stephen Lawrence ; executive producer, Harry Alan Towers. // The "lost world" of majestic dinosaurs and primitive natives is threatened with destruction when a villainous businessman comes looking for oil and unleashes the wrath of a fiery volcano. Vowing to defend the endangered animals and people, rival scientists Challenger and Summerlee team up with...
A spirited female photographer, a valiant newspaper reporter and a courageous young boy and set off for deepest Africa on a heroic quest to save this prehistoric paradise from the evil forces scheming to exploit it.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col.; 4 3/4 in. DVD, region 1, full screen (1.33:1) presentation; Dolby Digital, NTSC. Stories by Baroness Orczy, George Griffith, Jacques Futrelle, and E. Phillips Oppenheim. Originally broadcast on Thames Television as individual episodes in 1973. Set contains 13 episodes from the series. Special features: Profiles of Polly Burton, Insp. Lipinzki, Prof. Van Dusen, and Mr. Laxworthy. Participants: Judy Greeson, Barry Keegan, Douglas Wilmer, Bernard Hepton. Audience: Not rated. Freemantle Media Enterprises; a Thames Television production; produced by Reginald Collin and Jonathan Alwyn. // Crime abounded in late Victorian and Edwardian times--from the streets of London to the country houses of nobility; from the royal apartments of Vienna to the hotel rooms of quiet Copenhagen. Sherlock Holmes took on many of the era's crooks, killers, blackmailers, and schemers, but so did the fictional sleuths of other celebrated writers of the time. (from container.)


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col.; 4 3/4 in. DVD, region 1, full screen (1.33:1) presentation; Dolby Digital, NTSC. Stories by Robert Barr, Palle Rosenkrantz, and Jacques Futrelle. Originally broadcast on Thames Television as individual episodes in 1973. Set contains 13 episodes from the series. Special features: Profiles of Eugène Valmont and Lt. Holst. Participants: Charles Gray, John Thaw, Douglas Wilmer. Audience: Not rated. Freemantle Media Enterprises; a Thames Television production; produced by Reginald Collin and Jonathan Alwyn. // Crime abounded in late Victorian and Edwardian times--from the streets of London to the country houses of nobility; from the royal apartments of Vienna to the hotel rooms of quiet Copenhagen. Sherlock Holmes took on many of the era's crooks, killers, blackmailers, and schemers, but so did the fictional sleuths of other celebrated writers of the time. (from container.)


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col.; 4 3/4 in. DVD, region 1, full screen (1.33:1) presentation; Dolby Digital, NTSC. Stories by Baldwin Grollen, R. Austin Freeman, and William LeQueux. Originally broadcast on

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. DVD, region 1, full screen (1.33:1) presentation; Dolby Digital, NTSC. Stories by C.J. Cutcliffe Hyne, Fergus Hume, and John Oxenham. Originally broadcast on Thames Television as individual episodes in 1973. Set contains 13 episodes from the series. Special features: Profiles of Mr. Harrocks, Hagar, and Charles Dallas. Participants: Ronald Fraser, Sara Kestelman, Robin Ellis. Audience: Not rated. Freemantle Media Enterprises ; a Thames Television production ; produced by Reginald Collin and Jonathan Alwyn. // Crime abounded in late Victorian and Edwardian times--from the streets of London to the country houses of nobility; from the royal apartments of Vienna to the hotel rooms of quiet Copenhagen. Sherlock Holmes took on many of the era's crooks, killers, blackmailers, and schemers, but so did the fictional sleuths of other celebrated writers of the time. (from container.)


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. Sherlock Holmes collection; v. 2; DVD. Videodisc release of the 1944 motion picture. Based on characters created by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Special features: Introduction by Robert Gitt, Preservation Officer at the UCLA Film and Television Archive; audio commentary with David Stuart Davies; production notes by Richard Valley; photo gallery/original movie posters. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Gerald Hamer, Paul Cavanagh, Arthur Hohl, Miles Mander, Kay Harding. Universal presents ; produced by Roy William Neill ; screenplay by Edmund L. Hartmann ; directed by Roy William Neill. // Sherlock Holmes is called in to solve a series of murders in Canada that the locals are attributing to a legendary marsh monster.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. [Sherlock Holmes collection]; VHS. Based on characters created by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Videocassette release of the 1944 motion picture. "Digitally restored in 35mm." Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Gerald Hamer, Paul Cavanagh, Arthur Hohl, Miles Mander, Kay Harding. Universal presents a King World Production ; screenplay by Edmund L. Hartmann ; produced and directed by Roy William Neill. // Sherlock Holmes is called in to solve a series of murders in Canada that the locals are attributing to a legendary marsh monster.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. VHS. Based on the story "The dancing men" by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Videocassette release of the 1942 motion picture by Universal Pictures Company, Inc. "05-09681"--


295. **Sherlock Holmes**. [Minneapolis]: [WCCO Television], 1996. Visual Material 1 videocassettes (15 min.).

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- WCCO-TV (Television station : Minneapolis, Minn.) sd., col. ; 1/2 in. Beta and VHS formats. Broadcast Jan. 21, 1996 on KTCA-TV, St. Paul, Minn. [program narrated by Dave Moore]. // In an episode of Moore on Sunday, James Hubbs reveals the extent of the Holmes materials, donated in part by John Bennett Shaw, in the Special Collections at the University of Minnesota Libraries.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. DVD; NTSC, region 1; widescreen presentation; Dolby Digital 5.1. Originally released as a motion picture in 2009. Special feature: "Sherlock Holmes reinvented" featurette. Participants: Robert Downey, Jr., Jude Law, Rachel McAdams, Mark Strong, Eddie Marsan, Kelly Reilly, James Fox, Hans Matheson, Geraldine James. Audience: MPAA rating: PG-13; for intense sequences of violence and action, some startling images and a scene of suggestive material. a Warner Bros. Pictures presentation in association with Village Roadshow Pictures ; a Silver Pictures production ; a Wigram production ; directed by Guy Ritchie ; screenplay by Michael Robert Johnson and Anthony Peckham and Simon Kinberg ; screen story by Lionel Wigram and Michael Robert Johnson ; produced by Joel Silver, Lionel Wigram, Susan Downey, Dan Lin ; executive producers, Michael Tadross and Bruce Berman ; director of photography, Philippe Rousselot ; a Guy Ritchie film. Co-producer, Steve Clark-Hall ; production designer, Sarah Greenwood ; editor, James Herbert ; music by Hans Zimmer ; costume designer, Jenny Beavan ; visual effects supervisor, Chas Jarrett. // After finally catching serial killer and occult 'sorcerer' Lord Blackwood, legendary sleuth Sherlock Holmes and his assistant Dr. Watson can close yet another successful case. After his execution, Blackwood mysteriously returns from the grave and resumes his killing spree, Holmes must take up the hunt once again. Contending with Watson's new fiancée and the dimwitted head of Scotland Yard, the determined detective must unravel the clues that will lead him into a twisted web of murder, deceit, and black magic, not to mention the deadly embrace of temptress Irene Adler.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. Blu-ray disc, widescreen presentation; Dolby Digital, 1080p High Definition; requires Blu-ray player. Originally released as a motion picture in 2009. Participants: Robert Downey, Jr., Jude Law, Rachel McAdams, Mark Strong. Audience: MPAA rating: PG13; for intense sequences of violence and action, some startling images and a scene of suggestive material. Warner Bros. Pictures presents in association with Village Roadshow Pictures, a Silver Pictures production in association with Wigram Productions, a Guy Ritchie film ; produced by Joel Silver, Lionel Wigram, Susan Downey, Dan Lin ; screen story by Lionel Wigram and Michael Robert Johnson ; screenplay by Michael Robert Johnson and Anthony Peckham and Simon Kinberg ; directed by Guy Ritchie. Music, Hans Zimmer. // After finally catching serial killer and occult 'sorcerer' Lord Blackwood, legendary sleuth Sherlock Holmes and his assistant Dr. Watson can close yet another successful case. After his execution, Blackwood mysteriously returns from the grave and resumes his killing spree, Holmes must take up the hunt once again. Contending with Watson's new fiancée and the dimwitted head of Scotland Yard, the determined detective must unravel the clues that will lead him into a twisted web of murder, deceit, and black magic, not to mention the deadly embrace of temptress Irene Adler.
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NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. DVD, NTSC, Dolby Digital Mono. Based on characters created by Arthur Conan Doyle. Originally released as episodes of the television series in 1964 on the BBC. Release date: Sep. 14, 2010. Participants: Douglas Wilmer, Nigel Stock. Written by Giles Cooper... [et al.] ; directed by Robin Midgley... [et al.] ; produced by David Goddard. // Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's famous detective has enthralled generations since his first appearance in 1887. Includes some of the best stories from the canon. Whether it's the horrifying case of The Speckled Band or the fascinating story behind The Red Headed League, this is a DVD must-have for all Sherlock and mystery fans.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. DVD ; 1080p High Definition 16x9 1.85:1, DTS-HD Master Audio: English 5.1 Dolby Digital, French 5.1, Spanish 5.1. Originally released as a motion picture in 2009 ; 2010 DVD release. Participants: Robert Downey, Jr.; Jude Law; Rachel McAdams; Mark Strong. Warner Bros. Pictures presents in association with Village Roadshow Pictures, a Silver Pictures production in association with Wigram Productions, a Guy Ritchie film ; produced by Joel Silver, Lionel Wigram, Susan Downey, Dan Lin ; screen story by Lionel Wigram and Michael Robert Johnson ; screenplay by Michael Robert Johnson and Anthony Peckham and Simon Kinberg ; directed by Guy Ritchie. Music, Hans Zimmer. // After finally catching serial killer and occult 'sorcerer' Lord Blackwood, legendary sleuth Sherlock Holmes and his assistant Dr. Watson can close yet another successful case. After his execution, Blackwood mysteriously returns from the grave and resumes his killing spree, Holmes must take up the hunt once again. Contending with Watson's new fiancée and the dimwitted head of Scotland Yard, the determined detective must unravel the clues that will lead him into a twisted web of murder, deceit, and black magic, not to mention the deadly embrace of temptress Irene Adler.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. DVD, Region 3; widescreen (2.40:1); Dolby digital. Originally released as a motion picture in 2009. "7000022476"--Disc label. Participants: Robert Downey, Jr.; Jude Law; Rachel McAdams; Mark Strong. Audience: Board of Film Censors, Singapore: PG (Violence). Warner Bros. Pictures presentation in association with Village Roadshow Pictures, a Silver Pictures production in association with Wigram Productions, a Guy Ritchie film ; produced by Joel Silver, Lionel Wigram, Susan Downey, Dan Lin ; screenplay by Michael Robert Johnson and Anthony Peckham and Simon Kinberg ; directed by Guy Ritchie. Music, Hans Zimmer ; director of photography, Philippe Rousselot ; editor, James Herbert ; screen story by Lionel Wigram and Michael Robert Johnson. // After finally catching serial killer and occult 'sorcerer' Lord Blackwood, legendary sleuth Sherlock Holmes and his assistant Dr. Watson can close yet another successful case. After his execution, Blackwood mysteriously returns from the grave and resumes his killing spree, Holmes must take up the hunt once again. Contending with Watson's new fiancée and the dimwitted head of Scotland Yard, the determined detective must unravel the clues that will lead him into a twisted web of murder, deceit, and black magic, not to mention the deadly embrace of temptress Irene Adler.

303. Sherlock Holmes. Hong Kong: Distributed by Deltamac (Hong Kong) Co., Ltd., 2010. Visual Material 2 videodiscs (128 min.).
Silver ... [et al.] ; executive producers, Michael Tadross and Bruce Berman ; a Warner Bros. Pictures presentation in association with Village Roadshow Pictures ; a Silver Pictures production ; a Wigram production ; a Guy Ritchie film. Director of photography, Philippe Rousselot ; editor, James Herbert ; music, Hans Zimmer. // "Robert Downey Jr. and Jude Law put memorable imprints on Holmes and Watson in this bold new reimagining that makes the legendary sleuth a daring man of action as well as a peerless man of intellect. Baffling clues, astonishing Holmesian deductions, nimble repartee, catch-your-breath scenes of one slam thing after another--director Guy Ritchie helms the excitement reintroducing the great detective to the world. Meet the new Sherlock Holmes!"--Container.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w. ; 1/2 in. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Hillary Brooke, Patricia Morison. // The woman in Green (1945): Holmes and Watson stalk the villain behind the most atrocious murders since Jack the Ripper. Dressed to Kill (1946): Holmes and Watson pursue stolen Bank of England bank plates.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b/w. Screen classics ; SVC 0005; Original: Original film: 1946. directed by Roy William Neill. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b/w. Screen classics ; ORB 0005; Original film: 1945. directed by Roy William Neill. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 1/2 in. Dean's hour ; no. 96-0319; "Presented March 19, 1996. " Audience: Medical profession, other interested personnel. // In this presentation Dr. Hunter discusses clinical reasoning. The best account of clinical reasoning is Sherlock Holmes' methods of solving mysteries.
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NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. DVD, widescreen (16:9) presentation; Dolby Digital stereo. Based on characters created by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Originally broadcast on the BBC in 2007. Special features: A bio of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle; photo gallery; cast filmographies. Participants: Jonathan Pryce, Bill Paterson, Anna Chancellor, Michael Maloney. produced by RDF Television for the BBC ; written by Richard Kurti and Bev Doyle ; producer, Andy Rowley ; director, Julian Kemp. // Kids are disappearing, policemen are being poisoned and Sherlock Holmes is under house arrest, falsely accused of crimes he didn't commit. Enter the Baker Street Irregulars. This savvy, street-smart team of teens become the great detective's eyes, ears and legs. But can these kids really help Holmes stop a mastermind from stealing England's gold, the good name of her greatest sleuth, and the lives of two of their own?

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. DVD, region 1, widescreen (16:9) presentation; Dolby Digital stereo., MCPS. Originally released as a motion picture in 2004. Special features: Commentary by director Simon Cellan Jones and producer Elinor Day; cast bios. Participants: Rupert Everett, Ian Hart. Audience: MPAA rating: Not rated. a co-production of BBC and WGBH ; produced by Tiger Aspect Productions ; produced by Elinor Day ; original screenplay by Allan Cubitt ; directed by Simon Cellan Jones. // When the murder of a penniless shopgirl is linked to the body of debutante Lady Alice Burnham, legendary sleuth Sherlock Holmes (Rupert Everett) immediately begins to piece together the clues.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. VHS. Participants: Christopher Lee, Hans Söhnker, Senta Berger, Terence Fisher, Frank Winterstein, Curt Siodmak. // Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson battle Moriarty who is after a valuable necklace.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. DVD. "AR9497D." DVD release of the 1964 motion picture. Participants: Christopher Lee, Senta Berger. directed by Terence Fisher. // Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson again battle the evil Moriarty who's after a valuable necklace.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. VHS. Video release of the 1964 motion picture. Participants: Christopher Lee, Senta Berger. directed by Terence Fisher. // Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson again battle the evil Moriarty who's after a valuable necklace.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. : 4 3/4 in. All region, NTSC. Filmed on location in Vienna, London, Luxembourg. Participants: Christopher Lee, Patrick McNee. Audience: Censorship rating: M. // Our intrepid heroes, Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson are out of crimes to solve, that is, until they are summoned to recover a stolen bomb detonator Holmes fears will be used to kill Austro-Hungarian Emperor Franz Joseph.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. VHS. Based on the story "The dancing men" by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Lional Atwill. a Universal picture ; directed by Roy William Neill ; screenplay, Edward T. Lowe, W. Scott Darling, Edmund L. Hartmann. Cinematography by Les White ; film editing by Otto Ludwig ; original music by Frank Skinner. // Professor Moriarty has kidnapped the inventor of a new bombsight, which Holmes is trying to keep from Nazi Germany.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in.  The Sherlock Holmes Trilogy; Originally released as a motion picture in 1942. Based on "The dancing men" by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. "#33893." Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Kaaren Verne, Lionel Atwill, Dennis Hoe, William Post, Jr. Universal Pictures. Produced and directed by Roy William Neill; screenplay by Edward T. Lowe, W. Scott Darling, Edmund L. Hartmann. // This 1942 wartime classic is set on the gripping stage of intrigue as Basil Rathbone, the immortal Holmes, battles Professor Moriarty, played by Lionel Atwill, for control of an Allied secret weapon. Holmes must stop his nemesis, Moriarty, before he sells the secret to Nazi agents.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in.  DVD. "DV300" Originally released as a motion picture in 1942. Based on the story The dancing men by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, adapted by W. Scott Darling and
Edward T. Lowe. Participants: Cast: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Lionel Atwill, Kaaren Verne, William Post Jr., Dennis Hoey, Mary Gordon, Holmes E. Herbert. Universal Pictures Company; directed by Roy William Neill; screenplay, Edward T. Lowe, W. Scott Darling, Edmund L. Hartmann. // The inventor of a secret weapon and its prototype are abducted, leaving the wartime Allies in dire need of assistance. Sherlock Holmes is called and begins to do battle with Professor Moriarty, who is later to become an arch-enemy.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. DVD. Originally released as a motion picture in 1942. Based on the story The dancing men by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, adapted by W. Scott Darling and Edward T. Lowe. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Lionel Atwill, Kaaren Verne, William Post Jr., Dennis Hoey, Mary Gordon, Holmes E. Herbert. Universal Pictures Company; directed by Roy William Neill; screenplay, Edward T. Lowe, W. Scott Darling, Edmund L. Hartmann. Director of photography, Les White; editor, Otto Ludwig; music, Frank Skinner. // The inventor of a secret weapon and its prototype are abducted, leaving the wartime Allies in dire need of assistance. Sherlock Holmes is called and begins to do battle with Professor Moriarty, who is later to become an arch-enemy.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. DVD. *Sherlock Holmes and the secret weapon* was based on the story The dancing men by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. *Sherlock Holmes and the secret weapon* was originally released as a motion picture in 1942. Participants: Sherlock Holmes and the secret weapon: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Lionel Atwill, Dennis Hooye, Harold DeBecker. executive producer, Kenneth R. Bennett; producer, Jake Lamb. Sherlock Holmes and the secret weapon: Director, Roy William Neill; screenplay, Edward T. Lowe, W. Scott Darling, Edmund L. Hartmann. // Sherlock Holmes and the secret weapon: Sherlock Holmes must battle the Nazis and protect Her Majesty's latest secret weapon, a state of the art bomb sight.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. DVD, region 1, full screen presentation; Dolby Digital. Originally broadcast in 1942. Based on "The Dancing Men" by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Restored in 35mm by the UCLA Film and Television Archive and digitally remastered. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Lionel Atwill, Dennis Hoey. King World Productions, Inc.; produced by Howard Benedict; screenplay by Edward T. Lowe, W. Scott Darling, Edmund L. Hartman; directed by Roy William Neill. // Starting in Switzerland, Sherlock Holmes rescues the inventor of a bomb-sight which the allies want to keep from the Nazis. Back in London they find the inventor is not what he seemed.
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NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. DVD. Sherlock Holmes and the secret weapon was based on the story *The dancing men* by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Participants: Sherlock Holmes and the secret weapon: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Lionel Atwill, Dennis Hooey, Harold DeBecker. Executive producer, Kenneth R. Bennett; producer, Jake Lamb. Sherlock Holmes and the secret weapon: Director, Roy William Neill; screenplay, Edward T. Lowe, W. Scott Darling, Edmund L. Hartmann. // "Basil Rathbone and Nigel Bruce star as Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson in this installment of the classic tale of the world's greatest detective and his lovable, bumbling sidekick. In this episode, Sherlock must battle the Nazis and protect the country's latest secret weapon, a state of the art Bomb Sight. Filmed entirely in London during the height of World War II, this great thriller will leave you on the edge of your seat, especially when Holmes' arch rival Professor Moriarty makes his screen appearance. Critics agree that The Secret Weapon is a top-notch espionage tale of wartime deception and intrigue. It's elementary my dear Watson!"


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. DVD (Dual layer). Sherlock Holmes and the secret weapon was based on the story *The dancing men* by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. The Woman in green was originally released as a motion picture in 1945. Sherlock Holmes and the secret weapon was originally released as a motion picture in 1942. "Sherlock Holmes double feature movie." -- Container. Participants: The woman in green: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Hillary Brooke, Henry Daniell, Paul Cavanagh, Matthew Boulton, Eve Amber. Sherlock Holmes and the secret weapon: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Lionel Atwill, Dennis Hooey, Harold DeBecker. The woman in green: Produced and directed by Roy William Neill; screenplay, Bertram Millhauser. Sherlock Holmes and the secret weapon: Director, Roy William Neill; screenplay, Edward T. Lowe, W. Scott Darling, Edmund L. Hartmann. // The woman in green: The clues left at the scene of the crime point a finger at a prominent member of Parliament, but Holmes believes there's something a bit odd going on and perhaps his arch nemesis, Professor Moriarty might somehow be involved! Sherlock Holmes and the secret weapon: Sherlock Holmes must battle the Nazis and protect Her Majesty's latest secret weapon, a state of the art bomb sight.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. VHS. Based on the story "His Last Bow" by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, adapted by Robert D. Andrews. Videocassette release of the 1942 motion picture by Universal.
Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce. Producer, Howard Benedict; director, John Rawlins; screenplay, Lynn Riggs, John Bright. // The first of the popular World War II Sherlock Holmes thrillers, this film takes Holmes and Dr. Watson through a London rich in wartime atmosphere to find out who is behind several destructive enemy attacks.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. DVD; double sided discs. Participants: Sherlock Holmes and the deadly necklace: Christopher Lee; The triumph of Sherlock Holmes: Arthur Wontner, Ian Fleming; Sign of the four: Arthur Wontner, Ian Hunter; The speckled band: Raymond Massey; Bonus TV series episodes: Ronald Howard. // Terror by night: Holmes is hired to protect a diamond that is being transported by train. Woman in green: Holmes is called in to solve a baffling series of murders. Sherlock Holmes and the secret weapon: Prof. Moriarty is working with the Nazis to create a superweapon. Dressed to kill: The owners of music boxes are being murdered and Holmes is called in to find the killer. Sherlock Holmes & the deadly necklace: Holmes & Watson investigate the theft of Cleopatra's necklace. A study in scarlet: Holmes investigates a secret society whose members are being murdered. The triumph of Sherlock Holmes: Holmes emerges from retirement to solve the murder of a miner. Murder at the Baskervilles: Holmes investigates the theft of a racehorse and murder of its owner. Sign of the four: A woman hires Holmes to protect her from an escaped criminal. The speckled band: A doctor is trying to steal his stepdaughter's inheritance.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. DVD; Dolby Digital sound, AC-3 Stereo. Dressed to kill released in 1946; Sherlock Holmes and the secret weapon released in 1943; Woman in green released in 1945. Based on a story by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Patricia Morrison, Lionel Atwill, Hillary Brooke, Henry Daniell. Universal Pictures. // Dressed to Kill: Three music boxes are the only clues that Holmes has to work with to find the location of bank notes stolen from the Bank of England. Sherlock Holmes and the secret weapon: Holmes tries to keep Professor Moriarty away from a newly developed bomb sight the English hope to use on Hitler. Woman in green: Moriarty is found to be involved in a series of mutilation murders of young London women.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 1/2 in. VHS. Based upon the characters created by Arthur Conan Doyle. Originally broadcast on television. Participants: Ronald Howard, H. Marion Crawford, introduction by Christopher Lee. produced by Sheldon Reynolds; directed by Jack Gage, Steve Previn; screenplay by Charles and Joseph Early... [et al.]. Director of photography, Raymond Clunie; editors, George Gale... [et al.]; music, Paul Durand. // 20 30-minute television episodes featuring the cases of Sherlock Holmes.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. DVD. Digitally restored in 35mm. DVD extras: 4 bonus episodes from the Sherlock Holmes TV series. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce. Produced and
directed by Roy William Neill. // Terror by night -- The secret weapon -- The woman in green -- Dressed to kill.


   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. Sherlock Holmes collection.; DVD. Based on the stories by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. //

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. Sherlock Holmes collection.; DVD. Based on the stories by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. //

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. DVD. Preserved and digitally restored in 35mm to original condition by the UCLA Film and Television Archive. DVD extras include: commentary from British author David Stuart Davies ; photo gallery ; original movie posters. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce. //

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. VHS, region 1. Originally released between 1942 and 1943. Digitally restored in 35mm. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce. King World Productions, Inc. // The master detective Sherlock Holmes and his faithful cohort Dr. Watson are back.


   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. DVD. Digitally restored in 35mm. DVD extras: Introduction by Robert Gitt, preservation officer at the UCLA Film and Television Archive; audio commentary with David Stuart Davies; production notes by Richard Valley; photo gallery/original movie posters. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce. King World Productions, Inc. Produced and directed by Roy William Neill. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. DVD. Digitally restored in 35mm. DVD extras: Introduction by Robert Gitt, preservation officer at the UCLA Film and Television Archive; audio commentary with David Stuart Davies; production notes by Richard Valley; photo gallery/original movie posters. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce. King World Productions, Inc. Produced and directed by Roy William Neill. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. DVD, region 1, full screen presentation; Dolby Digital. "Digitally restored in 35mm." "Preserved by UCLA Film and Television Archive." Special features: introduction by Robert Gitt, preservation officer at the UCLA Film and Television Archive; audio commentary with David Stuart Davies; production notes by Richard Valley; photo gallery/original movie posters. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce. King World Productions, Inc. ; produced and directed by Roy William Neill. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. DVD, region 1, full screen presentation; Dolby Digital. "Digitally restored in 35mm." "Preserved by UCLA Film and Television Archive." Special features: introduction by Robert Gitt, preservation officer at the UCLA Film and Television Archive; audio commentary with David Stuart Davies; production notes by Richard Valley; photo gallery/original movie posters. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce. King World Productions, Inc. ; produced and directed by Roy William Neill. // The master detective Sherlock Holmes and his faithful cohort Dr. Watson are back.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. VHS, full screen presentation. "Digitally restored in 35mm." "Preserved by UCLA Film and Television Archive." Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce. King World

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 1/2 in. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce. // The voice of terror (1942)-- The secret weapon (1942) -- Sherlock Holmes faces death (1943)


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. DVD. Sherlock Holmes and the secret weapon was based on the story The dancing men by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. The Woman in green was originally released as a motion picture in 1945. Sherlock Holmes and the secret weapon was originally released as a motion picture in 1942. "Double feature 2 movies." Includes a cartoon, breakdowns of 1938 & some old-fashioned TV commercials. Participants: The woman in green : Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Hillary Brooke, Henry Daniell, Paul Cavanagh, Matthew Boulton, Eve Amber. Sherlock Holmes and the secret weapon: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Lionel Atwill, Dennis Hooey, Harold DeBecker. executive producer, Kenneth R. Bennett ; producer, Jake Lamb. The woman in green: Produced and directed by Roy William Neill ; screenplay, Bertram Millhauser. Sherlock Holmes and the secret weapon: Director, Roy William Neill ; screenplay, Edward T. Lowe, W. Scott Darling, Edmund L. Hartmann. // The woman in green: The clues left at the scene of the crime point a finger at a prominent member of Parliament, but Holmes believes there's something a bit odd going on and perhaps his arch nemesis, Professor Moriarty might somehow be involved! Sherlock Holmes and the secret weapon: Sherlock Holmes must battle the Nazis and protect Her Majesty's latest secret weapon, a state of the art bomb sight.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. DVD. Both films originally released in 1946. Includes: Superman cartoon, Hollywood home videos, and classic television commercials. Based on stories by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce. // Dressed to kill: Three music boxes are the only clues that Holmes has to work with to find the location of bank notes stolen from the Bank of England ; Terror by night: On a train from London to Edinburgh, Mr. Holmes is confronted with a baffling diamond robbery and the murder of the gem's owner.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. DVD, Digitally remastered. Based on stories by Arthur Conan Doyle. The woman in green based on The Adventure of the Empty House./ The woman in green originally produced as a motion picture in 1945; Dressed to kill, in 1946; both by Universal Pictures. Cast: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Henry Daniell. Director, Roy William Neill. // The woman in green: Holmes and Watson investigate a series of bizarre and apparently unconnected murders, and the death of a possible suspect. The trail leads to a society of hypnotists and a mysterious, glamorous woman. The fiendish Dr Moriarty, though reported hanged in Montevideo, isbelied to be involved. Dressed to kill: A convicted thief in Dartmoor prison hides the location of the stolen Bank of England printing plates inside three music boxes. When the innocent purchasers of the boxes start to be murdered, Holmes and Watson investigate.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- ill., map, photo. ; 41 x 33 cm. + 1 descriptive list ([3] leaves ; 28 x 22 cm.) Copies of a map and photograph from the Buffalo & Erie County Public Library (Buffalo, N.Y.) and a clipping and a photocopy of newspaper articles from a private collection, all originally part of an exhibit at the Shaw Festival Theatre, Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ontario, celebrating the premiere at Buffalo's Star Theatre on Oct. 23, 1899 of the play, "Sherlock Holmes," written by and starring William Gillette. //

investigate strange happenings. What follows is a bizarre series of events, including murders, secret passages, a game of chess and a mysterious family ritual."--Container.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. VHS, hi-fi stereo. Based on "The Musgrave ritual" by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Originally released as a motion picture in 1943. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Dennis Hoey, Arthur Margetson, Hillary Brooke, Halliwell Hobbes. Reproduction: "Digitally restored in 35mm ; preserved by UCLA Film and Television Archive"--Container. Universal ; screenplay by Bertram Millhauser ; produced and directed by Roy William Neill. // "Dr. Watson, tending recuperating soldiers housed at centuries-old Musgrave Manor, summons Sherlock Holmes to investigate strange happenings. What follows is a bizarre series of events, including murders, secret passages, a game of chess and a mysterious family ritual"--Container.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. VHS, full screen presentation. Originally released as a motion picture in 1942. Based on "The six Napoleons" by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. "Digitally restored in 35mm." "Preserved by UCLA Film and Television Archive. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Evelyn Ankers, Dennis Hoey. King World Productions, Inc. ; produced and directed by Roy William Neill ; screenplay, Bertram Millhauser. // The Pearl of Death, a gem with a history of bringing murder and misfortune to its owner, reaches a museum in London where before long, it is stolen. A series of murders begins with the victims left in a mass of smashed china. Holmes must outwit two criminals in a case that could lead to his own death.


Note // Abstract --- sd., col.; 4 3/4 in. Animation station; DVD. // The sign of four -- The adventures of the dancing men -- Silver blaze -- Bonus episode: The 'Gloria Scott'.


Note // Abstract --- sd., col.; 1/2 in. Common purpose; show #064; VHS format. Presented by Southwest Missouri State University. Videocassette version of a segment from an SMSU television series, Common purpose, broadcast on cable channel 24, Springfield, Mo., May 11, 1998. Participants: Hosts, Don Landon, Lisa Prejean; with Jim O'Brien, Willa Garrett. Producers, Don Landon, Lisa Prejean; producer-director, Tom Carter. Executive producers, John H. Keiser, Paul Kincaid; camera, Rae Swan, Steve Wynn, Richard Schuld; editors, Rae Swan ... [et al.]. // Part of a weekly television series discussing issues facing Springfield, Mo. The series is an outgrowth of the Good Community Movement in Springfield which began in 1995. This segment looks at how science is used in solving crime, with a focus on the Sherlock Holmes stories. Today's police investigators rely heavily on science to help them solve crime. Methods range from fingerprinting from an actual finger to "fingerprinting" from DNA. Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, the English writer, was an early proponent of the scientific method in criminal investigation. His Sherlock Holmes mysteries were filled with legitimate and innovative scientific sleuthing. Interviews SMSU chemistry professor Jim O'Brien, who has developed an SMSU Capstone course investigating how science is used to solve crime, with several examples from Sherlock Holmes. Also interviews Willa Garrett, assistant professor, SMSU Dept. of Library Science, who has joined with Dr. O'Brien in researching the use of science in solving crime.


Note // Abstract --- sd., col.; 4 3/4 in. DVD, Region 1, full screen presentation; Dolby Digital mono. Originally released as a motion picture in 1942. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Gail Sonderraad, Dennis Hoey, Vernon Downing, Alec Craig. Arthur Hohl, Mary Gordon. Universal Pictures; producer, Roy William Neill; writer, Bertram Millhauser; director, Roy William Neill. Director of photography, Charles Van Enger; art directors, John B. Goodman, Martin Obzina; editors, William Austin, James Gibbon; original music, Hans J. Salter; costume designer, Vera West. Based on the stories "The sign of four" and "The final problem" by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. // London is in a panic over a series of apparent "Pajama Suicides." Sherlock Holmes, however, is more inclined to believe that they are calculated murders. It is up to the detective and his partner, Dr. Watson, to discover the motive and the means of these crimes and to quickly unmask the murderer. Miss Adria Spedding is an intoxicating woman of character whom Holmes is convinced is behind the killings. A series of masquerades and deadly game playing ensues as Holmes and Watson enter a battle of wits with The Spider Woman.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. VHS, full screen presentation; mono. Originally released as a motion picture in 1942. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Gail Sondergaard, Dennis Hoey, Vernon Downing, Alec Craig, Arthur Hohl, Mary Gordon. Universal Pictures; producer, Roy William Neill; writer, Bertram Millhauser; director, Roy William Neill. Director of photography, Charles Van Enger; art directors, John B. Goodman, Martin Obzina; editors, William Austin, James Gibbon; original music, Hans J. Salter; costume designer, Vera West. Based on the stories "The sign of four" and "The final problem" by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. London is in a panic over a series of apparent "Pajama Suicides." Sherlock Holmes, however, is more inclined to believe that they are calculated murders. It is up to the detective and his partner, Dr. Watson, to discover the motive and the means of these crimes and to quickly unmask the murderer. Miss Adria Spedding is an intoxicating woman of character whom Holmes is convinced is behind the killings. A series of masquerades and deadly game playing ensues as Holmes and Watson enter a battle of wits with The Spider Woman.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 1/2 in. VHS format. Additional copyright date on container: 1995. Title on container: The adventures of Sherlock Holmes. Participants: Patrick Graybill, Gilbert C. Eastman. produced by Sign Media, Inc. ; directed by Dennis Cokely [and] Patrick Graybill. Camera, editing, and graphics by Verden Ness ; voice-over translation, Dennis Cokely. // A sign language version of the Sherlock Holmes mystery that allows the viewer to try and solve the case along with Holmes and Watson.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. Sherlock Holmes collection.; Introduction by Christopher Lee. Participants: Ronald Howard, H. Marion Crawford. Producer, Sheldon Reynolds ; directors, Jack Gage, Steve...
Previn. // Episode 17: Eiffel Tower ; Episode 18: Jolly hangman ; Episode 19: Cunningham heritage ; Episode 20: Diamond tooth.

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. with b&w sequences ; 1/2 in. VHS. Produced for broadcast on the television program Biography. Participants: Narrator, Anthony Valentine ; Dr. Watson played by David Burke. A Satel Documentary production for A&E Television Networks ; produced and directed by Peter Swain ; executive producer, Rod Caird. Music, Guy Michelmore. // The life of the world's most famous detective is examined side-by-side with that of his creator, Arthur Conan Doyle. Holmes' greatest cases, his most brilliant deductions, and his notorious weaknesses are featured along with Doyle's own tale of how Jack the Ripper helped boost sales of the first Sherlock Holmes story ever published.

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. DVD format. Produced for broadcast on the television program Biography. Participants: Narrator, Anthony Valentine ; Dr. Watson played by David Burke. a Satel Documentary production for A & E Television Networks ; produced and directed by Peter Swain ; executive producer, Rod Caird. Music, Guy Michelmore. // The life of the world's most famous detective is examined side-by-side with that of his creator, Arthur Conan Doyle. Holmes' greatest cases, his most brilliant deductions, and his notorious weaknesses are featured along with Doyle's own tale of how Jack the Ripper helped boost sales of the first Sherlock Holmes story ever published.

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- b&w and col. ; 1/2 in. Video scrapbook ; #55; VHS. Videocassette release of films originally shown between 1950 and 1980. // A collection of made for TV films, an animated short and trailers for feature films released through the 1970s.

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. DVD format. The Secret Weapon is based on the story "The dancing men" by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Participants: Secret weapon: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Lionel Atwill, Kaaren Verne, William Post Jr., Dennis Hoey, Mary Gordon, Holmes E. Herbert. Terror by night: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Alan Mabray, Dennis Hoey, Mary Forbes, Renee Godfrey, Billy Bevan. // In The secret weapon, Sherlock Holmes battles his arch rival, Professor Moriarty, who has kidnapped the inventor of a new bombsite. Terror by night finds Holmes preventing the theft of an enormous diamond, but unable to prevent the murders that surround the attempt.

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. Broadcast date: 16/11/2003. DVD. Director/producer: Christopher Rowley. // Dr Joseph Bell, whose character, physical appearance and diagnostic genius Sir Arthur Conan Doyle adopted in 1886 to create the character of detective Sherlock Holmes, one of the most recognisable figures in world literature.

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. VHS. Based on a story by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Henry Daniell. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- The Case of the Baker Street Nursemaids, The Case of Lady Beryl, The Case of Harry Crocker.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col.; 1/2 in. // "The Sherlock Holmes Video finds the detective and his companion Dr. Watson existing as literary ghosts in their old rooms at 221b Baker Street. They set out to rediscover their past and through the eyes of the camera are able to view many of the sights, scenes, and locations relevant to their celebrated career."... [container]


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col.; 1/2 in. VHS, PAL format. Based on The return of Sherlock Holmes by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Distributors: Granada Video, Universal Pictures (Australasia) 2003. Participants: Jeremy Brett, Edward Hardwicke. produced by June Wyndham Davies. // Adapted from the original novels and presented here are the complete 6 episodes taken from the series 'The return of Sherlock Holmes'


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. VHS, region 1, full screen presentation; Hi-fi stereo. Originally released as a motion picture in 1946. From a story by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Restored in 35mm by the UCLA Film and Television Archive and digitally remastered. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Patricia Morison. King World Productions, Inc.; produced by Roy William Neill; screenplay by Leonard Lee; directed by Roy William Neill. // Holmes and Watson recover valuables stolen from the bank of England, with only a series of music boxes providing clues. This is the final film in the Rathbone/Holmes series.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. Sherlock Holmes collection; DVD, region 1, full screen presentation. Originally released as a motion picture in 1945. Based on "The adventures of the five orange pips" by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. "Digitally restored in 35mm"--Container. "Preserved by UCLA Film and Television Archive. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Aubrey Mather, Dennis Hoey, Paul Cavanagh. Universal; King World Productions, Inc.; directed by Roy William Neill; screenplay by Roy Chanslor. // The
Good Comrades are a collection of varied gentlemen residing at Drearcliff House, ancestral home of their eldest member. All seems serene until one by one the members begin to perish in the most grisly of manners. Foul play is suspected and Holmes is asked to investigate.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. Sherlock Holmes collection; DVD, region 1, full screen presentation. Originally produced as a motion picture in 1946. Based on a story by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. "Digitally restored in 35mm"--Container." "Preserved by UCLA Film and Television Archive." Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Patricia Morison. Universal ; King World Productions, Inc. ; produced and directed by Roy William Neill ; screenplay by Leonard Lee ; adapted by Frank Gruber. // Three identical music boxes manufactured by an inmate at Dartmoor Prison are sold to three random collectors at an auction house in London. A female antagonist (Patricia Morison) and her accomplices attempt to recover the music boxes using all means possible, even murder.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. DVD, region 1, full screen presentation; Dolby Digital. Originally released in 1946. Restored in 35mm by UCLA Film and Television Archive. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Alan Mowbray, Renee Godfrey, Dennis Hoey. King World Productions, Inc. ; produced & directed by Roy William Neill ; screenplay by Frank Gruber. // Sherlock and Watson investigate the murder on a train from London to Edinburgh and how it might be connected to an attempted jewel theft.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. DVD, region 1, full screen presentation; Dolby Digital. Originally released in 1946. Restored in 35mm by UCLA Film and Television Archive. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Alan Mowbray, Renee Godfrey, Dennis Hoey. King World Productions, Inc. ; produced & directed by Roy William Neill ; screenplay by Frank Gruber. // Sherlock and Watson investigate the murder on a train from London to Edinburgh and how it might be connected to an attempted jewel theft.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. VHS. Originally released in 1946. Restored in 35mm by UCLA Film and Television Archive. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Alan Mowbray, Renee Godfrey, Dennis Hoey. King World Productions, Inc. ; produced & directed by Roy William Neill ; screenplay by Frank Gruber. // Sherlock and Watson investigate the murder on a train from London to Edinburgh and how it might be connected to an attempted jewel theft.

Sherlock Holmes is worried by a recurring dream. Solving the mystery of a missing wife may also resolve the riddle of this dream.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col.; 4 3/4 in. DVD, Region 1 encoding. Originally produced as a television motion picture in 1992. Based on the story "The adventures of Charles Augustus Milverton" by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Participants: Jeremy Brett, Edward Hardwicke, Robert Hardy, Norma West, Gwen Ffrangcon Davis, Colin Jeavons, Serena Gordon, Sarah McVicar, David Mallinson. Also issued on VHS. Granada Television [and] WGBH Boston ; producer, Juen Wyndham-Davies ; teleplay writer, Jeremy Paul ; director, Peter Hammond. Director of photography, David Odd ; music, Patrick Gowers ; production designer, Chris Truelove. // For years a blackmailer has been preying on the weaknesses of others throughout London. When Holmes hears of the utter misery this mystery man is creating, he adopts a campaign to thwart his evil scheming. The campaign astonishes Dr. Watson by its strangness and finds that Holmes is falling in love.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. DVD, region 1, full screen presentation; Dolby Digital. Originally released as a motion picture in 1945. Based on the characters created by Sir Arthur Doyle. Restored in 35mm by the UCLA Film and Television Archive and digitally remastered. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Hillary Brooke, Henry Daniell, Paul Cavanagh. King World Productions, Inc. ; produced by Roy William Neill ; screenplay by Bertram Millhouse ; directed by Roy William Neill. // Holmes and Dr. Watson investigate a series of murders that are linked only by a missing finger on each victim.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. VHS, region 1, full screen presentation. Originally released as a motion picture in 1945. Based on the characters created by Sir Arthur Doyle. Restored in 35mm by the UCLA Film and Television Archive and digitally remastered. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Hillary Brooke, Henry Daniell, Paul Cavanagh. King World Productions, Inc.; produced by Roy William Neill; screenplay by Bertram Millhouse; directed by Roy William Neill. // Holmes and Dr. Watson investigate a series of murders that are linked only by a missing finger on each victim.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col.; 4 3/4 in. DVD, Region 1 encoding. Based on the original stories by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Digitally remastered dual side DVD. producer, Yoshimitsu Takahashi; chief director, Hayao Miyazaki, Kyosuke Mikuriya; production, RAI, TMS. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- The art of Buster Keaton ; v. 1; Silent feature. Credits were supplied from: AFI catalog, 1921-1930. Footage on release was 4,065 ft., according to: AFI catalog, 1921-1930. Copyright: Joseph M. Schenck; 22Apr24; LP20125. Copyright notice on videodisc sleeve: renewed 1952, Loew's Incorporated. Special contents of this edition, c1995, Film Preservation Associates. Artwork and summary, c1994, Kino International Corp. and c1995 Film Preservation Associates. Laserdisc package design c1994, Image Entertainment, Inc./ Eighth on The art of Buster Keaton, vol. 1 with: The saphead -- The high sign -- One week -- The goat -- Three ages -- My wife's relations -- Our hospitality./ Participants: Buster Keaton (Sherlock, Jr.); Kathryn McGuire (the girl); Ward Crane (the rival); Joseph Keaton (the father); Horace Morgan, Jane Connelly, Erwin Connelly, Ford West, George Davis, John Patrick, Ruth Holly. Version: Videodisc version is the David Shepard restoration, with music track featuring a contemporary score by the Club Foot Orchestra. Buster Keaton Productions ; presented by Joseph M. Schenck ; director, Buster Keaton ; story, Clyde Bruckman, Jean Havez, Joseph Mitchell. Photographer, Byron Houch, Elgin Lessley; art director, Fred Gabourie; costumes, Clare West. // "Dramatizing the uproarious exploits of a meek theater projectionist-turned-amateur-sleuth, the film blends the knockabout physical comedy normally linked to slapstick with amazing stunts and subtly crafted moments of humor--such as the sequence in which Buster leaps through the silver screen and lands in the midst of the action. Packed within its modest length is enough comic material for several ordinary features, but Keaton and uncredited co-director Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle have compressed it all into a dazzling display of cinematic inventiveness that characterizes the timeless art of Buster Keaton"-- Videodisc sleeve.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. DVD, widescreen presentation; Dolby Digital. Originally released as a motion picture in 2002. Based on the characters created by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Participants: James D'Arcy, Roger Morlidge, Nicholas Geeks, Gabrielle Anwar, Vincent D'Onofrio, Peter Hugo Daly, Straun Rodger, Richard E. Grant. Sherlock Holmes Films presents a Box Film/Pueblo film production ; producer, Tim Bradley ; written by Piers Ashworth ; directed by Graham Theakston. Director of photography, Lukas Strebel; editor, Pamela Power; original music, Mike Moran; costume designer, Oana Paunescu ; production designer, Chris Roope. // A young Sherlock Holmes is in pursuit of Englands most notorious serial killer. Things are never as they seem when dealing with drugs, sex, and murder. The diabolical Professor Moriarty has meet his match with London's newest dynamic duo, Dr. Watson and Sherlock Holmes.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 1/2 in. VHS, widescreen presentation. Originally released as a motion picture in 2002. Based on the characters created by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Participants: James D'Arcy, Roger Morlidge, Nicholas Geeks, Gabrielle Anwar, Vincent D'Onofrio, Peter Hugo Daly, Straun Rodger, Richard E. Grant. Sherlock Holmes Films presents a Box Film/Pueblo film production ; producer, Tim Bradley ; written by Piers Ashworth ; directed by Graham Theakston. Director of photography, Lukas Strebel; editor, Pamela Power; original music, Mike Moran; costume designer, Oana Paunescu ; production designer, Chris Roope. // A young Sherlock Holmes is in pursuit of Englands most notorious serial killer. Things are never as they seem when dealing with drugs, sex, and murder. The diabolical Professor Moriarty has meet his match with London's newest dynamic duo, Dr. Watson and Sherlock Holmes.
never as they seem when dealing with drugs, sex, and murder. The diabolical Professor Moriarty has meet his match with London's newest dynamic duo, Dr. Watson and Sherlock Holmes.

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. DVD, full screen presentation; stereo. Release date: Nov. 9, 2010. Originally broadcast in 2009. Participants: Benedict Cumberbatch, Martin Freeman. Audience: Not rated. // A contemporary take on the classic Arthur Conan Doyle stories, Sherlock is a thrilling, funny, fast-paced adventure series set in present-day London. The iconic details from Conan Doyle's original books remain: they live at the same address, have the same names, and, somewhere out there, Moriarty is waiting for them. And so across three thrilling, scary, action-packed, and highly modern adventures, Sherlock and John navigate a maze of cryptic clues and lethal killers to get at the truth.

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. Blu-ray ; stereo ; fullscreen version (4x3) ; Requires Blu-ray player. Originally broadcast in 2009 on the BBC. Participants: Benedict Cumberbatch, Martin Freeman, Rupert Graves. Audience: Not rated. // A contemporary take on the classic Arthur Conan Doyle stories, Sherlock is a thrilling, funny, fast-paced adventure series set in present-day London. The iconic details from Conan Doyle's original books remain: they live at the same address, have the same names, and, somewhere out there, Moriarty is waiting for them. And so across three thrilling, scary, action-packed, and highly modern adventures, Sherlock and John navigate a maze of cryptic clues and lethal killers to get at the truth.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col.; 4 3/4 in. DVD. Originally released in 1983 by Roth & Partners (Securities) Limited as a motion picture for television broadcast. Participants: Ian Richardson, David Healy, Joe Melia, Terence Rigby, Richard Heffer, Clive Merrison, Darren Michael, Michael O'Hagan, Cherie Lunghi, Thorley Walters. Zia Film Distributors LLC ; a Sy Weintraub presentation ; screenplay, Charles Edward Pogue ; producer, Otto Plasckes ; director, Desmond Davis. Editor, Timothy Gee ; composer, Harry Robinowitz ; executive producer, Sy Weintraub. // Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson investigate the disappearance of a woman's father. She shows them a number of clues: a box of pearls, a newspaper advertisement, a map of an Indian fortress and a note telling her to keep an appointment that evening, when she will learn something to her advantage.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col.; 1/2 in. VHS. Not rated. Participants: Matt Frewer, Kenneth Welsh. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. DVD. Participants: Arthur Wonter, Ian Hunter. Based on the story by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. // A beautiful young woman seeks the help of Holmes and Watson when the mysterious benefactor who has been sending her a pearl each year since her father disappeared wants to meet her. Involved are a priceless hoard of Indian treasure and a murderer, whose trademark is "the sign of four."


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. VHS. Based on the novel by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Videocassette release of the 1939 motion picture released by Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Richard Greene, Wendy Barrie. Twentieth Century-Fox ; producer, Darryl F. Zanuck ; screenplay, Ernest Pascal ; director Sidney Lanfield. Screenplay, Ernest Pascal ; director, Sidney Lanfield ; photography, Peverell Marley ; film editor, Robert Simpson ; music, Cyril Mockridge. // Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson investigate the reappearance of a seemingly supernatural hound, bent on destroying the House of the Baskervilles in accordance with an ancient curse.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 1/2 in. VHS. "This film has been modified from its original version. It has been formatted to fit this screen." Originally released as a motion picture in 1960. Participants: Michael Rennie, Jill St. John, David Hedison, Claude Rains, Fernando Lamas. Twentieth Century- Fox ; screenplay by Irwin Allen and Charles Bennet ; produced and directed by Irwin Allen. Director of photography, Winton Hoch ; film editor, Hugh S. Fowler ; music, Paul Sawtell, Bert Shetler. // A team of explorers travels to the Amazon to a distant plateau where prehistoric creatures still prowl the jungle.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 1/2 in. VHS. Based on the book by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Participants: Patrick Bergin. Audience: Rated R. Produced by Danny Rossner and Murray Shostak; directed by Bob Keen; screenplay by Leo St. Pierre and Jean Lafleur. // The original tale of prehistoric terror. Deep inside the hills of Northern Mongolia an international scientific expedition, led by famed zoologist George Challenger, has come in search of "the lost world," a mythical land where dinosaurs still roam free. With only one way to get in and no way out, Challenger's party quickly learns why some secrets are better left undiscovered.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. DVD; Dolby digital. Based on the novel by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Special features: interactive menus, scene selection. Participants: Bob Hoskins, James Fox, Tom Ward, Matthew Rhys, Elaine Cassidy, Peter Falk. a BBC/A & E Network co-production in association with RTL. Adapted by Tony Mulholland, Adrian Hodges ; producer, Christopher Hall ; co-producer, Tim Haines ; A & E executive producer, Delia Fine ; director, Stuart Orme ; executive producers, Kate Harwood, Jane Tranter. // "At the turn of the 20th century, Professor George Challenger leaves London for the Amazon on a mission to prove his maverick theory that dinosaurs still survive. He is joined by a rag-tag group of adventurers that includes a professor who believes that Challenger is mistaken, a young reporter, a big game hunter, a zealous reverend and a missionary's daughter"--Container.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. VHS. Videocassette release of the 2001 television mini-series. Based on the novel by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Participants: Bob Hoskins, James Fox, Tom Ward, Matthew Rhys, Elaine Cassidy, Peter Falk. a BBC/A&E Network co-production in association with RTL ; producer, Christopher Hall ; co-producer, Tim Haines ; director, Stuart Orme ; adapted by Tony Mulholland and Adrian Hodges. A&E executive producer, Delia Fine ; executive producers, Kate Harwood, Jane Tranter. // At the turn of the 20th century, Professor George Challenger leaves London for the Amazon on a mission to prove his
maverick theory that dinosaurs still survive. He is joined by a rag-tag group of adventurers that includes a professor who believes that Challenger is mistaken; a young reporter, a big game hunter, a zealot reverend and a missionary's daughter.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. DVD, Region 1, full screen (1.33:1) presentation; 5.1 Dolby Digital. Originally aired during the 1999-2000 season. Based on the novel by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Special features: each case highlights a different personality. Participants: Peter McCauley, Rachel Blakely, David Orth, Jennifer O'Dell, Will Snow, Michael Sinelnikoff. New Line Television; Coote Hayes Productions; St. Clare Entertainment; Telescope Film Group Productions; producers, Guy Mullally, Darryl Sheen; writers, Nick Jacobs ... [et al.]; directors, Colin Budds ... [et al.]. Director of photography, Ben Nott; art director, J.D. Wingrove; editors, Jean Beaudoin ... [et al.]; music, Garry McDonald, Lawrence Stone; costume designer, Anna Baulch; production designer, Eugene Intas; visual effects supervisor, Trevor Hawkins. // Determined to prove the existence of 'The lost world', dashing adventurer and scholar Professor George Challenger mounts a British expedition team of consisting of a mismatched group of enthusiasts, all with less than selfless reasons for making the journey. Traveling through the uncharted Amazon jungle to this prehistoric plateau, the group encounters tribal head hunters, vicious apemen, giant crocodiles and terrifying dinosaurs.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. DVD. Videodisc release of the 1992 film. Includes bonus features. Participants: John Rhys-Davies, David Warner, Eric McCormack, Tamara Gorski. Audience: Rated PG-13. Harmony Gold Pictures in association with Silvio Berlusconi Communications; directed by Timothy Bond. // Professor Challenger leads an expedition to investigate sightings of prehistoric life thriving in the African jungle. Joined by a journalist, his arch-rival, and a rich beauty, they discover dinosaurs, pterodactyls and primitive people. Then their investigation takes a turn and they must band together for survival. The sequel takes up the story years later when The Lost World is in danger of extinction and Professor Challenger must outwit powerful forces, including a volcano, to save the land and themselves.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 1/2 in. VHS. Based on Arthur Conan Doyle's The hound of the Baskervilles. "Big feats entertainment." Participants: Larry Brantley as the voice of Wishbone; Jordan Wall as Joe; Christie Abbott as Sam; Adam Springfield as David; Mary Chris Wall as Ellen, Angee Hughes as Wanda. producer, Betty Buckley ; directed by Fred Holmes ; written by Vincent Brown. Creator and executive producer: Rick Duffield ; costume design by Stephen Chudje ; Caris Palm Turpin, visual effects supervisor ; director of photography, Bert Guthrie; musical director, Tim Cissel; supervising producer, Stephanie Simpson; edited by Michael Coleman. //


Vatsona." "Khudozhestvennyi fil'm po motivam odnoimennoi povesti." Participants: V. Livanov, V. Solomin, R. Zelenaia, I. Kupchenko, I. Mikhailkova, A. Demidova, O. IAnoskii. "Lenfil'm" ; avtor stsenariia i rezhisser-postanovshchik I. Maslennikov. Screenplay and direction by I. Maslennikov ; music, V. Dashkevich. //


466. The speckled band. [Oak Forest, IL]: MPI Home Video, 1995. Visual Material 1 videocassette (52 min.).

467. The speckled band. [Burtonsville, MD]: Sign Media, 1996. Visual Material 1 videocassette (76 min.).

468. The Spider woman. [s.l.]: s.n., 2002. Visual Material 1 videocassette (62 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. VHS. Based on a story by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Videocassette release of the 1944 motion picture. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Gail Sondergaard, Dennis Hoey. Universal Pictures. Producer/director, Roy William Neill ; screenplay, Bertram Millhauser. // Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson must solve the mystery of what (or who) is behind the rash of "pajama suicides" in London.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 1/2 in. VHS format. Episode number from container. Originally telecast the week of 1/25/93. Stardate: 46424.1. Participants: Patrick Stewart, Jonathan Frakes, LeVar Burton, Michael Dorn, Gates McFadden, Marina Sirtis, Brent Spiner, Daniel Davis, Stephanie Beacham, Dwight Schultz. Paramount Pictures ; produced by Peter Lauritson ; directed by Alexander Singer ; written by Rene Echevarria. Director of photography, Jonathan Rush ; production design, Richard D. James ; editor, David Ramirez ; music, Dennis McCarthy. // While enjoying a Sherlock Holmes mystery on the holodeck, Data and Geordi accidentally release Professor Moriarty. He refuses to go back without his love (Beacham) and holds the Enterprise captive until they find a way to keep them alive outside the holodeck.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. DVD, region 1, full screen, Dolby digital. Originally produced as a motion picture in 1977. Participants: John Cleese, Arthur Lowe, Stratford Johns, Connie Booth. a Shearwater Films production in association with London Weekend Television ; written by Jack Hobbs, Joseph McGrath, John Cleese ; producer, Humphrey Barclay ; director, Joseph McGrath. // Unlike his grandfather, a descendant of Sherlock Holmes succeeds only in bungling every job he organizes. He plans to capture Moriarty before he gains control of the world. From then on nothing goes right.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. VHS. A videocassette release of two 1933 motion pictures. 1st film suggested by the story by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle; the 2nd film is based on the book by S.S. Van Dine. Participants: 1st film: Reginald Owen, Anna May Wong, Warburton Gamble, June Clyde, Alan Mowbray; 2nd film: William Powell, Mary Astor, Eugene Pallette, Ralph Morgan, Robert McWade, Jack LaRue. 1st film / EW Hammons presents a KBS Production, produced at the California Tiffany Studios; World Wide Pictures; directed by Edwin L. Marin; screenplay by Robert Florey; photography, Arthur Edson; editor, Rose Loewinger. 2nd film / by S.S. Van Dine; Warner Bros. Pictures & the Vitaphone Corp.; directed by Michael Curtiz; screenplay by Robert N. Lee & Peter Milne; editor, Harold McLaren; photography, William Reese. // Two mystery films. In the first, an American visiting London is murdered & Sherlock Holmes is determined to find the murderer. In the 2nd, a corpse is found in a room locked from the inside. The police call it suicide, but detective Philo Vance is sure it's murder.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w; 4 3/4 in. DVD. At head of title: Sherlock Holmes. Adapted from a story by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Originally issued as a motion picture in 1946. "ALP6024D"--Container. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce. Universal; screenplay by Frank Gruber; produced and directed by Roy William Neill. Director of photography, Maury Gertsman; film editor, Saul A. Goodkind; musical director, Milton Rosen. // Sherlock Holmes boards a train from Edinburgh to Scotland in order to find out who murdered Sir Ronald Carstairs and stole his fabulous Star of Rhodesia diamond. On the train, the detective finds himself pitted against a gang of disguised jewel thieves.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w; 1/2 in. VHS. Videocassette release of the 1946 motion picture by Universal Pictures. Adapted from "The Adventure of the Empty House" by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Alan Mowbray. Produced and directed by Roy William Neill; screenplay by Frank Gruber. //
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. VHS. Adapted from a story by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Originally produced as a motion picture in 1946. "No. 7820"--Cassette label. "VHS V7820"--Container. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Alan Mowbray, Dennis Hoey, Renee Godfrey, Frederick Worlock, Mary Forbes, Skelton Knaggs, Billy Bevan, Geoffrey Steele. Republic Pictures ; screenplay by Frank Gruber ; produced and directed by Roy William Neill ; a Universal picture. Photography, Maury Oertsman ; editor, Saul A. Goodkind ; music, Milton Rosen. // A "cursed" diamond is the object of a determined thief and at the center of murder while being transported on a train form London to Edinburgh.


Terror by night. [Tulsa, OK]: Liberty Home Video, 1996. Visual Material 1 videocassette (60 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. Sherlock Holmes mystery collection.; VHS format. Based on "The Adventure of the empty house" by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Videocassette version of the 1946 motion picture. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce. Universal Pictures Company ; produced and directed by Roy William Neill. Screenplay, Frank Gruber. // Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson are pitted against a mastermind killer locked aboard a chilling train ride of suspense. The mystery begins when a diamond, the Star of Rhodesia, disappears. When its carrier is brutally slain in his cabin, everyone on board becomes a prime suspect in the crime.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. Sherlock Holmes film classic; VHS format. Based on the story by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Originally released as a motion picture by Universal Pictures in 1946. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce. Universal Pictures Company ; produced and directed by Roy William Neill ; screenplay by Frank Gruber. // Holmes and Watson climb aboard a train bound for Scotland to guard a priceless diamond, "The Star of Rhodesia." When the jewel disappears and its owner is murdered, Holmes interrogates a number of likely suspects.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 1/2 in. Originally released as a motion picture in 1946. Colorized version. Based on the story by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. "05-09682." Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Alan Mowbray, Dennis Hoey. Universal Pictures. Produced and directed by Roy William Neill ; screenplay by Frank Gruber. // An attempt to steal a diamond is unsuccessful; as Holmes and Watson accompany the jewel back to Edinburgh, the train becomes a setting for jewel theft, poison darts, and murder at the hands of a killer dwarf.

Terror by night. St. Laurent, Quebec: Distributed by Madacy Entertainment Group, 1998. Visual Material 1 videocassette (ca. 60 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. VHS format. Based on the story by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Originally released as a motion picture by Universal Pictures in 1946. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce. Produced and directed by Roy William Neill; screenplay by Frank Gruber. // A train to Scotland carrying Sherlock Holmes, Dr. Watson and Inspector Lestrade is the scene of a puzzling jewel theft and murder.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. DVD; mono. Special features: chapter stop; theatrical trailer; still gallery; rare on-camera interview with Holmes creator Sir Arthur Conan Doyle; 7 original radio broadcast of "The new adventures of Sherlock Holmes" (3.30 hrs). Adapted from a story by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Originally produced as a motion picture in 1946. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Alan Mowbray, Dennis Hoey, Renee Godfrey, Frederick Worlock, Mary Forbes, Skelton Knaggs, Billy Bevan, Geoffrey Steele. Republic Pictures; screenplay by Frank Gruber; produced and directed by Roy William Neill. // A "cursed" diamond is the object of a determined thief and at the center of murder while being transported on a train form London to Edinburgh.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 3/4 in. Hollywood Screen Classics; DVD PAL.; Produced for regions 1-6. Originally released as a motion picture in 1946. Adapted from a story by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Special feature include the documentary, The many faces of Sherlock Holmes. Participants: Cast: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Alan Mowbray, Dennis Hoey, Renee Godfrey, Frederick Worlock, Mary Forbes, Skelton Knaggs, Billy Bevan, Geoffrey Steele. Universal Pictures Company; produced and directed by Roy William Neill; screenplay by Frank Gruber. // A "cursed" diamond is the object of a determined thief and at the center of murder while being transported on a train form London to Edinburgh.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. Sherlock Holmes mystery collection.; VHS format. Based on "The Adventure of the empty house" by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Videocassette version of the 1946 motion picture. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce. Universal Pictures Company; produced and directed by Roy William Neill. Screenplay, Frank Gruber. // Sherlock Holmes is hired by Roland Carstairs to prevent the theft of the Star of Rhodesia, an enormous diamond owned by Carstairs' mother, Lady Margaret. Believing the diamond will be stolen on a train trip from London to Edinburgh, Holmes deftly switches diamonds with Lady Margaret while in her compartment. Soon after, Roland is murdered and the fake diamond is stolen. Red herrings abound as Holmes, aided by Dr. Watson and Inspector Lestrade, discover the murderer's hiding place and deduce that long-time foe Moriarty's henchman Colonel Sebastian Moran is somehow involved in the crime. Disc characteristics: DVD Region 4.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 12 cm. The golden age of cinema; Adapted from a story by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Special features include: scene selection. 600229. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Alan Mowbray, Dennis Hoey. produced and directed by Roy William Neill. Producer/director, Roy William Neill. Sherlock Holmes is hired by Roland Carstairs to prevent the theft of the Star of Rhodesia, an enormous diamond owned by Carstairs' mother, Lady Margaret. Believing the diamond will be stolen on a train trip from London to Edinburgh, Holmes deftly switches diamonds with Lady Margaret while in her compartment. Soon after, Roland is murdered and the fake diamond is stolen. Red herrings abound as Holmes, aided by Dr. Watson and Inspector Lestrade, discover the murderer's hiding place and deduce that long-time foe Moriarty's henchman Colonel Sebastian Moran is somehow involved in the crime. Disc characteristics: DVD Region 4.
493. **Terror by Night.** [Orland Park, IL]: MPI Home Video, 2003. Visual Material 1 videodisc (ca. 60 min.).
   
   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. Sherlock Holmes collection.; v. 3; DVD, region 1, full screen presentation; Dolby Digital. Videodisc release of the 1946 motion picture. Restored in 35mm by UCLA Film and Television Archive. Videodisc release of the 1946 motion picture. Based on characters created by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Alan Mowbray, Renee Godfrey, Dennis Hoey. Universal Picture ; King World Productions, Inc. ; original screenplay by Leonard Lee ; produced and directed by Roy William Neill. Director of photography, Paul Ivano ; editor, Saul A. Goodkind ; music, Edgar Fairchild. // Sherlock and Watson investigate the murder on a train from London to Edinburgh and how it might be connected to an attempted jewel theft.

   
   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. DVD. Originally released in 1946. Based on story by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce. // On a train from London to Edinburgh, Mr. Holmes is confronted with a baffling diamond robbery and the murder of the gem's owner.

   
   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 1/2 in. VHS. Audio description added for people with visual disabilities. Includes braille title label affixed to the cassette. Described video release of the 1946 motion picture. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Alan Mowbray, Renee Godfrey, Dennis Hoey. Universal Pictures ; King World Productions, Inc. ; original screenplay by Leonard Lee ; produced and directed by Roy William Neill. Director of photography, Paul Ivano ; editor, Saul A. Goodkind ; music, Edgar Fairchild. // Sherlock and Watson investigate the murder on a train from London to Edinburgh and how it might be connected to an attempted jewel theft.

496. **Terror by Night.** Charlotte, NC: Ovation Home Video, 2003. Visual Material 1 videodisc (ca. 60 min.).
   
   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- b&w ; 4 3/4 in. DVD, Dolby digital; Bonus features include interactive menus, filmography, scene access, production notes, biography, and photo gallery. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Alan Mowbray, Dennis Hoey, Renee Godfrey, Mary Forbes. Ovation Home Video. Directed by Roy William Neill. // "Holmes and Watson climb aboard a train bound for Scotland to guard a precious diamond, "The Star of Rhodesia." When the jewel disappears and its owner is mysteriously murdered, the sleuth interrogates a slew of likely suspects. The suspense steams ahead as Holmes uncovers the secret of the killer and dodges death to find the true mastermind of the crime."--container.

497. **Terror by night.** [S.l.]: CATCOM Home Video, 2003. Visual Material 1 videodisc (60 min.).
   
   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. DVD. Originally issued as a motion picture in 1946. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce. executive producer, Kenneth R. Bennett ; producer, Jake Lamb. Director of photography, Maury Gertsman ; film editor, Saul A. Goodkind ; musical director, Milton Rosen, Executive Producer: Kenneth R. Bennett., Producer: Jake Lamb. // "Sherlock Holmes and his ample bodied sidekick, Dr. Watson, are hired to protect a rare duck egg sized diamond of near priceless value. There is a reason for hiring the world's greatest detective because as soon as Holmes is on the job, someone tries to steal the valuable gem and kills an innocent young lad in the process..."

498. **They might be giants.** Troy, MI: Anchor Bay Entertainment, 2000. Visual Material 1 videodisc (98 min.).
   
   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. Based upon the play by James Goldman. Videodisc release of the 1971 motion picture by Universal Pictures Company, Inc. and Newman-Foreman Company, Inc. Features: Widescreen presentation (1.85:1), theatrical trailer, featurette: Madness--it's beautiful. Participants: George C. Scott, Joanne Woodward, Jack Gilford. Universal Pictures Company, Inc. and Newman-Foreman Company, Inc. ; directed by Anthony Harvey ; produced by John Foreman ; screenplay by James Goldman. // A wealthy New York judge believes he is Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's famed sleuth. When his brother and sister-in-law attempt to get him committed, he is put under the care of analyst Dr. Mildred Watson. To her amazement, she finds there is something very real in his delusion and the two take to the streets of Manhattan to seek out the detective's arch-enemy, Professor Moriarty.
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col.; 1/2 in. VHS format. "SV10917." Based upon the play by James Goldman. Videocassette release of the 1971 motion picture by Universal Pictures Company, Inc. and Newman-Foreman Company, Inc. Features: Widescreen presentation (1.85:1), digitally mastered, theatrical trailer, featurette: Madness—it's beautiful. Participants: George C. Scott, Joanne Woodward, Jack Gilford. Universal Pictures Company, Inc. and Newman-Foreman Company, Inc.; directed by Anthony Harvey; produced by John Foreman; screenplay by James Goldman. // A wealthy New York judge believes he is Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's famed sleuth. When his brother and sister-in-law attempt to get him committed, he is put under the care of analyst Dr. Mildred Watson. To her amazement, she finds there is something very real in his delusion and the two take to the streets of Manhattan to seek out the detective's arch-enemy, Professor Moriarty.

500. The three gables. [Oak Forest, IL]: MPI Home Video, 1995. Visual Material 1 videocassette (50 min.).


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Faculty of Arts.; Film Studies Program. "A week in history", as seen through the University of Manitoba, Elizabeth Dafoe Library Archival holdings./ The body of the programs consists of Dr. Bennett, University of Manitoba Archives, scanning the pages of the newspapers from the week that is being featured. Dr. Bennett reads and introduces various items from international and local news, social news and classified ads. The Narration is continued by students from the Film Studies Program at the University.// These programs depict historical and cultural events in Manitoba, Canada and the world from a Manitoba point of view. The programs also recognize and acknowledge the unique and essential role played by the Archives & Special Collections Department of the Libraries of the University of Manitoba.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col.; 4 3/4 in. DVD; fullscreen presentation; Dolby surround 5.1. Audience: Not rated. Warner Bros.; Turner Entertainment Co.; directors, Spike Brandt, Jeff Siergey. // Tom and Jerry team up with Sherlock Holmes to solve a mystery involving some sinister felines.


befuddle Scotland Yard, and the beautiful singer Red is framed for the crook. Only the legendary Sherlock Holmes can find the real thief with the help of his assistant Dr. Watson - and of course, Tom and Jerry. But finding clues and cracking the case will be elementary compared to keeping the peace between these raucous rivals as they scamper, scurry, scoot and speed along the streets, alleys and rooftops in the name of justice!" -- Container.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b? 4 3/4 in. DVD. Originally released as motion pictures from 1942 to 1956. // The indestructible man (1956, 71 min.) -- Sherlock Holmes and the secret weapon (1942, 68 min.) -- Dead men walk (1943, 64 min.)


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. VHS format. "1071." Videocassette release of the 1935 motion picture. Based on "The valley of fear" by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Participants: Arthur Wontner, Ian Fleming, Lyn Harding, Jane Carr, Leslie Perrins, Minnie Rayner, Michael Shepley. Video Images presents a Video Yesteryear recording ; Gaumont-British Picture Corp. Director, Leslie S. Hiscott ; producer, Julius Hagen ; screenplay, H. Fowler Mear, Cyril Twyford ; cinematography, William Luff ; film editing, Jack Harris, Ralph Kemplen. // Holmes, retired to Sussex, is drawn into a last case when arch enemy Moriarty arranges with an American gang to kill John Douglas, a country gentleman with a mysterious past. Holmes' methods baffle Watson and Lestrade, but his results astonish them. In a long flashback, the victim's wife tells the story of the sinister Vermissa Valley.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. VHS. // This classic collection features 6 television shows that were originally created and produced as radio shows during the 1930s and 1940s and successfully made the transition to television, captivating America in the early 1950s.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. with b&w sequences ; 1/2 in. The Great War and the shaping of the 20th century ; episode 8. VHS format. Originally presented as an episode of the television mini-series The Great War and the shaping of the 20th century. "A KCET/BBC co-production in association with the Imperial War
Museum."  Closed captioned.  Participants: Narrator: Salome Jens.  directed by Blaine Baggett ; written by Blaine Baggett & Margaret Koval & Jay Winter ; produced by Margaret Koval. // Broken hopes, broken families, broken lives: the world at the end of the Great War was full of them. This final episode explores the aftermath of the war and the failed peace. For the "lost generation", the war would be without end. Living reminders were everywhere: men with missing limbs, mutilated faces, and shaking bodies. And then there were the dead, most who remained hundreds, sometimes thousands of miles away on the battlefields where they fell. The question "Why did they have to die?" would haunt the generation of survivors. People dealt with grief in different ways. Artists painted what they had seen. Writers tried writing it out of their systems. Millions of the bereaved sought relief from their ghostly memories through spiritualism -- communicating with the dead. Among the main proponents was Arthur Conan Doyle, creator of Sherlock Holmes, who gave up writing to devote himself to the movement. For some German soldiers, a bitter memory was the march home from the war. They had come back as an army, defeated but unbowed. Many of them believed they had been betrayed at home -- "stabbed in the back". This accusation would launch the political career of Adolf Hitler and bring on the second global war of the 20th century.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Analog, 1 7/8 ips.  Subtitle from publisher's label on container.  Unabridged.  In container (23 cm.)  Read by Tom Cassaletto, Sandra Burr, Leanor Reizen, Jim Bond, Roger Dressler, and Michael Page. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 1/2 in.  VHS.  Based on Arthur Conan Doyle's The hound of the Baskervilles. "Big feats entertainment." Participants: Larry Brantley as the voice of Wishbone; Jordan Wall as Joe; Christie Abbott as Sam; Adam Springfield as David; Mary Chris Wall as Ellen, Angee Hughes as Wanda. Producer, Betty Buckley ; directed by Fred Holmes ; written by Vincent Brown. Creator and executive producer: Rick Duffield ; costume design by Stephen Chuadge ; Caris Palm Turpin, visual effects supervisor ; director of photography, Bert Guthrie; musical director, Tim Cissel; supervising producer, Stephanie Simpson; edited by Michael Coleman. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in.  DVD, region 1, Dolby digital stereo. surround.  Videodisc release of the 1988 motion picture. Includes theatrical trailer. Participants: Michael Caine, Ben Kingsley, Jeffrey Jones, Lysette Anthony, Paul Freeman, Nigel Davenport, Pat Keen, Peter Cook. Audience: MPAA rating: PG. ITC Entertainment Group ; written by Gary Murphy and Larry Strawther ; produced by Marc Stirdivant ; directed by Thom Eberhardt. Music by Henry Mancini. // "Dr. John Watson (Kingsley) is secretly a crime-solving genius. But to protect his reputation as a physician, he hires bumbling, boozy, out-of-work actor Reginald Kincaid (Caine) to play the part of his fictional creation, Sherlock Holmes. The charade works until Watson mysteriously disappears, forcing the baffled, seriously inept 'Holmes' to crack the biggest case of Watson's career on his own."--Container.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 1/2 in.  The Michael Caine collection / distributed by Carlton Video. [England], Carlton, 2001; Videotape release of the 1988 motion picture. Part of boxed set, The Michael Caine collection including: The Ipcress File ; The eagle has landed ; Educating Rita ; Without a clue. Participants: Michael Caine, Ben Kingsley, Jeffrey Jones, Lysette Anthony, Paul Freeman, Nigel Davenport, Pat Keen, Peter Cook. ITC Entertainment Group ; an Eberhardt Stirdivant production. Producer, Marc Stirdivant ; director, Thom Eberhardt ; writers, Gary Murphy and Larry Strawther ; music, Henry Mancini. // "With deerstalker cap perched smartly on his head, and Inverness cape hanging smoothly from his frame, master sleuth Sherlock Holmes faces the press with elegant ease. He is about to reveal the clues which eluded Scotland Yard and now enabled him to close another baffling case. There is only one small hitch. ... he hasn't got a clue how to solve a crime." -- case.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col.; 4 3/4 in. All regions, PAL. DVD. Umbrella Entertainment: DAVID0229. Originally produced as a motion picture in 1988. Participants: Michael Caine, Ben Kingsley, Peter Cook. Produced by Marc Stirdivant; directed by Thom Eberhardt. // Suppose that the greatest detective the world has ever known was Dr. John Watson of 221-B Baker Street. Suppose further that his companion, Sherlock Holmes was a simpleton a drunk, degenerate, unemployed actor hired so the doctor could dabble in detection without disturbing the medical community. Watson solved the crimes. Holmes took the credit. It should have been the perfect arrangement. It wasn't. Summary from container insert.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w; 1/2 in. VHS. Videocassette release of the 1945 motion picture. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Hillary Brooke, Henry Daniell, Paul Cavanaugh, Matthew Boulton, Eve Amber. Producer-director, Roy William Neill; screenplay, Bertram Millhauser. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w; 1/2 in. VHS. Based on characters created by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Originally released as a motion picture by Universal Pictures in 1945. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Hillary Brooke, Henry Daniell, Paul Cavanaugh, Matthew Boulton, Eve Amber. Universal Picture Company, Inc.; original screenplay by Bertram Millhauser; produced and directed by Roy William Neill. Director of photography, Virgil Miller; art direction, John B. Goodman, Martin Obzina; film editor, Edward Curtiss; musical director, Mark Levant. // A series of ghastly murders in which all the victims are young women who have their forefingers cut off. Just as Holmes gets close to the truth he comes under the spell of Professor Moriarty's hypnotic henchwomen, a fiendish female who leads the entranced detective to the brink of death.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. Sherlock Holmes film classic; VHS format. Based on characters created by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Originally issued as a motion picture in 1945. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Hillary Brooke, Henry Daniell, Paul Cavanagh, Frederic Worlock, Mary Gordon, Bill Bevan. Audience: Not rated. UAV Entertainment. Directed by Roy William Neill. // Sherlock Holmes comes to the rescue as Scotland Yard is stumped by the crimes of a blackmailling murder ring, with the help of his assistant Dr. Watson will Holmes solve the crime and capture the criminals?

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. Hollywood classics; VHS format. Based on characters created by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Originally issued as a motion picture in 1945. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Hillary Brooke, Henry Daniell, Paul Cavanagh, Frederic Worlock, Mary Gordon, Bill Bevan. Audience: Not rated. Universal; original screenplay by Bertram Millhauser; produced and directed by Roy William Neill. Director of photography, Virgil Miller; film editor, Edward Curtiss; musical director, Mark Levant. // Sherlock Holmes comes to the rescue as Scotland Yard is stumped by the crimes of a blackmailling murder ring, with the help of his assistant Dr. Watson will Holmes solve the crime and capture the criminals?

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd, b&w ; 1/2 in. VHS format. "Loosely based on Conan Doyle's The adventure of the empty house"--Container. "05-09683." Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Hillary Brooke, Henry Daniell, Paul Cavanagh, Matthew Boulton, Eve Amber. Videorecording of the 1945 motion picture. Universal Pictures. Director of photography, Virgil Miller; film editor, Edward Curtiss; musical director, Mark Levant; screenplay, Bertram Millhauser; producer and director, Roy William Neill. // Scotland Yard is baffled by a wave of murders. All the victims are attractive girls, and when found, each is missing her right forefinger. Holmes faces threats, blackmail, and hypnotism before a devilishly clever trap catches the criminal.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. VHS. Based on characters created by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Originally issued as a motion picture in 1945. Video description by Audiovision Canada. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Hilary Brooke, Henry Daniell, Paul Cavanagh, Matthew Boulton, Eve Amber. Universal; original screenplay by Bertram Millhauser; produced and directed by Roy William Neill. Director of photography, Virgil Miller; film editor, Edward Curtiss; musical director, Mark Levant. // Sherlock Holmes comes to the rescue as Scotland Yard is stumped by the crimes of a blackmailing murder ring, with the help of his assistant Dr. Watson will Holmes solve the crime and capture the criminals?

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in.  Hollywood Screen Classics; DVD PAL.; Produced for regions 1-6. Originally released as a motion picture in 1945. Based on the original screenplay by Bertram Millhauser. Based on the characters created by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Special feature include the documentary, The many faces of Sherlock Holmes. Participants: Cast: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Henry Daniell. Universal Pictures Company; produced and directed by Roy William Neill. // A series of strange murders baffle the police. Holmes is called onto the case discovering the existence of a blackmail ring that uses a lady hypnotist to further their skulduggery. The man behind the evil plot is Holmes's deadly enemy Moriarty This film marks the last appearance of the character of Professor Moriarty.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. Sherlock Holmes mystery collection; VHS. Based on the characters created by Sir Arthur Doyle. Originally issued as a motion picture in 1945. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Hillary Brooke, Henry Daniell, Paul Cavanagh, Frederic Worlock, Mary Gordon, Matthew Boulton, Eve Amber. Universal Pictures Company; original screenplay by Bertram Millhauser; produced and directed by Roy William Neill. Director of photography, Virgil Miller; film editor, Edward Curtiss; musical director, Mark Levant; art direction, John B. Goodman, Martin Obzina. // Sherlock Holmes comes to the rescue as Scotland Yard is stumped by the crimes of a blackmailing murder ring, with the help of his assistant Dr. Watson will Holmes solve the crime and capture the criminals?

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 1/2 in. Sherlock Holmes Trilogy; VHS format. Adapted from a story by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Videocassette release of the 1945 motion picture. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Hillary Brooke, Henry Daniell, Paul Cavanagh, Frederic Worlock, Mary Gordon, Matthew Boulton, Eve Amber. Universal Pictures; original screenplay by Bertram Millhauser; produced and directed by Roy William Neill. Producer-director, Roy William Neill; director of photography, Virgil Miller; film editor, Edward Curtiss; musical director, Mark Levant. // With the help of his assistant, Dr. Watson, Sherlock Holmes comes to the rescue as Scotland Yard is stumped by the crimes of a blackmailing murder ring.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. DVD. Videodisc release of the 1945 motion picture. Based on characters created by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Special features included. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Hillary Brooke, Henry Daniell. Universal; original screenplay by Bertram Millhauser; produced and directed by Roy William Neill. Director of photography, Virgil Miller; film editor, Edward Curtiss; musical director, Mark Levant. // Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson become involved in a serial murder in which all of the victims are young women--all missing a finger.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- b&w ; 4 3/4 in. DVD, interactive menus, scene access. Cataloging from container. Bonus features include biography, filmography, production notes, and photo gallery. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Hilary Brooke, Paul Cavanagh. Directed by Roy William Neill. // Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson become involved in a serial murder in which all of the victims are young women--each missing a finger.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in. DVD. The Woman in green was originally released as a motion picture in 1945. Participants: The woman in green: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Hillary Brooke, Henry Daniell, Paul Cavanagh, Matthew Boulton, Eve Amber. executive producer, Kenneth R. Bennett; producer, Jake Lamb. The woman in green: Produced and directed by Roy William Neill; screenplay, Bertram Millhauser. // The woman in green: The clues left at the scene of the crime point a finger at a prominent member of Parliament, but Holmes believes there's something a bit odd going on and perhaps his arch nemesis, Professor Moriarty might somehow be involved!
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- DVD. "2 feature films on one disc. Digitally remastered." -- from container. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col.; 4 3/4 in. DVD, Region 1 encoding, Dolby digital 5.1 surround, Dolby digital surround, Dolby digital mono. Originally released as a motion picture in 1985. Suggested by characters created by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Participants: Nicholas Rowe, Alan Cox, Sophie Ward, Anthony Higgins, Susan Fleetwood, Freddie Jones, Nigel Stock, Roger Ashton-Griffiths, Earl Rhodes. A Paramount Pictures presentation; an Amblin Entertainment production in association with Henry Winkler/Roger Birnbaum; Steven Spielberg presents; producer, Mark Johnson; writer, Chris Columbus; director, Barry Levinson. Director of photography, Stephen Goldblatt; film editor, Stu Linder; original music, Bruce Broughton; costume designer, Raymond Hughes; production designer, Norman Reynolds; visual effects produced by Industrial Light & Magic. // When assorted people start having inexplicable delusions that lead to their deaths, a teenage Sherlock Holmes investigates.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col.; 4 3/4 in. Widescreen DVD collection; Sherlock Holmes [Film Series]; DVD NTSC.; Produced for Region 3 (South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Parts of South East Asia). Originally released as a motion picture in 1985. Participants: Nicholas Rowe, Alan Cox, Sophie Ward, Anthony Higgins, Susan Fleetwood, Freddie Jones, Nigel Stock, Roger Ashton-Griffiths, Earl Rhodes. Paramount Pictures presents an Amblin Entertainment production in association with Henry Winkler/Roger Birnbaum; produced by Mark Johnson; directed by Barry Levinson; written by Chris Columbus. // When assorted people start having inexplicable delusions that lead to their deaths, a teenage Sherlock Holmes investigates.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. DVD ; 2.0 Dolby digital ; 5.1 Dolby digital. DVD release of the nine-part mini-series originally broadcast in 1982 by Granada Television. Special features include: interactive full motion menus, chapter selections, web links and photo gallery. Participants: Guy Henry, Heather Chasen, Eva Griffith, June Barry, Andrew Johns, Tim Brierley, Zuleika Robson, David Ryder-Futcher, John Fraser, Christopher Villiers, Jane Lowe, Ian McCurrrach, Michael Irwin, Marina McConnell. Granada Colour Production ; produced by Pieter Rogers ; written by Gerald Frow ; directed by Nicholas Ferguson. Music specially composed by Paul Lewis. // A typhoid epidemic forces a 17-year-old Sherlock Holmes to come home from school early. While at home he uncovers a conspiracy to steal a precious diamond from Queen Victoria, and only he can stop it.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 1/2 in. VHS. Originally produced for television broadcast in 1982. Participants: Guy Henry, Heather Chasen, Eva Griffith, June Barry, Andrew Johns, Tim Brierley, Lewis Fiander, Jon Fraser, Jane Lowe, David Ryder-Futcher, Christopher Villiers. Granada Television ; producer, Pieter Rogers ; writer, Gerald Frow ; director, Nicholas Ferguson. // A typhoid epidemic forces a 17-year-old Sherlock Holmes to come home from school early. While at home he uncovers a conspiracy to steal a precious diamond from Queen Victoria, and only he can stop it.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. Participants: Cuentos narrados por Ana Padovani. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital, mono. ; 4 3/4 in. Originally published: Oxford ; New York : Oxford University Press, 2001. Originally published: 1992. Distribution is restricted to RFB&D members who have a documented print disability such as a visual impairment, learning disability or other physical disability. edited by Chris Baldick. // "Brimming with tales of terror, suspense, and the uncanny, this work offers the first collection devoted to the Gothic genre. Each story contains the common elements of the gothic tale--a warped sense of time, a claustrophobic setting, a link to archaic modes of thought, and the impression of a descent into disintegration. Yet taken together, they reveal the progression of the genre from stories of feudal villains amid crumbling ruins to a greater level of sophistication in which writers brought the gothic tale out of its medieval setting, and placed it in the contemporary world. Bringing together the work of such writers as Eudora Welty, Thomas Hardy, Edgar Allan Poe, William Faulkner, Arthur Conan Doyle, Joyce Carol Oates, and Jorge Luis Borges, The Oxford Book of Gothic Tales presents a wide array of the sinister and unsettling for all lovers of ghost stories, fantasy, and horror."


550. ———. Arthur & George. [Hampton, N.H.]: BBC Audiobooks America, 2006. Sound Recording (CD) 4 sound discs (5 hrs.).

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. Abridged. Compact discs. Read by Nigel Anthony. // Chronicles the lives of two boys--one who is forgotten by history, and one who becomes the creator of the world's most famous detective--as they pursue their separate destinies until they meet in a remarkable alliance.

551. ———. Arthur & George. Hampton, NH: Chivers Audio Books/BBC Audiobooks America, 2006. Sound Recording (CD) 14 sound discs (17 hr., 13 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. Compact discs. Unabridged. Read by Nigel Anthony. // Chronicles the lives of two boys--one who is forgotten by history, and one who becomes the creator of the world's most famous detective--as they pursue their separate destinies until they meet in a remarkable alliance.

552. ———. Arthur and George. Kingstown, RI: BBC Audiobooks America, 2006. Sound Recording (cassette) 12 sound cassettes (17 hr., 17 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog, digitally mastered. Complete & unabridged. Read by Nigel Anthony. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Digital, mono. ; 4 3/4 in. Originally published: Boston, MA : Thomson/Wadsworth. c2008. Compact ed. Distribution is restricted to RFB&D members who have a documented print disability such as a visual impairment, learning disability or other physical disability. Bruce Beiderwell, Jeffrey M. Wheeler. // In [this volume], you will find literary selections and discussion of literary elements grouped in a way that facilitates the discussion that leads to thoughtful writing about the texts. [It] address[es] the sorts of basic questions and essential elements that one encounters in nearly any text (questions of story, character, theme, and so on). -Pref.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Performer Note: Starring Nigel Bruce and Tom Conway. Added Title: Adventure of the elusive emerald // In The adventure of the black angus, Holmes and Watson begin a search for a missing bridegroom and end up in a castle in Scotland where people believe in a five-hundred-year-old legend of a werewolf. In The adventure of the elusive emerald, the priceless Kratzoff Emerald is stolen, the Duchess of Penfield is suspected and Holmes must use all his ability to find the real thief

556. ———. The adventure of the Carpathian horror ; and, The Lion's mane. Grand Haven, MI: Brilliance, 1996. Sound Recording (cassette) 1 sound cassette (ca. 1 hr.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Performer Note: Starring Nigel Bruce and Tom Conway. Added Title: Lion's mane // In The adventure of the Carpathian horror, Holmes and Watson travel to an ancient castle deep in the Carpathian mountains to investigate why Count Romany is going mad and if the legends of vampires in his family history could possibly be true. In The lion's mane, a dying man mutters the words, "the lion's mane" and Holmes and Watson must discover if this is clue to his death or if something much more sinister is at play

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Performer Note: Starring Nigel Bruce and Tom Conway. Added Title: Adventure of the dying detective // "In The adventure of the devil's foot, the investigation into the death of a family and the return of devil worship must be solved before Holmes and Watson become the next victims. In the adventure of the dying detective, Watson finds Holmes suffering from a terrible disease for which Watson knows no cure and he must find the mysterious owner of a rubber plantation and get his help before Holmes dies."

558. ———. The adventure of the genuine guarnerius ; and, The adventure of the submerged nobleman. Grand Haven, Mich: Brilliance Corp, 1997. Sound Recording (cassette) 1 sound cassette (ca. 1 hr.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Performer Note: Starring Nigel Bruce, Tom Conway. Event Note: Originally broadcast Nov. 16, 1946 (The adventure of the genuine guarnerius) and May 26,1947 (The adventure of the submerged nobleman). Added Title: Adventure of the submerged nobleman //
559. ———. *The adventure of the Grand Old Man*; and, *The singular affair of the white cockerel*. Grand Haven, Mich: Brilliance Corp, 1995. Sound Recording (cassette) 1 sound cassette (ca. 1 hr.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Performer Note: Starring Nigel Bruce and Tom Conway // "In *The adventure of the Grand Old Man*, Holmes is asked to investigate a ghost haunting 'The Grand Old Man' of the theater on his death bed. In *The singular affair of the white cockerel*, Holmes investigates the theft of a chicken only to find something extremely sinister behind this act."

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Performer Note: Starring Nigel Bruce and Tom Conway //

561. ———. *The adventure of the innocent murdress*; and, *The adventure of the iron maiden*. Grand Haven, Mich: Brilliance Corp, 1997. Sound Recording (cassette) 1 sound cassette (ca. 1 hr.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Performer Note: Starring Nigel Bruce, Tom Conway. Event Note: Originally broadcast June 30, 1947 (*The adventure of the innocent murdress*) and July 7, 1947 (*The adventure of the iron maiden*) // "In *The adventure of the innocent murdress*, Holmes and Watson observe an unwanted visitor shoot the emissary from Groznia, but there is evidence that the emissary was poisoned at exactly the same time so who is the real murderer or murderess? In *The adventure of the iron maiden*, Holmes and Watson are asked to investigate strange happenings at a torture museum in Germany where a corpse was found in an iron maiden."

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Performer Note: Starring Nigel Bruce and Tom Conway // "In *The strange adventure of the Sally Martin*, Holmes is drawn into a perplexing murder mystery when George Byron is found dead in his bunk on the schooner Sally Martin. In *The strange death of Mrs. Abernetty*, murderer is committed in the presence of Holmes in one of the most diabolical murders he ever encountered."

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Performer Note: Starring Nigel Bruce and Tom Conway // "In *The clue of the hungry cat*, Holmes agrees to help a man who is condemned to die prove his innocence, but what is the clue provided by a hungry cat that can bring the true murderer to justice? In *The singular affair of the dying schoolboys*, Lord Landers asks Holmes to investigate the death of his younger brother and Holmes finds that five students have been murdered and the rest are living in terror. Is the school being used to murder unwanted relatives?"

564. ———. *Death in the North Sea*; and, *The Adventure of the Speckled Band*. Grand Haven, MI: Brilliance Corp, 1997. Sound Recording 1 sound cassette (ca. 1 hr.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Performer Note: Starring Nigel Bruce, Tom Conway. Event Note: Originally broadcast June 16, 1947 (*Death in the North Sea*) and June 23, 1947 (*The adventure of the speckled band*) //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Performer Note: Basil Rathbone (Sherlock Holmes) and Nigel Bruce (Dr. Watson) // "Presents two previously lost original broadcasts of the popular radio drama, Sherlock Holmes. In *The haunting of Sherlock Holmes*, a beautiful opera singer accused of spying visits Holmes and Watson shortly after her execution. In *The Baconian cipher*, Holmes detects a strange message in the "Agony Column" of the London Times, leading to a curious plot of murder and intrigue."

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Featuring Basil Rathbone (Sherlock Holmes) and Nigel Bruce (Dr. Watson). Contents: Tape1. The Great Gandolfo -- The adventure of the original Hamlet -- tape 2. Murder by moonlight - - The singular affair of the coptic cross -- tape 3. The gunpowder plot -- The babbling butler -- tape 4. The accidental murderess -- The adventure of the Blarney Stone //
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- //


569. ———. The night before Christmas; and, The Darlington substitution. New York: Simon & Schuster Audioworks, 1994 1 sound cassette (60 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Starring Basil Rathbone as Sherlock Holmes and Nigel Bruce as Dr. Watson // "Presents two previously lost broadcasts of the popular radio program entitled Sherlock Holmes. In the first story, a simple mistake puts everyone's life in danger when Dr. Watson plays Santa for a group of children on Christmas Eve and Holmes must act to prevent the tragedy and solve a puzzling crime at the same time. In the second tale, Holmes must devise a test to determine who is heir to the Darlington fortune and who is the real mother to Lord Darlington's son."

570. ———. The strange case of Professor Presbery, or, The creeping man; and, The adventure of the scarlet worm. Grand Haven, MI: Brilliance Corp, 1996 1 sound cassette (ca. 1 hr.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- More new adventures of Sherlock Holmes; v. 9. Starring Nigel Bruce and Tom Conway // "In The strange case of Professor Presbery, Holmes must solve a mystery whose only clues are a small engraved wooden box, some strange letters and a scream in the night. In The adventure of the scarlet worm, Mycroft Holmes sends Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson to Paris to foil an international spy ring, but when Watson goes undercover to trap a beautiful female spy, who really is falling into a trap?"

571. Boucher, Anthony, Denis Green, Nigel Bruce, and Tom Conway. The Clue of the Hungry Cat; and, the Singular Affair of the Dying Schoolboys. Uniform Title: Clue of the hungry cat. Grand Haven, MI: Brilliance Corp., 1995. Sound Recording 1 sound cassette (ca. 1 hr.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. More new adventures of Sherlock Holmes; v. 1. Container title. At head of title: Nova Audio Books presents. / "Cassette introduction and closing comments by "Golden Age" radio performer Elliott Reid"--Container. / Originally broadcast October 26, 1946 (The clue of the hungry cat) and November 9, 1946 (The singular affair of the dying schoolboys). / "Original dramas from the golden age of radio"--Container. / "Based on incidents in the original Sherlock Holmes stories by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle"--Container. / Participants: Starring Nigel Bruce and Tom Conway. [by Anthony Boucher and Denis Green]. Produced by Ken Greenwald and Dick Mullins. // "In The clue of the hungry cat, Holmes agrees to help a man who is condemned to die prove his innocence, but what is the clue provided by a hungry cat that can bring the true murderer to justice? In The singular affair of the dying schoolboys, Lord Landers asks Holmes to investigate the death of his younger brother and Holmes finds that five students have been murdered and the rest are living in terror. Is the school being used to murder unwanted relatives?"

572. ———. The Island of Death; and, The remarkable affair of the pointless robbery. Uniform Title: Island of death. Grand Haven, MI: Brilliance, 1996. Sound Recording 1 sound cassette (ca. 1 hr.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Analog, stereo. More new adventures of Sherlock Holmes; v. 11. Container title. At head of title: Nova Audio books presents. "Cassette introduction and closing comments by "Golden Age" radio performer Elliott Reid"--Container. Originally broadcast April 28, 1947 (The island of death) and May 5, 1947 (The remarkable affair of the pointless robbery). "Original dramas from the golden age of radio"--Container. / Participants: Starring Nigel Bruce and Tom Conway. [by Anthony Boucher and Denis Green]. Produced by Ken Greenwald and Dick Mullins. // "In The island of death, a circus fat lady, a group of midgets and a contortionist ask Holmes and Watson to accompany them to a deserted island deep in the Scottish Lake District
where they have been invited by a scientist whose intentions are unknown. In The remarkable affair of the pointless robbery, Holmes is asked to investigate the ransacking of a rectory and the death of the local chemist which have some common sinister force behind them."

573. ———. The red headed league ; and, Murder in the locked room. Grand Haven, MI: Brilliance Corp., 1997. Sound Recording 1 sound cassette (ca. 1 hr.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Analog. More new adventures of Sherlock Holmes ; v. 14. Container title. At head of title: Nova Audio Books presents. "Cassette introduction and closing comments by "Golden Age" radio performers Parley Baer, Harry Bartell, Elliott Reid and Peggy Webber"--Container. "Original dramas from the golden age of radio"--Container. "Based on incidents in the original Sherlock Holmes stories by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle"--Container. Starring Nigel Bruce, Tom Conway. Originally broadcast June 2, 1947 (The red headed league) and June 9, 1947 (Murder in the locked room). Produced by Ken Greenwald and Dick Mullins. Uniform Title: Red headed league. // "In The red headed league, Holmes wonders what is the reason for the unusual bequest to certain redheaded Londoners and does it mean that a fantastic crime is about to be committed? In Murder in the locked room, Holmes must decide whether an writer working on a "locked room" mystery story has committed suicide in a 'locked room' or if it really is murder."

574. ———. The strange case of the persecuted millionaire ; and, the adventure of the Maltree Abbey. Grand Haven, MI: Brilliance Corp., 1995. Sound Recording 1 sound cassette (ca. 1 hr.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Analog. More new adventures of Sherlock Holmes ; v. 4. Container title. At head of title: Nova Audio Books presents. "Cassette introduction and closing comments by "Golden Age" radio performer Elliott Reid"--Container. "Cassette introduction and closing comments by "Golden Age" radio performer Parley Baer"--Container. "Original dramas from the golden age of radio"--Container. Originally broadcast February 10, 1947 (The strange case of the persecuted millionaire) and March 31, 1947 (The adventure of Maltree Abbey). "Based on incidents in the original Sherlock Holmes stories by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle"--Container. Starring Nigel Bruce and Tom Conway. Produced by Ken Greenwald and Dick Mullins. Uniform Title: Strange case of the persecuted millionaire. // "In The strange case of the persecuted millionaire, John B. Harden is being driven mad with death threats found in the most unusual places and Holmes is asked to prevent a shocking tragedy. In The adventure of Maltree Abbey, Holmes must unlock the mystery of a priceless treasure which will be lost should he should fail."

575. ———. Wysteria Lodge ; and, The Harley Street murders. Grand Haven, MI: Brilliance, 1996. Sound Recording 1 sound cassette (ca. 1 hr.).

576. Boucher, Anthony, Denis Green, Nigel Bruce, Tom Conway, and Ben Wright. Queue for murder ; and, The singular affair of the ancient Egyptian curse. Grand Haven, MI: Brilliance Corp., 1996. Sound Recording 1 sound cassette (ca. 1 hr.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Analog. More new adventures of Sherlock Holmes ; v. 8. Container title. At head of title: Nova Audio Books presents. "Cassette introduction and closing comments by "Golden Age" radio performers Parley Baer, Harry Bartell, Elliott Reid and Peggy Webber"--Container. Originally broadcast March 4, 1947 (Queue for murder) and March 10, 1947 (The singular affair of the ancient Egyptian curse). "Original dramas from the golden age of radio"--Container. "Based on incidents in the original Sherlock Holmes stories by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle"--Container. Starring Nigel Bruce, Tom Conway and Ben Wright. Produced by Ken Greenwald and Dick Mullins. Uniform Title: Queue for murder. // "In Queue for murder, Dr. Watson attends a dying man whose last words are a death threat to a wealthy physician and Holmes must determine how these two are linked before it is too late. In The singular affair of the ancient Egyptian curse,
the curse of the tomb of Ha Sha Bit not only kills Lord Cranwood but his son dies mysteriously in the British Museum right in front of Sherlock Holmes."


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Analog, 1 7/8 ips, stereo., Dolby processed. "The original radio broadcasts! Never before available!" Based on characters created by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Participants: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Tom Conway. // "The gunpowder plot (broadcast November 5, 1945): On a Guy Fawkes holiday, Holmes and Watson encounter a murder plot with an amazing similarity to a case that is almost 300 years old. The babbling butler (broadcast January 27, 1947): Holmes and Watson find themselves drawn into an investigation of two tragic deaths."

578. Boucher, Anthony, Denis Green, Basil Rathbone, and Nigel Bruce. *In Flanders Field; and, The Eyes of Mr. Leyton: The new adventures of Sherlock Holmes*. New York: Simon & Schuster Audioworks, 1990. Sound Recording 1 sound cassette (60 min.).

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- ID: 4536; 9780671690823; 69082-5; [sound recording]. Anthony Boucher and Denis Green. analog. Basil Rathbone and Nigel Bruce. Recording of the original radio broadcasts on May 14 and Sept. 24, 1945. In container (18 cm.). Sherlock Holmes (Radio program); In Flanders field; Eyes of Mr. Leyton. // "Presents two previously lost original broadcasts of the popular radio drama, Sherlock Holmes. In the first, Holmes and Dr. Watson investigate the disappearance of a Shakepearean actor. In The eyes of Mr. Leyton, they search for someone who preys on opium users."

579. ———. *The mystery of the headless monk; and, the strange case of the demon barber: The new adventures of Sherlock Holmes*. New York: Simon & Schuster Audioworks, 1989 Sound Recording.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- ID: 4537; 9780671680886; 07671405950; 1 sound cassette (60 min.) : analog. Starring Basil Rathbone as Sherlock Holmes and Nigel Bruce as Dr. Watson. "The original radio broadcast!"--Container. The mystery of the headless monk was broadcast on April 15, 1946 and The case of the demon barber was broadcast on Jan. 28, 1946 over the Mutual Broadcasting System. "Complete with original radio narration, commercials and an introduction and conclusion by the golden age of radio performer, Ben H. Wright"--Container. // "Presents two previously lost broadcasts of the popular radio drama, Sherlock Holmes. In the mystery of the headless monk, a leading expert on the supernatural has been murdered in a haunted chapel and the suspect is the ghost of a beheaded monk. In The strange case of the demon barber, an actor awakes to find fresh blood stains on his hands and clothes and asks Holmes to prove that he is responsible for a string of unsolved murders."


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- ID: 4491; 69081-7; 1 sound cassette (60 min.) : analog. Starring Basil Rathbone & Nigel Bruce. Originally broadcast Dec. 10, 1945 (1st selection) and Dec. 17, 1945 (2nd selection) over the Mutual Broadcasting System. The first selection adapted from the story by Arthur Conan Doyle for radio by Anthony Boucher and Denis Green; the second an original radio play. // "Presents two original radio episodes
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- ID: 4539; 69083-3; 1 sound cassette (60 min.) : analog. Recording of the original radio broadcasts from Jan. 21 and Jan. 4, 1946. Starring Basil Rathbone and Nigel Bruce. In container (18 cm.). Program notes on container. // "Presents two original radio episodes featuring Basil Rathbone as Sherlock Holmes with Nigel Bruce as Dr. Watson. In the first story, Holmes is put to work by his brother and discovers a man who can turn himself into a bird or a spy, while Watson lands in jail. In the sequel, a member of the royal family is seduced by a beautiful circus performer. When Watson goes undercover to break the affair, he finds a dead body and a very disturbing clue."

584. Boucher, Anthony, Denis Green, Basil Rathbone, and Tom Conway. The strange case of Professor Presbery, or, The creeping man ; and, the adventure of the scarlet worm. Grand Haven, MI: Brilliance Corp., 1996. Sound Recording 1 sound cassette (ca. 1 hr.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Analog, stereo. More new adventures of Sherlock Holmes ; v. 9. Container title. At head of title: Nova Audio books presents. "Cassette introduction and closing comments by "Golden Age" radio performer Elliott Reid"--Container. Originally broadcast March 17, 1947 (The strange case of Professor Presbery) and March 24, 1947 (The adventure of the scarlet worm). "Original dramas from the golden age of radio"--Container. "Based on incidents in the original Sherlock Holmes stories by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle"--Container. Starring Nigel Bruce and Tom Conway. Produced by Ken Greenwald and Dick Mullins. Uniform Title: Strange case of Professor Presbery. // "In The strange case of Professor Presbery, Holmes must solve a mystery whose only clues are a small engraved wooden box, some strange letters and a scream in the night. In The adventure of the scarlet worm, Mycroft Holmes sends Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson to Paris to foil an international spy ring, but when Watson goes undercover to trap a beautiful female spy, who really is falling into a trap?"

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Dolby system. BBD Audio. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Discovery Channel (Firm) ; Langham Productions. ; TLC Video (Firm) ; Learning Channel (Firm) ; sd., col. ; 1/2 in. VHS, NTSC 3.58. "TLC Video"--Container. In title, 3 is superscript. A production of Discovery Channel in association with James Burke and Langham Productions. Producer, James Burke ; director, Charles Mapleston ; executive producer, Michael Latham ; director of photography, Jim O'Donnell ; sound, Tom Oliver. // In touch: A nuclear scientist ponders the problem of fusion in 1951, unleashing a series of connections that encompass superconductors, the Eiffel Tower, the Statue of Liberty, King George III, modern oceanography, the Versailles gardens, Pagoda Mania, and handwriting analysis, to arrive at the Global Net. Through this chain of unexpected connections, you can "stay in touch". Hit the water: Start in the cockpit of a Tornado fighter bomber, dip into the history of margarine and plankton, travel to 18th century Turkey to investigate small pox inoculations, dance at the ballet Coppelia, spend time with Voltaire,
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blow up a dam in Norway with a British commando team and end up, through the intimate world of unexpected connections, discovering exactly why Hitler never managed to harness the power of the atomic bomb. Fire from the sky: Go from the majestic beauty of Iceland's geysers to the Allies firebombing of Hamburg in World War II, stop by Stonehenge, chat with Kaballists, visit with Martin Luther, Ozcander, Tycho Brahe, and Mary, Queen of Scots, then head to the magnetic North Pole. The invention of gin and tonic will set you back on course to the discovery that mixing rubber with gasoline makes it burn slower—an integral component of any firebombing. A special place: Journey 400 years into the past to connect famous sleuths and popular destinations through Dutch wind tunnels and aristocratic World War I fighter aces. Discover how Caribbean smugglers and bird-painters led to Russian skullduggery, and ultimately to a final beauty spot where hundreds of Americans get drenched every day. Elementary stuff: Begin the journey with miracles and spiritualism and end with the greatest detective of them all. Some of the clues connect 20th century thought-transference and radio with banana republics and postage stamps. Learn how Scottish rebels and North Carolina pine trees revolutionized the French navy, and how contextual perception led to Sherlock Holmes. Life is no picnic: Learn the connection between coffee served during World War II and 19th century theories of evolution through the invention of nylon and the Star Spangled Banner. Discover how a new method for calculating astronomical dates and the death of Descartes led to the creation of the Royal Society, and how the jellyfish made Charles Darwin famous. An invisible object: Travel 500 years into the past to connect mysterious black holes in space with modern fast food, via thrills and spills on the Pony Express and the capture of Joan of Arc. Learn how a gift for Catherine de Medici led to modern techniques for pasteurization and, eventually, the first vending machine. Drop the apple: With the discovery of calamine, James Smithson, the benefactor of the Smithsonian Institution, did a lot for sunburns, poison ivy and diaper rash. Calamine is one of the most useful and unusual minerals because it gives off electricity, leading to Einstein's theory of relativity and to the creation of the atomic bomb. What's in a name?: A good breakfast leads to corn cob garbage—which isn't garbage at all. It is used to create resin for bonding. Learn how this led to the creation of the tractor and the diesel engine and, surprisingly, the Smithsonian Institution in Washington D.C. Feedback: Look at the use of feedback in the 21st century. Learn how the concept originated in the vineyards of France and how the Humane Society, drowning, shipping, a new diet and Kellogg's Corn Flakes are all related.

588. ———. Connections 3. [v. 3]. New York: Ambrose Video Pub., 1999. Visual Material 1 videocassette. NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 1/2 in. VHS. Issued as part of 5-videocassette boxed set. On case and cassette label, in title "3" is in superscript. Ambrose Video Publishing Incorporated ; hosted and produced by James Burke ; director, John Black. // Host James Burke explores the connections among coffee in World War II, nineteenth century ideas of evolution, nylon, the Star Spangled Banner, a new method for calculating astronomical dates, the death of Descartes, the creation of the Royal Society and how jellyfish made Darwin famous. Then explore miracles and spiritualism, radio, banana republics, postage stamps, Scottish rebels, Carolina pine trees, the French navy and how they connect to Sherlock Holmes.


590. ———. Elementary stuff. New York: Ambrose Video, 2003. Visual Material on 1 videodisc (52 min.). NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. Connections3 [6]; DVD. In title "3" is superscript. With Life is no picnic. Hosted by James Burke. a production of Discovery Channel in association with James Burke and Langham Productions ; a production of The Learning Channel. Producer, James Burke ; director, Charles Mapleton ; director, John Black ; writer, James Burke ; editor, Mike Crozier. // Explore history's intricate web of commonalities: spiritualism and the device that makes radio reception possible; Scottish oppression and the creation of turpentine; the debate over modern literature and the creation of Sherlock Holmes.
   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col.; 4 3/4 in. DVD. Program content c1997. Written & presented by James Burke; director, Charles Mapleston; producer, James Burke; a production of Discovery Channel in association with James Burke and Langham Productions; The Learning Channel. // "Life is no picnic: Examine the interwoven histories of freeze dried coffee and soldier ration packs in WWII; the Star Spangled Banner and a Greek poem; and Europe's Romantic movement and Darwin's theory of evolution."--Container. "Elementary stuff: Explore histories [sic] intricate web of commonalities: spiritualism and the device that makes radio reception possible; Scottish oppression and the creation of turpentine; and the debate over modern literature and the creation of Sherlock Holmes."--Container.

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital, mono.; 4 3/4 in. Originally published: New York : Carroll & Graf, 2003, c1949. 2nd Carroll & Graf trade paperback ed. Includes bibliographical references (p. 285-295). Distribution is restricted to RFB&D members who have a documented print disability such as a visual impairment, learning disability or other physical disability. // [This book] takes Doyle from his school days at Stonyhurst to Edinburgh University and eventually a medical practice at Southsea, where he invented the eccentric and brilliantly scientific criminal investigator Holmes.... [The book] also explores the private tragedy of Doyle's first marriage, his forays into politics, his infatuation with spiritualism, his literary ambitions, and intimate dinner-table conversations with friends like H.G. Wells and King Edward VII. -Back cover.

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital; 4 3/4 in. Brilliance Audio on compact disc. Read by Tom Casaletto, Sandra Burr, Leanor Reizen, Jim Bond, Roger Dressler, and Michael Page. // "Sixteen unabridged tales of spirits to playfully darken the holidays and add chill to a winter's night."


595. ———. *Great Detective Stories*. Falls Church, VA: Sound Room Publishers/In Audio, 2001. Sound Recording 2 sound discs (2 hr., 14 min.).
   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital; 4 3/4 in. Unabridged. Read by David Case. //

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital; 4 3/4 in. Compact disc; MP3 format.; System requirements: CD/MP3 player or PC with CD-ROM, sound card, and MP3-compatible playback software. Unabridged. Narrated by David Case. //

597. ———. *Great Detective Stories*. Falls Church, VA: In Audio/Sound Room Publishers, 2002. Sound Recording 2 sound discs (134 min.).
   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital; 4 3/4 in. Unabridged classics in audio. Read by David Case. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog, Dolby processed. "An audio dramatization"--Container. Participants: Clive Merrison (Sherlock Holmes), Michael Williams (Dr. John Watson) ; supporting cast ; Alexander Balanescu, violinist. [dramatized by Bert Coules]. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital, mono.; 4 3/4 in. Originally published: New York : Longman, c2003. 2nd ed. One of three volumes. Also published: 2A. Romantics and their contemporaries, 2C. The twentieth century. Includes bibliographical references. Distribution is restricted to RFB & D members who have a documented print disability such as a visual impairment, learning disability or other physical disability. David Damrosch, general editor. // The goal of this anthology is to present a wealth of poetry, prose, and drama from the full sweep of the literary history of the British Isles, and to do so in ways that will bring out both the works' original cultural contexts and their lasting aesthetic power.-Pref.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital mono.; 4 3/4 in. Originally published: New York : Pearson/Longman, c2008. Also published: v. A. The Middle Ages / Christopher Baswell and Anne Howland Schotter -- The early modern period / Constance Jordan and Clare Carroll -- The Restoration and the 18th century / Stuart Sherman. Distribution is restricted to RFB&D members who have a documented print disability such as a visual impairment, learning disability or other physical disability. // [This] anthology features comprehensive coverage of the enduring works of the British literary tradition from the Romantics through the twentieth century. Major works by the most influential authors - Barbauld, Bake, Wollstonecraft, Wordsworth, Coleridge, Keats, Barrett Browning, Browning, Tennyson, Yeats, Woolf, Joyce, Eliot, Walcott, Heaney, and Rushdie - are offered alongside shorter pieces in contextual groups that add insight to the work and its themes. -Back cover.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital.; 4 3/4 in. Instrumental works with spoken texts taken from literary works; the 1st work for viola, double bass, piano; the 2nd for double bass; the 3rd for violin, viola, double bass, piano. Text of the 1st work by A.A. Milne; text of the 2nd work by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle; text of the 3rd work by D.H. Lawrence. Compact disc. Program notes by composer and texts inserted in container.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. with b&w sequences ; 4 3/4 in. On the trail of crime; DVD. [presented by] lINA ; a film by Alain Dhénaut ; written by Patrick Pesnot and Alain Dhénaut ; co-producers, INA ... [et al.]. "Co-producers, INA, France 3, To Do Today Productions, RTBF (Belgium Television), with support from the

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- 1 7/8 ips. Read by Edward Raleigh. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. Unabridged. "The famous detective uses his skills to rescue a king from blackmail, capture an ingenious bank robber, and save an innocent son accused of patricide, in a collection that includes 'A Scandal in Bohemia,' 'The Red-Headed League,' 'The Blue Carbuncle,' and 'The Speckled Band.'"

608. ———. *The adventures of Sherlock Holmes radio dramatization*. Hampton, NH: BBC Audiobooks America, 2000. Sound Recording (CD) 12 sound discs (9 hrs.).


609. ———. *The adventures of Sherlock Holmes. [Volumes 1-3]*. New York: BDD Audio, 2001. Sound Recording (cassette) 6 sound cassettes (ca. 9 hrs.).


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. BBC Radio collection. Unabridged. "Arthur Conan Doyle's fictional detective is one of the most enduring popular sleuths of all time. On 3 November 1989, Sherlock Holmes was given a new voice by Clive Merrison in 'A Study in Scarlet,' co-starring Michael Williams as the faithful Doctor Watson. Nearly nine years later the same two lead actors, team of dramatists and directors
completed a unique project: the dramatisation of the complete canon of 56 Sherlock Holmes short stories and four novels. Now for the first time, 12 of these ever-popular adventures are available individually on CD.

614. ———. BBC Radio presents Sherlock Holmes, the valley of fear. New York: BDD Audio; Prince Frederick, MD: [Distributed by] Recorded Books Inc., 1998. Sound Recording (cassette) 2 sound cassettes (180 min.).

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog, Dolby processed. //

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog, Dolby processed. //

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog, Dolby processed. //

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog, Dolby processed. //

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog, Dolby processed. "Original broadcasts from radio's golden age"--Container. //

620. ———. The Boscombe Valley Mystery from the Adventures of Sherlock Holmes. [S.l.]: Post Productions, 2005. Sound Recording 1 sound disc (ca. 60 min.).
   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. "Adapted for audio" //

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. "Adapted for audio." // "A nail-biting mystery is for all to enjoy in this classic tale from the Adventures of Sherlock Holmes. The ever faithful companion, Watson, tells of his travels with Holmes to the Boscombe Valley to investigate the murder of a local farmer. The victim's son has been accused of this terrible crime but his behavior leads Holmes to suspect there is more to this case than the local authorities have been able to determine. Holmes investigation broadens the search resulting in shocking revelations and the most unpredictable conclusions. Listeners of all ages will be intrigued by this tale from the greatest detective of all time" -- container.

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. "Sherlock Holmes and his sidekick, Dr. Watson, venture into the bowels of Victorian London to investigate a series of crimes in a collection of short stories."

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. BBC Radio collection. Unabridged. // "Arthur Conan Doyle's fictional detective is one of the most enduring popular sleuths of all time. On 3 November 1989, Sherlock Holmes was given a new voice by Clive Merrison in 'A Study in Scarlet', co-starring Michael Williams as the faithful Doctor Watson. Nearly nine years later the same two lead actors, team of dramatists and directors
completed a unique project: the dramatisation of the complete canon of 56 Sherlock Holmes short stories and four novels. Now for the first time, 12 of these ever-popular adventures are available individually on CD."

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. BBC Radio collection. Unabridged. // "Arthur Conan Doyle's fictional detective is one of the most enduring popular sleuths of all time. On 3 November 1989, Sherlock Holmes was given a new voice by Clive Merrison in 'A Study in Scarlet', co-starring Michael Williams as the faithful Doctor Watson. Nearly nine years later the same two lead actors, team of dramatists and directors completed a unique project: the dramatisation of the complete canon of 56 Sherlock Holmes short stories and four novels. Now for the first time, 12 of these ever-popular adventures are available individually on CD."

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. BBC Radio collection. Unabridged. // "Arthur Conan Doyle's fictional detective is one of the most enduring popular sleuths of all time. On 3 November 1989, Sherlock Holmes was given a new voice by Clive Merrison in 'A Study in Scarlet', co-starring Michael Williams as the faithful Doctor Watson. Nearly nine years later the same two lead actors, team of dramatists and directors completed a unique project: the dramatisation of the complete canon of 56 Sherlock Holmes short stories and four novels. Now for the first time, 12 of these ever-popular adventures are available individually on CD."

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Illustrated classics series; //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog + Includes: 1 paperback book (62 p. : ill. ; 21 cm.) Lake illustrated classics read-along; Collection 2; Lake illustrated classics.; Collection 2. Paperback is an abridged version in comic book format. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Saddleback's illustrated classics; [illustrator, Nestor Redondo]. // "A graphic novel featuring two Sherlock Holmes adventures, accompanied by a read-along compact disc."

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- //

630. ———. *His Last Bow*. London: BBC Worldwide, 1995. Sound Recording 2 sound cassettes (175 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Performer Note: Sherlock Holmes, Clive Merrison ; Dr. Watson, Michael Williams. Leonard Friedman, violin. Contents: Wisteria lodge -- The cardboard box -- The red circle -- The Bruce Partington plans //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Oxford bookworms library; Stage 4. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog, mono. + Includes: 1 paperback book (62 p. : ill. ; 21 cm.) Lake illustrated classics read-along; Collection 3. Paperback is an abridged version in comic book format. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Retold by Stephen Colbourn. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital, mono. ; 4 3/4 in. Originally published: New York : Signet Classic, [2001]. Distribution is restricted to RFB & D members who have a documented print disability such as a visual impairment, learning disability or other physical disability. With an afterword by Anne Perry. // The country doctor had come to 221B Baker Street, the famous lodgings of Sherlock Holmes, with an eerie tale - the legend of the Hound of the Baskervilles, the devil-beast that haunted the lonely moors around the Baskervilles' ancestral home. The tale warned the descendants of that ancient family never to venture out on the moor "in those dark hours when the powers of evil are exalted." But one of the most recent Baskervilles, Sir Charles, was now dead - and the footprints of a giant hound had been found near his body. Would the new heir of the Baskervilles meet the same dreadful fate? Sherlock Holmes and his faithful friend, Dr. Watson, are faced with their most terrifying case in this wonderful classic of masterful detection and bone-chilling suspense. - Back cover.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- 12 cm. Schallpl.-Fassung und Regie Andreas Scheinert. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Dominoes.; 2. //

Sound Recording 2 sound cassettes (175 min.).  

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog, 1 7/8 ips, Dolby processed. Previously released in 1991 and 1992. Title from container. // Twelve stories in which Sherlock Holmes and his friend, Dr. Watson, prove that when trouble is afoot, high intelligence, keen observation and proper method provide the key to the most puzzling cases.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Analog, Dolby processed. "Audio book collection"--Container. // Sherlock Holmes, the consulting detective, returns to solve 13 more crimes and mysteries.
644. ———. The return of Sherlock Holmes radio dramatization. Hampton, NH: BBC Audiobooks America, 2000. Sound Recording 12 sound discs (9 hr., 25 min.).


646. ———. Schandaal in Bohemen. [Amsterdam]: Cossee, 2006 1 compact disc (59'25 min.).

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Digital, mono. ; 4 3/4 in. Core classics. Originally published: Charlottesville, VA : Core Knowledge Foundation, c2001. Audience: Grades 4-6. Distribution is restricted to RFB&D members who have a documented print disability such as a visual impairment, learning disability or other physical disability. //

648. ———. Shen tan Fu'ermosi. [Tianjin Shi]: Tiianjin yin xiang gong si, 2000. Sound Recording 2 sound discs.
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Digital ; 4 3/4 in. Xiao xiao shao nian bi du Zhong wai ming zhu xi lie. Compact discs. Title from disc label. Program notes on container insert. //

649. ———. Sherlock Holmes 3 tales of intrigue. Auburn, CA: Audio Partners Publishing Group, 2001 2 sound cassettes (ca. 90 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Read by Edward Hardwicke. Contents: The crooked man -- The Greek interpreter -- The naval treaty // "In The crooked man, a long lost love returns, horribly changed, revealing an awful treachery that has been kept secret for decades. In the Greek interpreter, Sherlock Holmes' brother, Mycroft, leads Holmes and Watson to a hideous murder and the betrayal of a foreign heiress. In The naval treaty, an innocent man's honor, position, and health are at stake when an important treaty is stolen from his office."

650. ———. Sherlock Holmes a study in scarlet. Hampton, NH: BBC Audiobooks America, 2000. Sound Recording 2 sound cassettes (1 hr., 50 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Analog. BBC Radio collection. In container (22 cm.). Title from container. "Radio Dramatization"--Container. "Digitally Mastered"--Container. Issued also on compact disc. // The arrogant, irascible Sherlock Holmes is a master chemist, a talented musician and an expert on all aspects of crime--but, despite his best efforts, new roommate Watson is in the dark about his roommate's profession. Finally Holmes reveals that he is a consulting detective, and soon Watson is drawn into the investigation of a bizarre murder in which Holmes is involved, unaware that it is the beginning of the most famous partnership in the history of criminal detection. An unmarked corpse, a wedding ring and a mysterious message scrawled in blood are the intrepid pair's only clues as they follow the trail of a man to fulfill a terrible oath, which he swore more than twenty years before.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Digital. Penguin readers. Level 3; Penguin readers audio CD. Compact disc. // Who killed Charles McCarthy? And why? Was it really his son? Sherlock Holmes, the famous English detective, must answer these questions. His friend, Dr. Watson, helps him to find the murderer.
652. ———. *Sherlock Holmes classic mysteries*. Falls Church, VA: Commuter's Library, 1996. Sound Recording 2 sound cassettes (3 hrs.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Analog, Dolby processed. Unabridged. Read by Ralph Cosham. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Analog, Dolby processed. Great authors. Title from container. Unabridged. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Oxford bookworms library.; Stage 2. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Analog. // The famous sleuth investigates a collection of mysteries.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Dominoes.; 1; Oxford English. //

660. ———. *Sherlock Holmes the valley of fear*. [London]: BBC, 2000. Sound Recording 2 sound cassettes (110 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Analog. BBC Radio collection. Uniform Title: Valley of fear. //

661. ———. *Sherlock Holmes, sign of the four*. New York: BDD Audio ; Prince Frederick, MD ; [Distributed by] Recorded Books, 1998. Sound Recording 2 sound cassettes (110 min.).

662. ———. *Sherlock Holmes, the hound of the Baskervilles*. New York: BDD Audio ; Prince Frederick, MD ; [Distributed by] Recorded Books, 1998. Sound Recording 2 sound cassettes (110 min.).

663. ———. *Sherlock Holmes, the hound of the Baskervilles*. New York, NY; Prince Frederick, MD: BDD Audio. Distributed by Recorded Books, 1999 2 sound cassettes (110 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- // Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson travel to the bleak wastes of Dartmoor to solve the mystery surrounding the late Sir Charles Baskerville and a ghostly hound
664. ———. Sherlock Holmes, the valley of fear. New York: Bantam Doubleday Dell Audio Pub., 1998. Sound Recording 2 sound cassettes (180 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- BBC Radio. Analog, Dolby system. "An audio dramatization"--Container. At head of title: "BBC Radio presents." // With the aid of a local guidebook, a missing dumbbell, and Doctor Watson's umbrella, Sherlock Holmes unravels a tangled web of clues to a murder which stretches over 15 years and two continents.

665. ———. Sherlock Holmes. A study in scarlet. [London]: BBC, 2003. Sound Recording 2 sound discs (CD) (1 hr. 50 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- BBC radio collection. Includes: notes. // The story in which Sir Arthur Conan Doyle first unleashed the most famous partnership in the history of criminal detection. An unmarked corpse, a wedding ring and a mysterious message scrawled in blood are the only clues. Clive Merrison stars as Holmes with Michael Williams as Watson in this adventure, part of the unique fully dramatised BBC canon of Conan Doyle's short stories and novels featuring the world-famous sleuth.

666. ———. Sherlock Holmes. The valley of fear. [London]: BBC Worldwide Ltd.; Hampton, NH; [Distributed by] BBC Audiobooks America, 2003. Sound Recording 2 sound discs (1 hr., 50 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Digital ; 4 3/4 in. BBC Radio collection. Compact discs (DDD). BBC Audiobooks America: BBCD 037. Indexed inaudibly at approximately three minute intervals and at logical junctions to facilitate the location of segments by the listeners. Participants: Clive Merrison and Michael Williams; with full-cast dramatization. Also issued on cassette. // Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson respond to a coded warning when they arrived at a fortified country house of the reclusive Jack Douglas, too late to prevent a tragic death. They must follow a series of clues in search of a murderer and establish a connection between the corpse with a missing face and a ruthless secret society which once terrorized a desolate region of the United States.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Digital ; 4 3/4 in. BBC radio collection. // Sherlock Holmes is feeling more than a little jaded and depressed when governess Mary Morstan consults him upon a curious mystery. Since her father disappeared without trace ten years ago, Mary has received annually and anonymously a valuable pearl. When she is finally requested to meet the sender she requires an escort. Holme and Watson accompany Mary to her encounter with the stranger, who relates to them a tale of secrecy, hidden treasure and sudden death. But before long, there is more than one death to account for, and only Sherlock Holmes has the skill to detect the real villain.

669. ———. The sign of the four. England?: BBC Worldwide, 1998 2 sound cassettes (110 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Sherlock Holmes, Clive Merrison; Dr. Watson, Michael Williams; Jonathan Small, Brian Blessed; Mary Morstan, Moir Leslie; Abdullah Khan, Amerjit deu; Mrs. Hudson, Anna Cropper; Thaddeus Sholto, Richard Tate; Major Sholto, Michael Kilgarriff; Bartholomew Sholto/Mahomet Singh, John Bull; Inspector Jones, Siôn Probert; Sherman, John Moffatt; Wiggins, Alan Dean; Mrs. Forrester, Elizabeth Mansfield; Jacobson, Vincent Brimble. Performer Note: Alexander Balanescu, violin.


671. ———. A study in scarlet. New York: BDD Audio, 1998 2 sound cassettes (120 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Sherlock Holmes, Clive Merrison; Dr. John Watson, Michael Williams; Stamford, Paul Downing; Stangerson, Matt Zimmerman; Alice, Jane Slavin; Drebber, Ed Bishop; Mrs. Hudson, Anna Cropper; Mme. Charpentier, Marcia King; Inspector Gregson, John Moffatt; Inspector Lestrade, Donald Gee.P.C. Rance, Michael Kilgarriff; Wiggins, Alan Dean; Jefferson Hope, Shane Rimmer; John Ferrier,
Christopher Good; Brigham Young, Peter Carlisle; Stangerson Snr., John Bull; Lucy, Alice Arnold.
Performer Note: Alexander Balanescu, violin // In this first Sherlock Holmes story, Dr. Watson is at a loose end until a chance encounter leads him to take rooms with a remarkable young man. The arrogant, irascible Sherlock Holmes is a master chemist, a talented musician and an expert on all aspects of crime. When Watson is drawn into the investigation of a bizarre murder in which Holmes is involved, he is unaware that it is the beginning of the most famous partnership in the history of criminal detection

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Analog. BBC Radio collection. "The finest in audio drama." Participants: Clive Merriton and Michael Williams; with full-cast radio dramatization. // Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson respond to a coded warning when they arrived at a fortified country house of the reclusive Jack Douglas, too late to prevent a tragic death. They must follow a series of clues in search of a murderer and establish a connection between the corpse with a missing face and a ruthless secret society which once terrorized a desolate region of the United States.

673. ———. *The valley of fear*. Spokane, WA: Books in Motion, 1994. Sound Recording 4 sound cassettes (ca. 5.6 hrs.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Analog. Books in Motion: 572. "Unabridged." Read by David Sharp. // Sherlock Holmes takes on a peculiar case involving a sawed-off shotgun and a dead man clad only in a pink dressing gown.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Sherlock Holmes, Clive Merrison; Dr. Watson, Michael Williams; John McMurdo, Iain Glen; The narrator, Ronald Pickup; Inspector MacDonald, Mark Bonnar; White Mason, Timothy Bateson. Performer Note: Michael Haslam, piano; Abigail Young, violin // With the aid of a local guidebook, a missing dumbbell, and Doctor Watson's umbrella, Sherlock Holmes unravels a tangled web of clues to a murder that stretches over 15 years and two continents.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital; 4 3/4 in. Read by James Alexander. // A Christmas goose and a gentleman's hat, who but the great detective Sherlock Holmes could discover a crime in these lost objects.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital; 4 3/4 in. Read by James Alexander. // "When Miss Mary Sutherland is left standing at the altar by Mr. Hosmer Angel, her betrothed, she is certain he has fallen in harms way. With a promise of payment from her future inheritance, Miss Sutherland hires the great detective Sherlock Holmes to discover where her fiancé has disappeared to. Was Mr. Angel the victim of a harmful crime or has the true victim not yet been discovered?" -- container.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Digital; 4 3/4 in. Compact disc. Read by James Alexander. Uniform Title: Adventures of Sherlock Holmes. Selections. // "When the Red-Headed League disappears as quickly as it appeared, Sherlock Holmes is hired to solve the mystery. What is the purpose of this secret group that advertises to hire only red-headed men for their mysterious work? Is this group as strange as it would seem? Or is there a more sinister plan afoot?" -- container.
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Digital ; 4 3/4 in. Compact disc. Read by James Alexander. Uniform Title: Adventures of Sherlock Holmes. Selections. // The King of Bohemia has hired Sherlock Holmes to recover photos of his affair with the actress Irene Adler, but Miss Adler does not want to give the photos up. What lengths will Holmes go to to retrieve the photos for the King? And how will he fare at the hands of his beautiful quarry? Join Watson as he tells the tale of his good friend and the one he will always refer to as "the woman" -- container.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog, Dolby processed. Great mystery series. Abridged. Read by Michael J. Bennett. // The dramatic death of Sir Charles Baskerville brings Sherlock Holmes to the lonely, mysterious Devon moors to investigate the mystery.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. Great Mystery Series. Abridgment by Barry Faldner. Read by Michael J. Bennett. // The dramatic death of Sir Charles Baskerville brings Sherlock Holmes to the lonely, mysterious Devon moors to investigate the mystery.


683. Doyle, Arthur Conan, and John Bolen. The ring of Thoth & other tales. [San Clemente, CA]: Tantor Media, 2002. Sound Recording; Computer File Date of Entry: 20070824 1 sound disc (8 hr., 6 min.).  

684. ———. The ring of Thoth and other tales. [San Clemente, CA]: Tantor Media, 2002. Sound Recording 7 sound discs (8 hr., 6 min.).  

685. ———. The valley of fear. [San Clemente, CA?]: Tantor Media, 2002. Sound Recording (CD) 5 sound discs (5 hr., 22 min.).  
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Digital ; 4 3/4 in. Performed by John Bolen. //

686. ———. The valley of fear. [Old Saybrook, CT]: Tantor Media, 2002. Sound Recording (CD) 1 sound disc (5 hrs., 22 min.).  
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Digital ; 4 3/4 in. Compact disc, MP3 format.; System requirements: CD/MP3 player or PC with MP3-capable software. Performed by John Bolen. //

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Analog. Drama by H. Booraem. //


694. ———. *The Hound of the Baskervilles*. [San Clemente, CA]: Tantor Audio, 2006. Sound Recording (CD) 1 sound disc (5.5 hr.).
   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. Unabridged classics. System requirements: MP3-CD player or PC with MP3-capable software. Unabridged. Compact disc, MP3 format. Read by David Case. //


   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 9 x 6 cm. + Includes: 1 set of earphones + 1 AAA battery. Issued on Playaway, a dedicated audio media player. Read by Ralph Cosham. // Presents twenty-three mystery stories about the adventures of the intrepid detective Sherlock Holmes, originally published in "Strand Magazine." //

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. Unabridged. Read by Ralph Cosham. //

699. ———. *The Hound of the Baskervilles*. Falls Church, VA: InAudio; Findaway, 2002. Sound Recording 1 sound media player (5 hrs.).  
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 8 x 5 cm. + Includes: 1 set earbuds + 1 AAA battery. Unabridged. One playaway, a dedicated and portable digital player. Narrated by Ralph Cosham. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 8 x 5 cm. + Includes: earphones + AAA battery. Issued on Playaway, a dedicated audio media player. Unabridged. Includes one braille title. Playaway is the simplest way to listen to an audio book on the go. It comes with the book already on it and a battery. Simply plug in its earphones and enjoy. No cassettes or CDs. No downloads. There's nothing left to do but listen. Functions: Bookmarks you favorite sections; adjusts the speed of the narrator's voice; remembers where you stopped; works with most headphones, speakers and car adapters. Narrated by Ralph Cosham. Use restricted to STAR clients. // After the mysterious death of Lord Baskerville and attempts on the life of his heir, rumor suggests that an ancient curse in the form of a vicious supernatural hound is once again at work to destroy the Baskerville line. Sherlock Holmes is called upon to solve the mystery.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. Unabridged. "A Sherlock Holmes mystery"--cover. Compact discs. Narrated by Ralph Cosham. // After the mysterious death of Lord Baskerville and attempts on the life of his heir, rumor suggests that an ancient curse in the form of a vicious supernatural hound is once again at work to destroy the Baskerville line. Sherlock Holmes is called upon to solve the mystery.

702. ———. *Sherlock Holmes classic mysteries*. Falls Church, VA: Sound Room Pub., 1996. Sound Recording 2 sound cassettes.  
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Analog, 1 7/8 ips, Dolby processed. Commuters library. Unabridged. Read by Ralph Cosham. //

703. ———. *Sherlock Holmes classic mysteries*. Falls Church, VA: Sound Room Pub., 2002. Sound Recording 3 sound discs (3 hr.).  

704. ———. *Sherlock Holmes mysteries*. Falls Church, VA: Sound Room Publishers, 2000. Sound Recording 2 sound discs (81 min.).  

705. ———. *Sherlock Holmes mysteries*. Falls Church, VA: InAudio, 2004. Sound Recording 4 sound discs (4 hrs., 30 min.).  


708. ———. *Sherlock Holmes mysteries. Volume 1*. Falls Church, VA: Sound Room Publishers, 2000. Sound Recording 2 sound discs (103 min.).


710. ———. *Sherlock Holmes, the hound of the Baskervilles*. Falls Church, VA: Sound Room Publishers; Cleveland : Findaway World, 2002. Sound Recording 1 sound media player (6 hrs.).

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Digital ; 8 X 5 cm. + Includes: earphones + AAA battery. Commuters library. Narrated by Ralph Cosham. Holmes tackles the mystery of the demonic hound, the curse of the Baskerville family.

711. ———. *Sherlock Holmes, the hound of the Baskervilles*. Falls Church, VA: Sound Room Publishers, 2000. Sound Recording 5 sound discs (hrs. 26 min.).

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Digital ; 4 3/4 in. Commuters library. Book CD. Narrated by Ralph Cosham. Holmes tackles the mystery of the demonic hound, the curse of the Baskerville family.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Analog, Dolby processed. Participants: Clive Merrison as Sherlock Holmes, Michael Williams As Dr. Watson, etc. 


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog, 1 7/8 ips. Read by Walter Covell. 
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719. Doyle, Arthur Conan, and Frederick Davidson. His Last Bow. Ashland, OR: Blackstone Audiobooks, 1999. Sound Recording 5 sound cassettes (7 hrs., 30 min.).
   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. Unabridged. Read by Frederick Davidson. //


721. ———. A study in scarlet. Ashland, OR: Blackstone Audiobooks, 1999. Sound Recording 3 sound cassettes (4.5 hr.).
   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Analog. Unabridged. A Sherlock Holmes mystery. In container (25 cm.). Read by Frederick Davidson. //


   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. Unabridged. At head of title: Sherlock Holmes One Voice presents. Compact discs. Performed by David Ian Davies. // Sir Charles Baskerville's sudden heart attack and death have the townspeople in shock and searching for the one to blame--the family dog--while Sherlock Holmes leads the investigation.

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Digital audio file that can be played back on a portable device or suitably equipped microcomputer. Title supplied by cataloger from distributor web page. Unabridged. Duration: 4:53:00. Narrated by David Ian Davies. // Sir Charles Baskerville's sudden heart attack and death have the townspeople in shock and searching for the one to blame--the family dog--while Sherlock Holmes leads the investigation.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Computer data. Spoken audio file that can be listened to on a portable audio device. Title supplied by cataloger. Title from homepage (viewed Aug. 22, 2003). Read by David Ian Davies. Unabridged. Duration: 05:26:00. //

    NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Digital ; 4 3/4 in. Compact disc. Performed by David Ian Davies. // Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson, with the aid of a dog and some sheep, solve the mystery of the disappearance of a highly-prized race horse.


    NOTE // ABSTRACT --- //

    NOTE // ABSTRACT --- ill. //


    NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital, DDD ; 4 3/4 in. Talking Classics: TC NCD 007. Read by Peter Egan. //


    NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Illustrated readers. Retold by Virginia Evans. //

    NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Illustrated readers. Retold by Virginia Evans. //

    NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Illustrated readers: level 2. Retold by Virginia Evans & Jenny Dooley. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Illustrated readers : level 2. Retold by Virginia Evans - Jenny Dooley. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Illustrated readers : level 2. Retold by Virginia Evans - Jenny Dooley. //

740. Doyle, Arthur Conan, Tadeusz Evert, and Wiktor Zborowski. *Pusty dom [opowiadanie na plycie CD]*. Warszawa: 
Mozaika, 2006. Sound Recording 1 płyta CD.
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Digital, stereo. ; 12 cm. Sherlock Holmes i... Czas odtwarzania ok. 60 min. Tyt. z 
etykiety. Participants: Czyta: Wiktor Zborowski. [tl. Tadeusz Evert]. Uniform Title: Adventure of the empty 
house. Polish. //

Sound Recording 2 sound cassettes.
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. "Audio movie"--Container. Participants: Full cast production with original 
music sound effects and sonic soundscape imagery performed by Third Ear Radio Theatre. Produced, 
engineered, sound effects, and original music by Bob E. Flick ; produced, directed, and sound effects by Perry 
Jacob. //

742. ———. *The Lost World*. [Topanga, CA]: [Star Quest Entertainment?], 1996. Sound Recording 2 sound cassettes. 
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. Produced, engineered, sound effects, and sonic soundscape design, original 
music composed and performed by Bob E. Flick ; produced, directed, and sound effects by Perry Jacob ; cover 
illustration by Eleanor Kish. In one container. //

Recording (CD) 4 sound discs (3 hrs., 49 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. "Unabridged classics." Compact disc. In container (14 x 16 cm.). 
Narrated by Shelly Frasier. // "Destiny brings three peculiar households together in the placid English country 
side. The desire for money and romance drives these Victorians beyond the natural boundaries of their middle 
class lives .. the web of lust and deceit draws these accidental neighbors closer ..."--Container label.

744. ———. *Beyond the city*. [San Clemente, CA]: Tantor Media, 2001. Sound Recording (CD) 1 sound disc (3 hr., 49 
min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. Unabridged classics; Mp3 format. System requirements: CD/mp3 
player or PC with mp3-capable software. Compact disc. "5 minute tracks." Performed by Shelly Frasier. // 
"Destiny brings three peculiar households together in the placid English country side. The desire for money 
and romance drives these Victorians beyond the natural boundaries of their middle class lives. As the web of 
lust and deceit draws these accidental neighbors closer, a financial scandal befalls one of them"--Container 
label.

745. Doyle, Arthur Conan, and Hubertus Gertzen. *Das hund von Baskerville [sound recording]*. Freiburg: Audiobuch, 
1997 2 cassettes.
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Running time: ca.180 mins. Narrator: Hubertus Gertzen. Uniform Title: Hound of 
the Baskervilles. German. //

Recording 5 sound cassettes (7 hrs.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog, 1 7/8 ips. Narrated by Flo Gibson. In container (23 cm.). //

(4 hrs.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Analog.  Read by Flo Gibson. // This murder mystery involves two continents, a love story, Mormons and myriad complications.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Analog.  Narrated by Flo Gibson. //


751. ———. The best of Sherlock Holmes. München: Der Hör Verlag, 1996. Sound Recording (cassette) 2 sound cassettes (ca. 120 min.).

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Analog.  Nostalgia radio.  Participants: Sir John Gielgud (Sherlock Holmes) ; Ralph Richardson (Dr. Watson). // Radio enactments of twelve stories featuring the sleuth Sherlock Holmes and his assistant Dr. Watson.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Title from container.  Cassettes have been previously issued individually and as parts of other compilations.  Date on cassettes: p1983.  Participants: Starring: John Gielgud and Ralph Richardson. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Title from container.  Cassettes have been previously issued individually and as parts of other compilations.  Date on cassettes: p1983.  Participants: Starring: John Gielgud and Ralph Richardson. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Analog.  Subtitle from container.  Radio adaptations of stories by Arthur Conan Doyle.  Featuring Sir John Gielgud as Sherlock Holmes, Ralph Richardson as Dr. Watson, and Orson Welles as Professor Moriarty. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. "Full cast dramatization, with sound effects and music"--Container. Participants: Sir John Gielgud (Holmes), Ralph Richardson (Watson), Orson Welles (Moriarty).


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Digital ; 4 3/4 in. Unabridged. Compact disc. Read by Martin Jarvis (Sherlock Holmes) and Kristoffer Tabori (Dr. Watson) and a full cast. // In the Napoleon of crime, Professor Moriarity plots with would-be blackmailers to have Holmes killed. And the normally love-proof Holmes falls for an exceptional woman. The play was co-authored by the American matinee idol William Gillette, who played the title sleuth. A smash hit from the beginning, the play remained in Gillette's repertoire until he retired more than thirty years after its premiere. What is the secret of the shocking death of poor Enid's sister? What did she mean by her dying words, "the speckled band? What danger does Enid face from the brutal Dr. Rylott? Only Holmes can scope out the answer and save the helpless girl from certain death. Sir Arthur adapted The Speckled band (1910) from his own short story of that name. A stage success on three continents, the play hasn't received a professional revival for eighty-four years. When Holmes turned fifty, he retired and became a beekeeper, creating a crisis for his friend Watson, whose income derived from the Holmes stories he contributes to the Strand magazine. Further, the doctor owes money to mobsters who want either their cash or his blood. The surprising upshot is, as the headlines proclaim, a Ghastly double murder in famed detective's flat, a one-act comedy by producer-director Yuri Rasovsky, here receiving its audiobook premiere.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog + Includes: 1 paperback book (80 p. : ill. ; 21 cm.) + 1 study guide (48 p. ; 28 cm.) Saddleback classics. Book is adapted by Janice Greene. Guide includes reproducible worksheets to review, test or enrich the student's grasp of important vocabulary and concepts. Adapted to a reading level that never exceeds grade 4.0. // The clever detective Sherlock Holmes, along with Dr. Watson, solves another case.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. "Digiview Entertainment audio book series" Read by James Hadley. // Miss Mary Sutherland is engaged to the mysterious Mr. Hosmer Angel. When he disappears, she hires the great detective Sherlock Holmes to discover what has happened to her fiancé. Was Mr. Angel the victim of a harmful crime or has the true victim not yet been discovered?

763. ———. *The red-headed league*. [S.l.]: Digiview Entertainment, 2006. Sound Recording 1 sound disc (30 min.).

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Digital ; 4 3/4 in. "Digiview Entertainment audio book series" Read by James Hadley. // When the Red-Headed League disappears as quickly as it appeared, Sherlock Holmes is hired to solve the mystery. What is the purpose of this secret group that advertises to hire only red-headed men for their mysterious work? Only a detective like Sherlock Holmes can find out the truth.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Date on container: p1995. Read by Edward Hardwicke.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. Read by Edward Hardwicke. //


769. ———. *Sherlock Holmes 3 tales of intrigue*. Auburn, CA: Audio Partners, 2000. Sound Recording 2 sound cassettes (2 hr., 30 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. Read by Edward Hardwicke. //

770. ———. *Sherlock Holmes tales of avarice*. Hamilton, Ontario, Canada ; Amherst, NY: Tangled Web Audio, 1996. Sound Recording 2 sound cassettes (ca. 3 hr.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. Read by Edward Hardwicke. Producer, Stuart Owen. //

771. ———. *Sherlock Holmes tales of betrayal*. Hamilton, Ontario, Canada ; Amherst, NY: Tangled Web Audio, 1996. Sound Recording 2 sound cassettes (ca. 3 hr.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. Read by Edward Hardwicke. Producer, Stuart Owen. //

772. ———. *Sherlock Holmes tales of intrigue*. Hamilton, Ontario, Canada ; Amherst, NY: Tangled Web Audio, 1995. Sound Recording 2 sound cassettes (ca. 2 hr., 30 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. Read by Edward Hardwicke. Producer, Stuart Owen. //

773. ———. *Sherlock Holmes tales of suspense*. Hamilton, Ontario, Canada; Amherst, NY: Tangled Web Audio, 1995. Sound Recording 2 sound cassettes (ca. 180 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. Read by Edward Hardwicke. Producer, Stuart Owen. //

774. ———. *Sherlock Holmes: 3 tales of intrigue*. Auburn, CA: Audio Partners, 2001. Sound Recording 2 sound cassettes (2 hr., 30 min.).


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. Unabridged. Narrated by Paul Hecht. //

777. ———. *The poison belt*. Prince Frederick, MD: Recorded Books, 1996. Sound Recording 3 sound cassettes (3.5 hrs.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. Unabridged. Narrated by Paul Hecht. //

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- 12 cm. Klassiker der Literatur; Naxos-Hörbücher. Read by Miguel Iven //

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. "Complete & unabridged." Read by Sir Derek Jacobi. //

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Compact discs. Read by Derek Jacobi. //


   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- ISIS Audio Books. analog, stereo., Dolby processed. // Seventeen stories of suspense and adventure, chosen by the author, dealing with murder, madness, ghosts, unsolved crimes, diabolical traps, and other horrors.

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. "Abridged"--Insert. Read by Freddie Jones. // The ancient legend of the hound of the Baskervilles persisted in family history for generations. When Sir Charles is found dead in the grounds of Baskerville Hall, it is this mystery that brings Sherlock Holmes to the scene of one of his most famous cases.

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog, stereo., Dolby processed. Children's classics; Puffin classics. Read by Freddie Jones. //
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NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. Read by Bruce Joseph. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Gelesen von David Timson. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. Abridged. Compact discs. Read by Ben Kingsley. // Amateur detective Sherlock Holmes, the master of deductive reasoning, solves several mysteries with the aid of his friend, Dr. John Watson.

794. ———. *A treasury of Sherlock Holmes*. Beverly Hills, CA: New Millennium Audio, 2003. Sound Recording 4 sound cassettes (ca. 4.5 hrs.).


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. Read by: Christopher Lee. // The masterful stories in this collection relate Holmes and Watson's involvement with the case of an eminent physiologies inexplicably savaged by his faithful wolfhound and of the priceless stolen crown diamond found in the pocket of a peer, while Holmes himself tells the story of a Boer War hero set to inherit a fortune who mysteriously disappears from the family seat.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog, 7/8 ips. Unabridged. Read by Christopher Lee. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. In container (23 cm.) Read by Christopher Lee. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog, 7/8 ips. Read by Christopher Lee. //
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog, Dolby-processed. Christopher Lee reads Valley of fear ; Tony Britton reads The hound of the Baskervilles. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. + Includes: 1 booklet (32 p. : ill. ; 13 cm.). Smithsonian collection (Radio Spirits, Inc.) Stories and characters created by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle with scripts by Edith Meiser. At head of title: Old-time radio. John Stanley as Sherlock Holmes ; Alfred Shirley as Dr. Watson ; Charles D. Penman as Professor Moriarty. // Twenty of Sherlock Holmes' greatest radio adventures from the long-lost 1947-48 radio season.


808. ———. *The Casebook of Sherlock Holmes*, vol. 3. Hampton, NH: BBC Audiobooks America, 2000. Sound Recording 4 sound discs (2 hr., 55 min.).


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- BBC Radio 4. digital, stereo. ; 4 3/4 in. A BBC Radio 4 full-cast dramatisation. "This recording was previously released in 1996"--Container. Participants: Clive Merrison as Holmes ; Michael Williams as Dr. Watson, and a full cast. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- BBC Radio 4. digital, stereo. ; 4 3/4 in. A BBC Radio 4 full-cast dramatisation. "This recording was previously released in 1996"--Container. "Also includes an interview with Adrian Conan Doyle, Sir Arthur's son"--Container. Participants: Clive Merrison as Holmes ; Michael Williams as Dr. Watson, and a full cast. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- BBC Radio 4. digital, stereo. ; 4 3/4 in. A BBC Radio 4 full-cast dramatisation. "This recording was previously released in 1996"--Container. Participants: Clive Merrison as Holmes ; Michael Williams as Dr. Watson, and a full cast. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- BBC Radio. digital ; 4 3/4 in. "Every Sherlock Holmes novel and story by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, performed by a full cast"--Container. Participants: Clive Merrison as Holmes ; Michael Williams as Dr. Watson, and a full cast. //

814. ———. *His Last Bow, Vol. 1*. Hampton, NH: BBC Audiobooks America ; BBC Worldwide, 2004. Sound Recording 4 sound discs (2 hr., 55 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. BBC radio collection. "A BBC Radio 4 full-cast dramatization"--Container cover insert. Compact disc. Performed by Clive Merrison (Holmes), Michael Williams (Dr. Watson), and a full cast. //

815. ———. *His Last Bow, Vol. 2*. Hampton, NH: BBC Audiobooks America ; BBC Worldwide, 2004. Sound Recording 4 sound discs (2 hr., 55 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. BBC radio collection. "A BBC Radio 4 full-cast dramatization"--Container cover insert. Compact disc. Performed by Clive Merrison (Holmes), Michael Williams (Dr. Watson), and a full cast. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in.  BBC radio collection.  Compact discs.  "Four BBC Radio 4 full-cast dramatisations."  Participants: Clive Merrison as Sherlock Holmes ; Michael Williams as Dr. Watson. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in.  BBC radio collection.  "A BBC Radio 4 full cast dramatization"--Container cover insert.  Compact disc.  Participants: Performed by Clive Merrison (Holmes), Michael Williams (Watson), and a full cast. // Greek interpreter: Holmes' reclusive brother Mycroft makes one of his few appearances, introducing the curious case of Mr. Melas. Naval treaty: "Tadpole" Phelps is in despair after a vital government document is stolen. He calls on his old schoolmate Watson who with Holmes uncovers a dark world of espionage and murderous intent. Second stain: Holmes must find another missing document, but this time the theft might easily lead to a political crisis affecting all of Europe. Final problem: An epic intellectual struggle between Holmes and Moriarty ends high above the foaming chasm of Reichenback Falls, Switzerland.

820. ———.  The novels of Sherlock Holmes radio dramatization. Hampton, NH: BBC Audiobooks America, 2000. Sound Recording 8 sound discs (7 hr., 20 min.).

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in.  BBC radio collection.  Compact discs.  Title from container.  "A BBC Radio 4 full cast dramatization"--Container cover insert.  Clive Merrison as Holmes, Michael Williams as Dr. Watson, and a full cast. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in.  BBC radio collection.  Compact discs.  Title from container.  "A BBC Radio 4 full cast dramatization"--Container cover insert.  Clive Merrison as Holmes, Michael Williams as Dr. Watson, and a full cast. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- BBC Radio 4.  digital ; 4 3/4 in.  BBC radio collection.  "A BBC radio 4 full cast dramatization"--Container cover insert.  Compact disc.  Clive Merrison (Holmes), Michael Williams (Dr. Watson), and a full cast. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- BBC Radio 4.  digital ; 4 3/4 in.  BBC radio collection.  "A BBC radio 4 full cast dramatization"--Container cover insert.  Compact disc.  Performed by Clive Merrison (Holmes), Michael Williams (Dr. Watson), and a full cast. //
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- BBC Radio 4. digital ; 4 3/4 in. BBC radio collection. "A BBC radio 4 full cast dramatization"--Container cover insert. Compact disc. Performed by Clive Merrison (Holmes), Michael Williams (Dr. Watson), and a full cast. //


827. ———. Sherlock Holmes, his last bow radio dramatization. Hampton, NH: BBC Audiobooks America, 2000. Sound Recording 8 sound discs (5 hr., 50 min.).


829. ———. A Study in scarlet. Hampton, NH: BDD Audiobooks America ; London : BBC Worldwide Ltd., 2000. Sound Recording 2 sound cassettes (1 hr., 55 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. Compact discs (DDD). BBC Audiobooks America: BBCD 031. Indexed inaudibly at approximately three minute intervals and at strategic junctions to facilitate the location of segments by listeners. Full-cast dramatization wth Clive Merrison as Sherlock Holmes and Michael Williams as Dr. Watson. Issued also on cassette. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- BDD Audio (Firm). BBC Radio. analog, Dolby processed + Includes: 1 credit list (11 cm.) At head of title: BBC Radio presents. Participants: Sherlock Holmes, Clive Merrison ; Dr. John Watson,Michael Williams ; Stanford, Paul Downing ; Stangerson, Matt Zimmerman ; Alice, Jane Slavin ; Drebber, Ed Bishop ; Mrs. Hudson, Anna Cropper ; Mme. Charpentier, Marcia King ; Inspector Gregson, John Moffatt ; Inspector Lestrade, Donald Gee.P.C. Rance, Michael Kilgariff ; Wiggins, Alan Dean ; Jefferson Hope, Shane Rimmer ; John Ferrier, Christopher Good ; Brigham Young, Peter Carlisle ; Stangerson Snr., John Bull ; Lucy, Alice Arnold. Alexander Balanescu, violin. Dramatized by Bert Coules ; director, Ian Cotterell ; producer, David Johnston. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Stereo ; 12 cm. BBC audio. Produktionsjahr: 1989. Performed by Clive Merrison ; Michael Williams ; Brian Blessed and many others. Dramatised by Bert Coules. Directed by Ian Cotterell. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- BBC Radio 4 ; BBC Worldwide Ltd. analog, stereo., Dolby processed. Radio collection BBC. Variation: BBC radio collection. Includes small guide book to the radio series by Bert Coules. Participants: Sherlock Holmes, Clive Merrison ; Dr. Watson, Michael Williams. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- BBC Radio 4. BBC Worldwide Ltd. analog, stereo., Dolby processed. Radio collection. "As heard on Radio 4"--Container. Participants: Sherlock Holmes, Clive Merrison ; Dr. Watson, Michael Williams ; Jonathan Small, Brian Blessed ; Mary Morstan, Moir Leslie ; Abdullah Khan, Amerjit deu ; Mrs. Hudson, Anna Cropper ; Thaddeus Sholto, Richard Tate ; Major Sholto, Michael Kilgarriff ; Bartholomew Sholto/Mahomet Singh, John Bull ; Inspector Jones, Siôn Probert ; Sherman, John Moffatt ; Wiggins, Alan Dean ; Mrs. Forrester, Elizabeth Mansfield ; Jacobson, Vincent Brimble. Alexander Balanescu, violin. Dramatized by Bert Coules ; director, Ian Cotterell ; producer, David Johnston. //

834. ———. *The sign of the four*. [England?]: BBC Worldwide, 2002. Sound Recording 2 sound discs (110 min.).

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- BBC Radio 4. BBC Worldwide Ltd. digital, stereo. ; 4 3/4 in. Radio collection BBC. Compact disc. Previously published in 1998. "As heard on Radio 4"--Container. Participants: Sherlock Holmes, Clive Merrison ; Dr. Watson, Michael Williams ; Jonathan Small, Brian Blessed ; Mary Morstan, Moir Leslie ; Abdullah Khan, Amerjit deu ; Mrs. Hudson, Anna Cropper ; Thaddeus Sholto, Richard Tate ; Major Sholto, Michael Kilgarriff ; Bartholomew Sholto/Mahomet Singh, John Bull ; Inspector Jones, Siôn Probert ; Sherman, John Moffatt ; Wiggins, Alan Dean ; Mrs. Forrester, Elizabeth Mansfield ; Jacobson, Vincent Brimble. Dramatized by Bert Coules ; director, Ian Cotterell ; producer, David Johnston. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog, stereo., Dolby processed. BBC radio collection. "As heard on Radio 4"--Container. Participants: Sherlock Holmes, Clive Merrison ; Dr. Watson, Michael Williams ; Mrs. Hudson, Judi Dench ; Sir Charles Baskerville, Donald Sinden ; Sir Henry Baskerville, Mark Leake ; Stapleton, Ian Masters ; Dr. Mortimer, Roger May ; Barrymore, Don McCorkindale./ Michael Haslam, piano ; Ian Humphries, violin. Dramatized by Bert Coules ; director, Enyd Williams. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- BDD Audio (Firm). BBC Radio. analog, Dolby processed + Includes: 1 credits list (11 cm.). At head of title: BBC Radio presents. "An audio dramatization"--Container. Participants: Sherlock Holmes, Clive Merrison ; Dr. Watson, Michael Williams ; John McMurdo, Iain Glen ; The narrator, Ronald Pickup ; Inspector MacDonald, Mark Bonnar ; White Mason, Timothy Bateson./ Michael Haslam, piano ; Abigail Young, violin. Dramatized by Bert Coules ; director, Enyd Williams. //


838. ———. *Sherlock Holmes, his last bow. volume 1 & 2*. Hampton, NH: BBC Audiobooks America, 2000. Sound Recording 4 sound cassettes (5 hr., 50 min.).


   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog, 1 7/8 ips. Unabridged. Read by Michael Page. //


851. ———. *A study in scarlet*. [Old Saybrook, CT]: Tantor Media, 2003. Sound Recording 1 sound disc (4 hrs., 16 min.).
   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. Compact disc, MP3 format.; System requirements: CD/MP3 player or PC with MP3-capable software. Read by Derek Partridge. //


Sound Recording 1 sound media player (ca. 8 hrs.).  
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 9 x 6 cm. + Includes: 1 extra AAA battery. Issued on Playaway, a dedicated audio media player; requires headphones for use. Playaway. Read by Michael Prichard. //


859. ———. *The adventure of the Bruce-Partington plans*. Niagara Falls, NY: Durkin Hayes, 1997. Sound Recording (cassette) 1 sound cassette (ca. 67 min.).  
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog, Dolby processed. Paperback audio. Read by Edward Raleigh. // National security is at stake when Sherlock Holmes' brother Mycroft, a British government policy-maker, requests Sherlock's help in solving a case of a young man found dead on the underground and carrying technical papers.

860. ———. *The adventure of the illustrious client*. Burlington, Ont.: Durkin Hayes, 1996. Sound Recording (cassette) 1 sound cassette (60 min.).  
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog, Dolby-processed. Paperback audio. Read by Edward Raleigh. //

861. ———. *The adventure of the Lion's Mane; The adventure of the mazarin stone*. [New York]: Durkin Hayes Audio, 1998. Sound Recording (cassette) 1 sound cassette (75 min.).  
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog, Dolby processed. Unabridged. Read by Edward Raleigh. // Adventure of the Lion's Mane: At the seaside, an agonizingly wounded young man staggers toward Holmes, shrieks "the Lion's Mane," and dies on the spot. Adventure of the mazarin stone: Count Sylvius stole the crown jewel, but he must kill Holmes to get away with his crime. Holmes doesn't want to arrest him without the stone, so he's ready to risk his life with an astounding trick.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog, 1 7/8 ips, Dolby processed. Read by Edward Raleigh. //

863. ———. *The adventure of the solitary cyclist*. Burlington, Ont.: Durkin Hayes Pub., 1995. Sound Recording (cassette) 1 sound cassette (ca. 98 min.).  
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog, Dolby-processed. Paperback audio. Title from container. Read by Edward Raleigh. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog, 1 7/8 ips, Dolby processed. "Paperback audio"--Container. Read by Edward Raleigh. // At the request of Dr. Watson's friend, Sherlock Holmes begins a hunt to find a vampire.

865. ———. *Adventure of the three gables*. U.S.A.: Durkin Hayes Audio, 1998. Sound Recording (cassette) 1 sound cassette (ca. 75 min.).  
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog, Dolby processed. Paperback audio. Unabridged. In container (18 cm.) Read by Edward Raleigh. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog, 1 7/8 ips, Dolby processing. "Paperback audio"--Container. Read by Edward Raleigh. //

867. ———. *A Case of Identity, and the Adventure of the Abbey Grange*. Burlington, Ont.: Durkin Hayes Pub., 1995. Sound Recording 1 sound cassette (ca. 90 min.).
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NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog, Dolby-processed. Paperback audio. Read by Edward Raleigh. //

868. ———. *The Navy treaty*. Burlington, Ont.: Durkin Hayes, 1996. Sound Recording 1 sound cassette (71 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog, Dolby-processed. Read by Edward Raleigh. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. Unabridged. Read by Edward Raleigh. //

870. ———. *The return of Sherlock Holmes*. [Niagara Falls, NY]: Durkin Hayes Pub., 1998. Sound Recording 4 sound cassettes (ca. 6 hr.).

871. ———. *Sherlock Holmes*. [Niagara Falls, NY]: DH Audio, 1999. Sound Recording 1 sound cassette (ca. 100 min.).

872. ———. *Sherlock Holmes the adventure of the musgrave ritual; The adventure of the blue carbuncle*. Niagara Falls, NY: Durkin Hayes, 1995. Sound Recording 1 sound cassette (ca. 90 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog, Dolby processed. Paperback audio. Read by Edward Raleigh. //

873. ———. *Sherlock Holmes the world's greatest detective*. Burlington, Ont.; Niagara Falls, NY: Durkin Hayes Pub., 1995. Sound Recording 4 sound cassettes (5 hr., 30 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Analog, Dolby processed. Container title. Previously released as two two-cassette sets, the numbering sequence of cassette sides (1-4) is repeated on both sets. Durkin Hayes : LFB 9522 (additional nos. on cassettes: DHP 7387 and DHP 7400). Read by Edward Raleigh. // Contains a selection of short stories from The return of Sherlock Holmes, continuing the adventures of the famous detective (whom the author had tried to kill off in his previous collection The memoirs of Sherlock Holmes).

874. ———. *Stories from the adventures of Sherlock Holmes a scandal in Bohemia*. Burlington, Ont.: Durkin Hayes Pub., 1997. Sound Recording 2 sound cassettes (2 hr., 26 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog, Dolby processed. Read by Edward Raleigh. Uniform Title: Adventures of Sherlock Holmes. Selections. //

875. ———. *Stories from the Return of Sherlock Holmes*. Burlington, Ont.: Durkin Hayes Pub., 1998. Sound Recording 2 sound cassettes (180 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog, 1 7/8 ips, Dolby processed. Read by Edward Raleigh. //

876. ———. *Stories from the return of Sherlock Holmes the adventure of the empty house*. Burlington, Ont.: Durkin Hayes Pub., 1995. Sound Recording 2 sound cassettes (2 hr., 30 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Analog, Dolby-processed. Container title. In case (18 cm.). Read by Edward Raleigh. //

877. ———. *Stories from the return of Sherlock Holmes the adventure of the six Napoleons*. Burlington, Ont.: Durkin Hayes Pub., 1995. Sound Recording 2 sound cassettes (2 hr., 55 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog, Dolby-processed. Read by Edward Raleigh. Uniform Title: Return of Sherlock Holmes. //

878. ———. *Stories from the return of Sherlock Holmes the Boscombe Valley mystery*. Burlington, Ont.: Durkin Hayes Pub., 1997. Sound Recording 2 sound cassettes (2 hr., 28 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog, 1 7/8 ips, Dolby processed. Read by Edward Raleigh. //
879. ———. *Stories from the return of Sherlock Holmes. The adventure of the dancing men.* Burlington, Ont., Canada ; Niagara Falls, N.Y.: Durkin Hayes Pub., 1996. Sound Recording 2 sound cassettes (ca. 2 hr., 30 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog, Dolby processed. Read by Edward Raleigh. Uniform Title: Return of Sherlock Holmes. Selections. //

880. ———. *The world's most famous detective four cassette Sherlock Holmes mystery collection.* Niagara Falls, NY: Durkin Hayes, 1997. Sound Recording 4 sound cassettes (ca. 5 hr.).


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog, Dolby processed. Abridged. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog, Dolby processed. Stories of Sherlock Holmes ; vol. 2. Unabridged. Performed by Basil Rathbone. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Analog. Read by Basil Rathbone. Holmes solves the mystery surrounding the death of a young woman in "The Adventure of the Speckled Band," and vows to end the criminal reign of Professor Moriarty in "The Final Problem."

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Analog, Dolby processed. Performed by Basil Rathbone. // A magnificent race horse vanishes, his trainer murdered - a curious challenge for master sleuth Sherlock Holmes.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Analog, Dolby processed. Harper Classics. Harper Audio: HC 1172. Title on container: The adventures of the speckled band/The final problem. Previously released material. Read by Basil Rathbone. // In "The adventures of the speckled band," a murder takes place in a country manor house and it's up to Sherlock Holmes to prevent a second. In "The final problem" Holmes appears to have been killed by Moriarty.

**NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Analog. Complete and unabridged. Originally published in 1891. Read by Nick Rawlinson. "The White Company is a motley group of English mercenaries, fighting under the leadership of Sir Nigel Loring. Bound by an unquestioning respect for social order, patriotism and a lust for adventure, the company makes its way to France to fight in the local wars. Encountering pirate ships and other dramas during their crossing, they finally land at Bordeaux and become involved with the fighting at the siege of the Château of Villefranch du Périgord and in the Spanish Pyrenees."--Container.**


**NOTE // ABSTRACT --- 1 7/8 ips. Hodder Headline audiobooks; Golden days of radio. John Gielgud as Sherlock Holmes and Ralph Richardson as Dr Watson. First broadcast in the 1950s.**


**NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Analog, Dolby processed. Golden age of radio. Dramatization with Sir John Gielgud as Sherlock Holmes; Sir Ralph Richardson as Watson; and Orson Welles as Dr. Moriarty (The Final Problem). Produced by NBC in 1955 for the BBC. Uniform Title: Short stories. Selections.**


**NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Gelesen von Carl Rigg.**


**NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. Dove Audio: 80430. Participants: Narración: Germán Robles.**


**NOTE // ABSTRACT --- BMG-Ariola/ARIS. Schallplattenfassung und Regie: Andreas Scheinert.**


**NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog, 1 7/8 ips. Read by David Sharp.**

898. ———. *The valley of fear*. Spokane, WA: Books in Motion, 1995. Sound Recording 4 sound cassettes (5 hr., 36 min.).

**NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Analog, 1 7/8 ips. "Unabridged". Participants: David Sharp.**


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Analog, stereo., Dolby processed. Read by George Takei. Uniform Title: Selections. 1995. //

902. ———. *Sherlock Holmes' last adventures*. Minneapolis, MN: AudioScope, 1995. Sound Recording 2 sound discs (ca. 2 hr.).

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Digital ; 4 3/4 in. Compact discs. Read by George Takei. Recorded at Granite Recording, Los Angeles, Calif. // Presents detective Sherlock Holmes as he comes out of retirement to solve mysterious and odd events involving voodoo and mummified monkeys, confidential government documents, and a German spy ring.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital, stereo. ; 12 cm. Tyt. z etykiety./ Na podst. ksiazki: "Sherlock Holmes niepokonyany"./ Czas odtwarzania ok. 60 min./ Na dokumencie pseud. pierwszego tl., nazwa wlasc.: Witold Engel./ Participants: Czyta: Leszek Teleszynski. [w tl. Jana Skalnego i Jerzego Regawskiego]. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital, stereo. ; 12 cm. Sherlock Holmes i... / Arthur Conan Doyle Variation: Doyle, Arthur Conan; (1859-1930).; Sherlock Holmes i... Tyt. z etykiety./ Na podst. ksiazki: "Sherlock Holmes niepokonyany"./ Na dokumencie pseud. pierwszego tl., w hasle nazwa wlasc.: Witold Engel./ Participants: Czyta: Leszek Teleszynski. [w tl. Jana Skalnego i Jerzego Regawskiego]. Uniform Title: Resident patient (Polish) //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital, stereo. ; 12 cm. Sherlock Holmes i... / Arthur Conan Doyle Variation: Doyle, Arthur Conan; (1859-1930).; Sherlock Holmes i... Tyt. z etykiety./ Na podst. ksiazki: "Sherlock Holmes
A Holmes & Doyle Bibliography
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909. ———. Znikniecie młodego lorda. Warszawa: Mozaika, 2006. Sound Recording 2 płyty CD.
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital, stereo. ; 12 cm. Sherlock Holmes i / Arthur Conan Doyle Variation: Doyle, Arthur Conan; (1859-1930); Sherlock Holmes... Czas odtwarzania ok. 1 godz. 26 min./ Tyt. z etykiety./ Na podst. książki: "Sherlock Holmes niepokonany"./ Na dokumencie pseud. pierwszego tl., nazwa własc.: Witold Engel./ Participants: Czyta: Leszek Teleszynski. [w tl. Jana Skalnego i Jerzego Regawskiego]. Uniform Title: Adventure of the priory school. Polish. //


912. ———. The adventures of Sherlock Holmes. II. [Germany?] : Naxos AudioBooks, 1999. Sound Recording (CD) 3 sound discs (3 hr., 31 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. Abridged. Program notes inserted in container. Read by David Timson. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- UITV.: David Timson. Omlijst met muzikale fragmenten. //

914. ———. The adventures of Sherlock Holmes. III. [Germany?] : NAXOS AudioBooks, 2000. Sound Recording (CD) 3 sound discs (3 hrs, 32 min.).

915. ———. The adventures of Sherlock Holmes. IV. [S.l.]: NAXOS AudioBooks, 2001. Sound Recording (CD) 3 sound discs (ca. 3 hrs, 31 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. + Includes: i booklet (11 p. ; 13 cm.) Compact disc. Unabridged. Read by David Timson. //

916. ———. The adventures of Sherlock Holmes. IV. Franklin, Tenn.: NAXOS AudioBooks, 2001. Sound Recording (cassette) 3 sound cassettes (ca. 3 hrs, 31 min.).


918. ———. The adventures of Sherlock Holmes. V. [Germany?] : NAXOS AudioBooks, 2002. Sound Recording (CD) 3 sound discs (3 hr., 39 min., 35 sec.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. Compact discs. Program notes inserted in container. Read by David Timson. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. Compact disc. In container (17 x 18 cm.) Read by David Timson. // "In two of these stories, The Reigate Squire and The adventure of the Beryl Coronet, Sherlock Holmes demonstrates his thespian powers as he unravels the mysteries. In the first he explains a rural murder while in the second, Holmes' timely intervention prevents something of a national - even royal - scandal"--Container.

921. ———. *The adventures of Sherlock Holmes. volume V*. Franklin, Tenn.: NAXOS AudioBooks, 2002. Sound Recording (cassette) 3 sound cassettes (ca. 4 hrs.).

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. The Complete classics; Classic fiction Variation: Classic literature with classical music. Unabridged. Read by David Timson. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Digital ; 4 3/4 in. + Includes: 1 pamphlet. Classic literature with classical music. Complete and unabridged stories. Compact discs. "The Adventure of the Empty House and other stories"--Container. Program notes inserted in container. The music heard on this recording is taken from the Marco Polo catalogue [three string quartets of Arthur Foote]. Originally published in 1905. Naxos: NA330112: NA330112 (CD 1) ; NA330122 (CD 2) ; NA330132 (CD 3). Read by David Timson. // In The adventure of the empty house: In disguise, Sherlock Holmes returns from his supposed death at the hands of Moriarty, much to the astonishment of his friend, Dr. Watson. After explaining where he's been for three years, Holmes leads Watson to an empty house where they find Moriarty's second in command, Sebastian Moran, firing his air rifle across the street at a moving silhouette of Holmes in the study of 221B. Moran is captured and revealed as the murderer of an innocent man who was about to expose his cheating at cards. In The adventure of the Norwood builder: Holmes and Watson are engaged in clearing a young man from a charge of murder against a builder who has mysteriously disappeared. In The adventure of the six Napoleons: Holmes and Watson are called upon to solve the mystery of why busts of Napoleon are being smashed all over London. In The adventure of the three students: Holmes and Watson are in one of the great university towns to research early English charters when they are engaged by a professor of Greek concerning the rifling (and possible copying) of the proofs for a scholarship exam.
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Digital. Unabridged. Read by David Timson. // Sherlock Holmes takes on four new cases and, as always, is assisted by his friend Dr. Watson.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Digital ; 4 3/4 in. Unabridged. Compact discs. Read by David Timson. // Sherlock Holmes takes on four new cases and, as always, is assisted by his friend Dr. Watson.

929. ———. The return of Sherlock Holmes III. [Germany?] : NAXOS AudioBooks, 2005. Sound Recording 4 sound discs (ca. 4 1/2 hr.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Digital ; 4 3/4 in. Compact discs. Unabridged selections. Program notes laid in container. "Classic fiction." Read by David Timson. Produced by Nicolas Soames ; edited by Sarah Butcher. Uniform Title: Return of Sherlock Holmes. Selections. // Once again Doyle presents a series of cases which baffle the police, but are no match for Sherlock Holmes and his trusty companion Dr. Watson.


932. ———. A study in scarlet. Franklin, TN: Naxos, 2002. Sound Recording 4 sound cassettes (approx. 4 hr., 46 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog, Dolby processed + Includes: program notes. Classic literature with classical music. Read by David Timson. Producer, Nicolas Soames ; editor, Sarah Butcher. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 9 x 6 cm. + Includes: 1 set of earphones + 1 AAA battery. Issued on Playaway, a dedicated audio media player. Read by David Timson. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. Compact discs. Read by David Timson. //


937. ———. The adventures of Sherlock Holmes. I. [Redhill, Surrey, UK]: NAXOS AudioBooks, 1998. Sound Recording (CD) 3 sound discs (3 hr., 30 min., 56 sec.).
938. ———. *The adventures of Sherlock Holmes. II.* [Germany?]: NAXOS AudioBooks, 1999. Sound Recording (cassette) 3 sound cassettes (3 hr., 31 min., 20 sec.).


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. Abridged. Read by John Whitaker. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital, 1 7/8 ips, Dolby processed ; 3 7/8 x 2 in., 1/8 in tape. Great Mystery series. Abridgment by Barry Faldner. Read by John Whitaker. // Along the foggy and sinister streets of London and the mysterious London countryside, Sherlock Holmes and the good Doctor Watson are called upon to solve the seemingly unsolvable.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. Great mystery series. Title from container. Abridgment by Barry Faldner. Read by John Whitaker. // Along the foggy and sinister streets of London and the mysterious London countryside, Sherlock Holmes and the good Doctor Watson are called upon to solve the seemingly unsolvable.


948. Doyle, Arthur Conan, and Tom Whitworth. *His Last Bow*. [Old Saybrook, CT]: Tantor Media, 2005. Sound Recording (CDs) 7 sound discs (7 hr., 50 min.).

949. ———. *His Last Bow*. [San Clemente, CA]: Tantor Media, 2005. Sound Recording (disc) 1 sound disc (ca. 7.5 hr.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. Unabridged classics. System requirements: MP3-CD player or PC with MP3-capable software. Unabridged. Compact disc, MP3 format. Read by Tom Whitworth. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. Unabridged. Read by Fred Williams. //


952. ———. *The poison belt*. Ashland, OR: Blackstone Audiobooks, 1999. Sound Recording 4 sound cassettes (360 min.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. Unabridged. Read by Fred Williams. //

953. ———. *Tales of terror and mystery*. Ashland, OR: Blackstone Audiobooks, 1998. Sound Recording 6 sound cassettes (9 hrs.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog ; 1 7/8 ips. Unabridged. Read by Fred Williams. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Penguin audiobooks. Read by Douglas Wilmer. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Sherlock Holmes Gruselstorys. Read by Helmut Winkelmann //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Sherlock Holmes Gruselstorys. Read by Helmut Winkelmann //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Sherlock Holmes Gruselstorys. Read by Helmut Winkelmann //

965. Doyle, Arthur Conan, Lesley Young, and Carl Rigg. Four Short Stories. [Unterhaching, Germany]: Naxos AudioBooks, 1995. Sound Recording 2 sound cassettes (2 hr., 34 min., 43 sec.).

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. Fono-libros; Yoyo-libros. Translation of three works. Participants: Leidas por Carlos Zambrano. Also issued on cassette. // Presents three adventures featuring the calculating sleuth Sherlock Holmes and his faithful assistant Dr. Watson as they solve the puzzles in these detective and mystery stories.

967. ———. Aventuras de Sherlock Holmes. Bogotá: Yoyo Libros ; N. Miami Beach, FL : Yoyo USA [distributor], 2005. Sound Recording (CD) 3 sound discs (3 hr.).

968. ———. Aventuras de Sherlock Holmes & mas aventuras de Sherlock Holmes. Chagrin Falls, Ohio: Findaway World, 2007. Sound Recording 1 sound media player (ca. 7 hr.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 9 x 6 cm. + Includes: 1 set of earphones + 1 AAA battery. Issued on Playaway, a dedicated audio media player. Read by Carlos Zambrano. // A collection of Sherlock Holmes adventures in which the English detective solves mysteries.

970. ———. *Más aventuras de Sherlock Holmes*. Colombia: Disonex ; Distributed by YOYO Music, 2001. Sound Recording 3 sound discs (ca. 3 hrs.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. Fono-libros; Yoyo-libros. Compact disc. Translation of three works. In Spanish. Contents notes taken from container. Participants: Leído por Carlos Zambrano. Also issued on cassette. // Presents three adventures featuring the calculating sleuth Sherlock Holmes and his faithful assistant Dr. Watson as they solve the puzzles in these detective and mystery stories.

971. ———. *Más aventuras de Sherlock Holmes*. Bogotá: Yoyo Libros ; N. Miami Beach, FL : Yoyo USA [distributor], 2005. Sound Recording 3 sound discs (3 hr.).

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital, stereo. ; 12 cm. Sherlock Holmes i... / Arthur Conan Doyle Variation: Doyle, Arthur Conan; (1859-1930).; Sherlock Holmes i... Tyt. z etykiety./ Participants: Czyta: Wiktor Zborowski. [tl. Jan Meysztowicz]. Uniform Title: Adventure of the three students. Polish. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog, 15/16 ips, 4 track, mono. Originally published: New York, N.Y. : Amsco School Publications, c2000. Audience: [Grades 9-12]. Distribution is restricted to RFB & D members who have a documented print disability such as a visual impairment, learning disability or other physical disability. [edited by] Robert Eidelberg. // [The] purpose [of this book is] to help students develop critical reading and writing skills by working with a collection of mystery stories. [This book includes] suspenseful stories and plays by well-known authors such as Agatha Christie, Lawrence Block, Frederick Knott (DIAL "M" FOR MURDER), Isak Dinesen, Donald E. Westlake, Susan Dunlap, and Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. [The] selections are in various writing styles and settings. Contemporary American authors are emphasized. A full-length play and a novella are included.-http://www.amscopub.com.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col. ; 1/2 in. Swedenborg lecture series ; 2001; VHS. Introduction by Dr. Steve Cooley. // Dr. Ellwood compares the relationship between Swedenborg and the detective writer Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, who created the incomparable Sherlock Holmes. Doyle became an avid spiritualist. Dr. Ellwood also discusses the empirical or observational side of Swedenborgianism and its founder.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. // "Dr. Engel reveals that the creator of Sherlock Holmes led a fascinating life which rivaled the suspense and surprises in his detective fiction."

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. // Dr. Engel reveals the fascinating life led by the creator of Sherlock Holmes, a life which rivaled the suspense and surprises of his detective fiction.


Revised September 25, 2018 (EN)  Copyright © Timothy J. Johnson 2004-2018

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital, mono. ; 4 3/4 in. Bring the classics to life. Originally published: Long Island, NY : Edcon, c1989. Distribution is restricted to RFB & D members who have a documented print disability such as a visual impairment, learning disability or other physical disability. [story adaptor, Richard D. Ferrie] ; series designer, Philip J. Solimene ; editor, Kathryn L. Brennan. // This ... classic tale has been simplified & adapted into 10 short chapters with key words defined & used in context.-http://www.booksinprint.com.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Unabridged. Various readers. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Performer Note: In the 1st story: Sherlock Holmes, John Gilbert ; Dr. Watson, Larry Albert. In the 2nd story: Ray Court, Pat French, Arthur Kahn, Vern Taylor, Richard Arnold. Performer Note: Dave Adams, host. Event Note: Originally aired Oct. 11, 1998; recorded live at the Museum of History and Industry, Seattle // In the first story, Holmes and Watson discover a dead body in the Thames River. In the second story, can the new CEO of a multinational company really be a long-hunted Nazi concentration camp guard?


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Performer Note: In the 1st story: Sherlock Holmes, John Gilbert ; Dr. Watson, Lawrence Albert. In the 2nd story: Harry Nile, Phil Harper. Performer Note: Dave Adams, host. Event Note: Originally aired Jan. 17, 1999; recorded live at the Museum of History and Industry, Seattle // In the first story, Holmes and Watson discover who stole a missing manuscript from novelist H.G. Wells. In the second story, private eye Harry Nile solves a case for a woman with no memory


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Performer Note: In the 1st story: Sherlock Holmes, John Gilbert ; Dr. Watson, Larry Albert. In the 2nd story: Harry Nile, Phil Harper. Performer Note: Dave Adams, host. Event Note: Originally aired June 6, 1999; recorded live at the Museum of History and Industry, Seattle // In the first story, Sherlock Holmes and Watson uncover how an "impossible" theft of a priceless artifact was carried off. In the second, private eye Harry Nile takes a cruise to Alaska to solve a baffling series of killings aboard the luxury vessel


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Performer Note: In the 1st story: Terry Rose, Katherine Shield, John Gilbert, Larry Albert. In the 2nd story: Sherlock Holmes, John Gilbert ; Dr. Watson, Larry Albert. Performer Note: Dave Adams, host. Event Note: Originally aired Apr. 4, 1999; recorded live at the Museum of History and Industry, Seattle // In the first story, Kincaid the Strange-seeker uncovers a fabulous invention smuggled into this country from Russia. In the second story a man hires Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson to find his missing fiancé

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Performer Note: In the 1st story: Sherlock Holmes, John Gilbert ; Dr. Watson, Larry Albert. In the 2nd story: Phil Harper, Ross Perry, Terry McManus. Performer Note: Dave Adams, host. Event Note: Originally aired May 17, 1998; recorded live at the Museum of History and Industry, Seattle // In the first story, a newly-written pastiche authorized by the estate of sir Arthur Conan Doyle finds Holmes and Watson on a case of murder. In the second story, a mystery man takes the law into his own hands when a crime wave hits a small town

985. ———. The Quatermaine case [i.e., curse]. San Francisco: TransMedia, 1999 1 sound cassette.
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Performer Note: In the 1st story: Sherlock Holmes, John Gilbert ; Dr. Watson, Larry Albert. In the 2nd story: Cassie, Rebecca Stevenson. Event Note: Originally aired May 16, 1999 //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Performer Note: In the 1st story: Sherlock Holmes, John Gilbert ; Dr. Watson, Lawrence Albert. In the 2nd story: Harry Nile, Phil Harper. Performer Note: Dave Adams, host. Event Note: Originally aired July 5, 1998; recorded live at the Museum of History and Industry, Seattle //

987. ———. The secret of the fives The tide pool. San Francisco: TransMedia, 1999 1 sound disc.
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Performer Note: In the 1st story: Sherlock Holmes, John Gilbert ; Dr. Watson, Lawrence Albert. In the 2nd story: Sam Dalton, Peggy Jordan, Gregory Magyar, David Freed. Event Note: Originally aired Jan. 17, 1999; recorded live at the Museum of History and Industry, Seattle // In the first story, Sherlock Holmes is hired by the American government to find out who is threatening to destroy buildings at the U.S. capitol. In the second story, an oozing alien life form steals the intelligence from a group of gifted children.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. Imagination theater ; 148. Credits spoken on recording. Includes commercial breaks. Participants: In the 1st story: Sherlock Holmes, John Gilbert ; Dr. Watson, Lawrence Albert. In the 2nd story: Sam Dalton, Peggy Jordan, Gregory Magyar, David Freed. Originally aired Jan. 17, 1999; recorded live at the Museum of History and Industry, Seattle. Executive producer, Dave Adams ; writer and producer, Jim French ; director, Pat French. // In the first story, Sherlock Holmes is hired by the American government to find out who is threatening to destroy buildings at the U.S. capitol. In the second story, an oozing alien life form steals the intelligence from a group of gifted children.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. Golden age of radio; History of radio. "The world's greatest detective! The history of radio"--Container. Participants: John Gilbert (Holmes) ; Lawrence Albert (Dr. Watson). Written and directed by Jim French. //
991. ———. _Sherlock Holmes radio mysteries_. Renton, WA: Topics Entertainment, 2001. Sound Recording 8 sound cassettes (ca. 6 hr.).
   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. Golden age of radio; History of radio. "The world's greatest detective! The history of radio"--Container. Participants: John Gilbert (Holmes) ; Lawrence Albert (Dr. Watson). Written and directed by Jim French. //

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. "Authorized by the estate of Dame Jean Conan Doyle"--cd. With John Patrick Lowrie as Holmes and Lawrence Albert as Watson. by Jim French. //

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. "Authorized by the estate of Dame Jean Conan Doyle"--cd/ Participants: With John Patrick Lowrie as Holmes and Lawrence Albert as Watson. by Jim French. //

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. "Authorized by the estate of Dame Jean Conan Doyle"--cd/ Participants: With John Patrick Lowrie as Holmes and Lawrence Albert as Watson. by Jim French. //

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. "Authorized by the estate of Dame Jean Conan Doyle"--cd/ Participants: With John Patrick Lowrie as Holmes and Lawrence Albert as Watson. by Jim French. //

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. "Authorized by the estate of Dame Jean Conan Doyle"--cd. With John Patrick Lowrie as Holmes and Lawrence Albert as Watson. by Jim French. //

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. "Authorized by the estate of Dame Jean Conan Doyle"--cd With John Patrick Lowrie as Holmes and Lawrence Albert as Watson. by Jim French. //

   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. "Authorized by the estate of Dame Jean Conan Doyle"--cd. With John Patrick Lowrie as Holmes and Lawrence Albert as Watson. by Jim French. //

999. Frost, Mark, and David Warner. _The 6 messiahs_. Beverly Hills, CA: Dove Audio, 1995. Sound Recording (cassettes) 4 sound cassettes (ca. 6 hr.).
   NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog, Dolby processed. Abridged. Performed by David Warner. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- /// "...brings together the work of Longfellow, Shakespeare and Edward Lear, plus Gielgud's memorable portrayal of Sherlock Holmes...and much-loved reading of Charles Dickens' A Christmas Carol.


1003. ———. *Sherlock Holmes*. Plymouth, MN: Metacom, 1996. Sound Recording 6 sound cassettes (8 hr.).


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. Nostalgia radio. Sherlock Holmes; v. 1. Participants: Sir John Gielgud (Sherlock Holmes), Ralph Richardson (Dr. Watson). [adapted for radio drama by Edith Meiser]. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. Nostalgia radio. Sherlock Holmes; v. 5. Sir John Gielgud (Sherlock Holmes), Ralph Richardson (Dr. Watson). [adapted for radio drama by Edith Meiser]. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. Nostalgia radio. Sherlock Holmes; v. 4. Participants: Sir John Gielgud (Sherlock Holmes), Ralph Richardson (Dr. Watson). [adapted for radio drama by Edith Meiser]. //

1008. ———. *The Red headed league; A case of identity*. Plymouth, MN: Metacom, 1994. Sound Recording 1 sound cassette (60 min.).

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. Nostalgia radio. Sherlock Holmes; v. 2. Participants: Sir John Gielgud (Sherlock Holmes), Ralph Richardson (Dr. Watson). [adapted for radio drama by Edith Meiser]. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. Nostalgia radio. Sherlock Holmes; v. 5. Participants: Sir John Gielgud (Sherlock Holmes), Ralph Richardson (Dr. Watson). [adapted for radio drama by Edith Meiser]. //

1010. ———. *The Traitor Rare disease*. Plymouth, MN: Metacom, 1994. Sound Recording 1 sound cassette (60 min.).

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. Nostalgia radio. Sherlock Holmes; v. 3. Participants: Sir John Gielgud (Sherlock Holmes), Ralph Richardson (Dr. Watson). [adapted for radio drama by Edith Meiser]. //


**NOTE // ABSTRACT** --- computer data (digital audio). Spoken audio file that can be played back on a portable device or suitably equipped microcomputer. Title supplied by cataloger. Unabridged short stories. Various performers. [edited by Martin Greenberg]. //


**NOTE // ABSTRACT** --- analog, 4.75 cm/s, 2 track, mono. Ed. recorded: New York: Simon & Schuster, c1989. ISBN 0-671-65916-2. Container includes braille. "This audiobook is for the exclusive use of persons unable to read print because of a physical or visual disability"---Container. "#94-230" Read by Roger Norman. Issued also in printed form. L. B. Greenwood. // Writing with the full approval of the Conan Doyle estate, the author continues the tales of the legendary detective, Sherlock Holmes. A jewel passed down from Scottish royalty goes missing from the hair clip of its owner on her wedding day. Since it formed part of her marriage "estate" it must be found and Holmes is the only man who can find it.


**NOTE // ABSTRACT** --- Pictorial Charts Educational Trust. PCET wallcharts; Y52. Consultant Susan Hamlyn; chart design Roland Meli. //


**NOTE // ABSTRACT** --- analog. Unabridged. Read by Edward Hardwicke. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Südwestrundfunk (Stuttgart u.a.) Hörspielbearb.: Alexander Schnitzler. Dramaturgie: Klaus Schmitz. Regie: Stefan Hilsbecher. Sprecher: Sherlock Holmes: Walter Renneisen ; Dr. Watson: Peter Fitz ; Dr. Huxtable: Peter Fricke ... SWR //


1022. ———. *Holmes on the Range: a mystery*. [Old Saybrook, CT]: Tantor Media, 2006. Sound Recording (disc) 1 sound disc (ca. 9.5 hrs.).
NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. Compact disc ; MP3 format. "This audiobook is encoded in MP3 format and will only play on CD and DVD players or computers that have the ability to play this unique format." -- container. Read by William Dufris. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital, mono, ; 3/4 in. Originally published: Amsterdam : Fredonia Books, c2002. "Reprinted from the 1972 ed."--T.p. verso. Distribution is restricted to RFB&D members who have a documented print disability such as a visual impairment, learning disability or other physical disability. // The whole country got excited by Houdini's campaign against faking spiritualists. He careened through the country, offering money for spirit contacts he couldn't duplicate by admitted magical chicanery. It was a heyday not only for Houdini but for the spirit-callers and there was an equally famous protagonist who thought the spirits could indeed be contacted, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. A photo at the front records a meeting between Houdini and Doyle and Houdini gives Doyle his own chapter. There's an earlier chapter on Daniel Dunglas Home, the English engineer of spectacular paranormal effects. Houdini raises hell with spiritualists who were giving their (usually paying) clients a vision of heavens to come, and shares the methods used to practice "fake" and sensational spiritualism. Houdini was nothing if not unrelenting. As a taste of things to come, he ends his introduction with the words: "Up to the present time everything that I have investigated has been the result of deluded brains." -Back cover.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. The guitar used by Michal Hromek on this recording was built by Robert Schneider. Participants: Michal Hromek, guitar (2-14) ; Hana Müllerová-Jouzová, harp (2-5, 10, 11, 13, 14) ; Jiří Zelba, oboe (1-5, 7, 8, 10, 11, 13, 14), english horn (3) ; Jakub Klár, flute (2-5, 10-14) ; Reně Vácha, viola (1-5, 10-14) ; Michael Verner, bassoon (1-5, 10, 11, 13, 14) ; Daniel Mikolášek, percussion (1, 2, 4, 5, 10-14), bells (1-5), harpsichord (7) ; Filip Dvorák, spinet (7, 8). Strings in ADAGIO & ALLEGRO (7, 8): violin- Jan jouza, Václav Prudil, Jindrich Vacha; viola- Reně Vácha, Ivan Pazour; cello- Jakub Dvorák; double bass- Jaromír Cerník; special guest in preamble (1): Mario Mesány- flute. Michal Hromek. // At The Five Bells (a suite) for guitar, harp, flute, oboe, viola, bassoon, bells and percussion: preamble (3:22) -- five bells (4:22) -- ground (2:53) -- a scandal in bohemia (to Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and Bedrich Smetana) (3:28) -- double obstinacy (4:30) -- Anticipation (A Fantasy on an Irish Ballad) for guitar solo (4:30) -- Adagio & Allegro for guitar, oboe, spinet and strings Adagio (6:03) -- Allegro (to Antonio Vivaldi) (2:23) -- Anticipation Echoed for guitar solo (1:24) -- Westward Bound (a suite of european folk tunes) for guitar, harp, flute, oboe, viola, bassoon and percussion starting in moravia ... (3:00) -- ... switly across germany ... (1:34) -- to scotland, england ... (to Steeleye Span) (5:23) -- ... and to ireland as well (3:09).

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog, Dolby processed. Read by Peter Joyce. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital, mono. ; 4 3/4 in. Originally published: New York, N.Y. : Palgrave Macmillan, 2003, c2002. 1st Palgrave Macmillan ed. Includes bibliographical references (p. 323-331). Distribution is restricted to RFB & D members who have a documented print disability such as a visual impairment, learning disability or other physical disability. Denis Judd & Keith Surridge. // "The Boer War," Fought between British forces and the Dutch descendents in South Africa from 1899 to 1902, was an epic war of heroism, but also one of bungling, cunning, and barbarism. It had an extraordinary cast of characters - not only leading men like Churchill, Kruger, Rhodes, Smuts, Botha, and Kitchener, but also minor characters like Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, Rudyard Kipling, Gandhi, and Emily Hobhouse. The war revealed the ineptitude of the British military and widespread anti-Semitism. It exposed the corrupt underside of imperialism and brought into being the most dreaded of all war time creations, the concentration camp. [In this book, the authors'] history of the Boer War presents a ... view of the conflict and debunks several myths. There was not, for instance, a straight-forward divide between Boers and British. Many Boers fought on the British side, and many British were pro-Boer, denouncing their own side's "methods of barbarism." In fact, in the history of the two communities, the war was an uncharacteristically violent collision. Although it led to some long-standing resentments, the overriding aim of both sides was to maintain European supremacy and to keep Africans and Indians "in their place." The sensitivity the British displayed to the Afrikaner volk in the peace treaty is evidence of this as was the continued division of power and spoils that lasted until the end of the Apartheid era. This new history of the Boer War is a gripping retelling of this military conflict. Even more importantly, it is the chronicle of a dispute with aftereffects that haunted the world throughout the entire twentieth century.-Dust jacket.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Read by Megan Follows // Mary Russell, a brilliant and headstrong Oxford student, meets for the first time London's most legendary private eye and before long she finds herself on the trail of kidnappers, then in a race for time with a mysterious person who intends to kill both Holmes and herself.

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog ; 1 7/8 ips. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. Subtitle from container. Read by Barbara Leigh-Hunt, Derek Jacobi, Hugh Laurie, Martin Jarvis, Joanna David, Kerry Shale, Nigel Hawthorne, Rosalind Ayres and others. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4/3 4 in. Title from container. "Authorized by the estate of Dame Jean Conan Doyle." Based on characters created by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Starring John Patrick Lowrie (Sherlock Holmes), and Lawrence Albert (Dr. Watson). //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4/3 4 in. Title from container. "Authorized by the estate of Dame Jean Conan Doyle." Based on characters created by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Starring John Patrick Lowrie (1st, 2nd, 5th-10th episodes) and John Gilbert (3rd and 4th episodes) as Sherlock Holmes, with Lawrence Albert as Dr. Watson. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Narrated by Simon Prebble. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital ; 4 3/4 in. "19 unabridged stories"--Container. Read by Patrick Malahide (Horror); Jack Shepherd (Crime); Brian Cox (Murder). //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- mono., NAB standard. Books of wonder. Participants: Tom Martin. Audience: Grades 6-9 and older readers. Must have program eligibility; Access through the National Library Service for
A Holmes & Doyle Bibliography  
Vol. 7, Audio/Visual Materials, Alphabetical Listing

    Sound Recording 2 sound cassettes (3 hr.).
    NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. BBC Radio presents. Full cast dramatization with music and sound effects. Originally broadcast as BBC Radio program. Participants: Performed by Clive Merrison, Michael Williams. // 

    Sound Recording 2 sound cassettes.
    NOTE // ABSTRACT --- mono., NAB standard. Participants: Ray Childs. Must have program eligibility. Access through the National Library Service for the Blind and Physically Handicapped, Library of Congress. // A conference of specialists on the occult is convened to analyze two 19th century ghost hauntings, one in Tennessee, the other in Connecticut. Attended by such experts as Harry Houdini and Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, the conference attempts to arrive at an explanation. By the author of The Dancing Floor. 

    NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital; 4 3/4 in. In container (15 x 13 cm.). Compact discs. Narrated by Barbara Rosenblat. Issued also on cassette. Produced and directed by Rick Harris; Dancing floor, abridged by Janet McCarthy-Fabis; Other worlds, abridged by Nevenah Smith. // 1. The dancing floor: An American woman on a dream-fulfilling tour of ancient gardens in England, finds herself pulled into a labyrinth of mystery, witchcraft, and murder. 2. Other worlds: On a foggy evening, a lofty assemblage of crime specialists, Harry Houdini, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, Dr. Nandor Fodor, and a talented writer, settle in to talk about poltergeists and murder. 

1041. ———. *Other worlds*. New York: Harper Audio, 1999. Sound Recording 2 sound cassettes (ca. 3 hr.).
    NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog, Dolby processed. Abridged. Read by Barbara Rosenblat. Produced and directed by Rick Harris; abridged by Nevenah Smith. // Harry Houdini, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, psychoanalyst Nandor Fodor, and a mystery writer put their minds to solving a pair of mysteries involving families beset by poltergeist pranks and bewitched by inexplicable horrors. 

1042. ———. *Other worlds*. Prince Frederick, MD: Recorded Books, 1999. Sound Recording (cassettes) 5 sound cassettes (7 hr.).
    NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. Unabridged. Read by Barbara Rosenblat. // Harry Houdini, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, psychoanalyst Nandor Fodor, and a mystery writer put their minds to solving a pair of mysteries involving families beset by poltergeist pranks and bewitched by inexplicable horrors. 

1043. ———. *Other worlds*. Prince Frederick, MD: Recorded Books, 1999. Sound Recording (CDs) 6 sound discs (7 hr.).

    NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Performer Note: Read by Simon Prebble // 

    NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital mono.; 4 3/4 in. Cover-to-cover books; Retold timeless classics. Originally published: Logan, IA : Perfection Learning Corp., c1999. Audience: Grades 4-6. Distribution is restricted to RFB&D members who have a documented print disability such as a visual impairment, learning disability or other physical disability. [retold by L.L. Owens]. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog, Dolby processed. Classic literature with classical music. Abridgement of: Conan Doyle, his life and art / by Hesketh Pearson; abridged by David Timson. Recorded at Motivation Sound Studios, London. Read by Tim Pigott-Smith. // Though most well-known as the creator of Sherlock Holmes, Conan Doyle was also responsible for many other works, including short stories, science fiction, and historical fiction. In this comprehensive biography, drawn heavily from Doyle's own autobiographical works and information from Doyle's circle of friends and family, Pearson considers how Doyle's life is reflected in his many books-- including his background as a doctor and his enduring (and public) belief in spiritualism. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- David Birney, narrator; John Rubinstein, reader. Winner of the AudioFile Earphone Award. compiled by Otto Penzler. // An anthology presents tales about such characters as Sherlock Holmes, Raffles, Kinsey Milhone, and Jimmy Valentine by writers including Stephen King, Dick Francis, Sue Grafton, Elmore Leonar, and P.D. James ...//


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. All stories dramatized for audio by George Plumley. Various performers. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. All stories dramatized for audio by George Plumley. Various performers. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Classic author collection. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. Classics on cassette. Unabridged. Read by various narrators. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. Golden days of radio. Participants: Sir John Gielgud as Holmes ; Sir Ralph Richardson as Watson. Produced by Harry Alan Towers. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Mystery on cassette. Unabridged. Narrated by Jeff Woodman and Emily Gray. //

NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital mono. ; 4 3/4 in. Originally published: New York : Pearson/Longman, c2007. Includes bibliographical references (p. 602-606). Distribution is restricted to RFB&D members who have a documented print disability such as a visual impairment, learning disability or other physical disability. Talia Schaffer ; Susan J. Wolfson. // This comprehensive anthology offers ... examples of poetry, fiction, prose, and drama in fin de siecle literature. "In this collection", the undergraduate reader on the fin de siecle offers famous poems, popular fiction, and controversial journalism, along with rare non-canonical texts, to suit broad surveys and single-topic seminars alike. "In the collection", the readings provide a broad representation of popular and
lesser-known authors, including Oscar Wilde, Rudyard Kipling, Walter Pater, A.E. Housman, Alice Meynell, Arthur Symons, and Una Ashworth Taylor. -Back cover.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- sd., col.; 4 3/4 in. DVD; Region 00; DVD type 5. Animated detective stories written in the 1950's in Germany and produced as television cartoon in the 1980s. Disc 2 includes an interview with the author and illustrator, Manfred Schmidt (35 min.). // Nick Knatterton is a Sherlock Holmes style detective, whose cases often involve wealthy aristocratic families with a public image to maintain. Many of the villains are recurring characters and acquainted with Knatterton and his clients, and they're usually good at heart, make up with their victims after being arrested, and everyone is happy at the end.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- digital, Dolby processed. Cassettes 1-2 read by Jack Shepherd; Cassettes 3-4 read by Brian Cox. //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. 15/16 ips, 4 track, mono. "Standardized assessment: strategies for success"--Cover p. [i]. Originally published: Wilmington, MA : Great Source Education Group, c2001. 1st ed. Audience: Grade 8. Distribution is restricted to RFB & D members who have a documented print disability such as a visual impairment, learning disability or other physical disability. // [This book] offers high-interest reading instruction, practice, and test-taking strategies to prepare students for even the most challenging standardized reading tests. Ideal preparation for the reading components of criterion-referenced and norm-referenced exams including the CTBS, Terra Nova, Stanford 9, and NAEP ...-Back cover.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- analog. Unabridged. Read by Richard Matthews. // A biography of Arthur Conan Doyle, the 19th century physician, portraying him as more than the creator of Sherlock Holmes. He wrote historical novels, he ran for parliament, he served as a medical officer in the Boer War and he crusaded for spiritualism.


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Contents: Chelsea -- Sad song -- 250624 -- Space nothing -- Fairy tales -- Generation crap -- Engineering -- Blown away baby -- Work work work -- Quick, Watson! -- Mary Pickford, marry me -- Die, Mother, die -- Fear in the night //


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Read by Simon Jones // A new case for Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson solved by ingenuity and observation


NOTE // ABSTRACT --- Sprecher: Hubertus Gertzen. Regie: Corinna Zimber //